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Abstract

This dissertation describes a methodology and example implementation for the
dynamic regulation of temporally overlapping auditory messages in computer-user
interfaces. The regulation mechanism exists to schedule numerous overlapping au-

ditory messages in such a way that each individual message remains perceptu-
ally distinct from all others. The method is based on the research conducted in
the area of auditory scene analysis. While numerous applications have been engi-
neered to present the user with temporally overlapped auditory output, they have
generally been designed without any structured method of controlling the percep-
tual aspects of the sound.

The method of scheduling temporally overlapping sounds has been extended to
function in an environment where numerous applications can present sound inde-
pendently of each other. The Centralized Audio Presentation System is a global

regulation mechanism that controls all audio output requests made from all cur-
rently running applications. The notion of multimodal objects is explored in this
system as well. Each audio request that represents a particular message can in-
clude numerous auditory representations, such as musical motives and voice. The
Presentation System scheduling algorithm selects the best representation accord-

ing to the current global auditory system state, and presents it to the user within
the request constraints of priority and maximum acceptable latency.

The perceptual conflicts between temporally overlapping audio messages are exam-

ined in depth through the Computational AudiioT-y Scene Synthesizer. At the heart
of this system is a heuristic-based auditory scene synthesis scheduling method. Dif-
ferent schedules of overlapped sounds are evaluated and assigned penalty scores.
High scores represent presentations that include perceptual conflicts between over-
lapping sounds. Low scores indicate fewer and less serious conflicts. A user study
was conducted to validate that the perceptual difficulties predicted by the set of
heuristic algorithms actually existed in test subjects.

. . .
111
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation investigates the creation and regulation of auditory user interfaces
that use dynamic, temporally overlapping, non-speech auditory messages. One
way people normally perceive their environments is through the auditory channel.
This task requires the perception and analysis of many different temporally over-

lapping sounds constantly arriving at the ears. The ability of the human percep-
tual system to group sound into discrete, coherent, and recognizable units can be
used effectively in auditory user interfaces. Through the intelligent creation and
regulation of auditory interfaces, the user can be presented a very rich and infor-

mative computer environment without reliance upon the visual channel.

1.1 Auditory User Interface Design

The usage of non-speech audio has become a common means of communication

in computer-user interfaces. Although non-speech sound has been generally used
for alerting the user to some particular event of interest, other auditory user in-
terfaces have communicated a wide variety of information. The types of informa-
tion represented include, but are certainly not limited to, seismic data [Hay94],
execution behavior of parallel algorithms [JF94], mathematical equations [SE96],

background computer network activity [Coh94], and interactions in virtual envi-

ronments [Beg94a]. Even visual user interface content has been translated into
combined speech and non-speech audio output [Myn94a] [Ram96]. Approximately
forty such interfaces are described in the 1992, 1994, and 1996 Proceedings of the
International Conference on Auditory Display [Kra94a] [KS94] [FK96].

Interest in auditory-based and auditory-enhanced user interfaces has been moti-
vated by a number of factors, including the following:

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1. The ear is very sensitive to air pressure changes. We receive a great deal of
information about our surrounding environment through the auditory chan-

nel. It should be possible to take advantage of this fact to present informa-
tion to the user through the computer interface.

2. There are situations in which the visual channel is not available for use. Ex-

amples include the following circumstances:

●

●

●

●

3. The

Computer operation in a dark or otherwise low-vision environment.

Computer usage by vision-impaired users.

When the eyes are busy looking away from the computer monitor in or-
der to oversee some other task, such as the operation of a motor vehicle.

When no visual display is available, such as with very small hand-held
or ubiquitous computing devices.

time-varying nature of sound makes it a natural medium for the presen-

tation of time-varying data.

4. Sound is a natural interaction modality used by people. There exists great
potential to simplify user interfaces through the use of well designed audi-
tory messages.

1.2 Temporally Overlapped Auditory Messages

In some instances it is advantageous to temporally overlap auditory messages to
increase the density and speed of the presented information or to explore temporal
relations between different data. This approach has been tried in a number of au-
ditory user interface designs. The main problem is that each sound must be care-

fully designed so that it can be clearly segregated from a number of other concur-
rently played sounds. No auditory user interface design has incorporated a con-

trol mechanism that regulates the overlapped auditory output in such an interface.
Brewster did examine how non-speech audio could be effectively used in the inter-
face, but did not consider the issues of temporally overlapped audio. His empha-

sis was on temporally non-overlapped auditory messages [Bre94].

This dissertation provides a methodology for controlling the output of auditory
user interfaces that employ temporally overlapping non-speech auditory messages.
The perceptual problems encountered in this type of interface are unique and have
not been invest igat ed in the context of user interface design. This fact has not,

however, stopped researchers from creating new and novel computer interfaces that
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use audio in the described manner. Unfortunately, there is very little experimen-

tal data on human performance in using such interfaces.

1.3 Auditory Grouping Models

The human perceptual system must constantly perform an analysis of the fre-
quency components that reach the ears. This analysis must group together compo-

nents arising from the same source both at a given time and over time. At a given
time, the components must be assigned to their respective originating sources, and

over time, each set of components arising from the same source must be grouped
into the same perceptual unit. This process was formalized by Albert Bregman

who, in 1990, published the book entitled Auditory Scene Analysis [Bre90]. The
model presented in this book has formed a basis for a number of computational
approaches to sound analysis, including the research conducted in this thesis. The
term auditory stream segregation refers to the process by which the perceptual sys-

tem segregates sounds into individual perceptual units that are distinct from one

another and that arise from different sources.

The process of auditory scene analysis is of particular interest in the field of au-

ditory computer-user interfaces because it governs how the user will perceive the
auditory output from the interface. However, to date, there have not been any au-
ditory interface design methodologies that attempt to exploit the research done in

perceptual psychology as it relates to audition. The lack of sound usage in every-
day computer applications may be attributable to the lack of auditory user inter-
face design research that addresses auditory perception.

Computational models of auditory scene analysis have been created for purposes
such as identifying sound sources and predicting the most likely interpretation of
the auditory scene. Some computational models attempt to separate and isolate

the different auditory sources which comprise some real-world recorded audio seg-

ment in the same way as the human perceptual system does. A number of different
approaches have been taken to solve this problem, including “data-driven” sequen-
tial processing methods [Bro92] [CO093] and “prediction-based” methods [E1196].
With these types of models the user can do such things as remove footsteps (and
other unwanted sounds) from a vocal recording by isolating the voice as a sepa-

rate sound source from the footsteps. The voice can then be recreated without the
presence of the footsteps in the recording.

Other models operate only on sequences of pure tones and attempt to predict how
the auditory system will organize and group the tones into higher level perceptual
structures [Wi189] [BM91] [Van77b].
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1.4 Research Goals

CHAPTER 1. UVTRODUCTION

The broadest goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate that the presentation of
dynamic temporally overlapping auditory messages can be controlled in such a way

that the user can segregate each individual sound source. Furthermore, only a rel-

atively small number of heuristics is needed to construct compound sound presen-
tations containing the qualities that allow the easy stream segregation of each in-

dividual source. Each heuristic describes a condition that leads to a perceptual
conflict between two sound sources. Through the identification of the possible con-

flicts, and through the development of a methodology to prevent such problems,

auditory user interface designers can benefit through simplified sound design re-
quirements and perceptually clear dynamic presentation of auditory messages to
users. The process of constructing auditory output that consists of a number of
temporally overlapped yet easily discernible sound sources will be named Cornpu-
tationai Auditory Scene Synthesis.

A number of specific topics have been investigated in the pursuit of the general
thesis. Briefly, these ideas include the following:

● Multimodal Objects: If user interface objects are defined to have more

than one representation, then the presentation of a particular object can be

made using any one of the given forms. If numerous auditory representations
are available, the most easily perceived form can be dynamically selected at
the time of presentation in the context of other currently playing auditory
messages. For example, a message indicating pulse rate could have three au-
ditory representations: a voice form in which the rate is spoken periodically,

a sound effect form that emits a series of sound pulses that correspond to ac-
tual pulses, and a tonal form in which the pitch varies according to the cur-

rent pulse rate.

● Modification of Auditory Messages: A particular auditory message can

be dynamically altered in a well-defined manner to improve its predicted
stream segregation from other currently playing auditory messages. An ex-
ample is the change in pitch of a spoken voice so it is perceived more clearly
in the presence of musical tones.

● Useful Computational Auditory Scene Synthesis Heuristics: A set

of heuristics is needed that sufficiently describes the perceptual conflicts that

might arise between particular sounds that overlap in a specific way relative
to each other.
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● Creation of Dynamic Auditory Messages: Since sounds are analyzed

at run-time, new sounds can be created during the execution of a program

and presented to the user. This type of sound will normally be created in
response to some dynamically changing data value that is measured or com-
puted during the program execution. Each dynamically created sound can
be analyzed and presented to the user using the same techniques as stati-
cally created sounds.

● Scheduling of Auditory Messages: It is presumed that auditory mes-
sages must be temporally overlapped because of time constraints on each in-
dividual message. The possible scheduling combinations of a group of sounds

within a given time interval grows exponentially as the number of sounds in-
creases, However, a number of different schedules must be examined in order
to find a “good” solution. A good solution is one that allows the listener to
easily discriminate each individual sound source in a temporally overlapped
presentation of many auditory messages. A fast and efficient search tech-

nique is required to find a good solution in a “reasonable” amount of time.

The method for presentation of dynamically overlapping audio for user interfaces
has evolved through the implementation of three systems and a user performance

study. These systems demonstrate that auditory user interfaces can be regulated
through an intelligent server, and that the user’s perception of the resulting audi-
tory output is improved over an unregulated auditory output system.

Flinn and Booth proposed a hypothetical audio server that presents multiple au-
dio sources in a perceptually distinct manner, but they were interested in consid-
ering the impact of various qualities of sound (timbre, pitch, etc. ) in isolation from
each other [FB95]. This approach could be problematic because the change of one
qualitative sound property has a profound impact on the perception of the other

qualitative properties. This problem is also evident in the multi-dimensional data
sonification projects described in Chapter 3 that map sound attributes (such as

timbre and pitch) to different time varying attributes of the data.

The cognitive process of assigning meaning to a given sound is an important issue
but is beyond the scope of this research. Elizabeth Mynatt has conducted stud-
ies that examine people’s interpretations of naturally occurring sounds when per-
ceived out of context [Myn94b].
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1.5 Thesis Contents

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter is this introduc-
tion.

Chapter 2 briefly summarizes the relevant research conducted pertaining to the
perception of temporally overlapped sounds. The majority of the work comes from

two disciplines: perceptual psychology and music perception. The field of percep-

tual psychology has supplied numerous controlled experiments that have greatly
contributed to Bregman’s formulation of auditory scene analysis. Many observa-
tions have been made in music perception that directly pertain to the perception
of temporally overlapping sounds. Music perception, and specifically counterpoint,
describe how certain compositional techniques control the listener’s perception of

sequences of multiple note sequences that overlap each other. At times, many
notes played in unison can create the auditory sense of a single, full sound. Dif-
ferent concurrent melody lines can also be designed to remain quite distinct from
each other. Much of this work is used in the composition and arrangement of mu-
sic. With such knowledge, composers and arrangers can exercise some control over
the perceptual effects created by the performance of music.

Chapter 3 describes a selection of auditory user interfaces that have been created
and are somehow relevant to this thesis. Generally, sound is used to monitor some
number of time-varying data inputs, or as an indicator of relevant events that are
occurring in the particular system.

In Chapter 4, two implemented systems are described. These systems were pro-
grammed by the author to investigate the issues involved in dynamic temporally

overlapping auditory user interfaces. The first implementation is the Auditory Map

System in which the user receives auditory feedback about selected regions of a
map. The second implement ation is the Centralized Audio Presentation System.

This system runs as a server that receives “audio requests” in real-time from other

running applications. The sounds are presented by the server in a way such that

the perceptual conflicts between overlapped sounds are minimized. Within well-
defined parameters, the Presentation System alters certain auditory and temporal
characteristics of each sound request. It schedules each sound according to prior-

ity? latency, and the current global auditory state. Each scheduled sound (that is
optionally modified) is played within its latency constraint.

Chapter 5 describes the architecture and implementation of a more sophisticated
sound presentation tool named the Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer. It

presents a number of inputted sounds to the user within a given time interval.
Different temporal layouts of the sounds within the time interval are assigned dif-
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ferent “perceptual scores,” where a lower score indicates a clearer presentation of

the sounds to the user. The problem then is to find the best layout possible in a
reasonable amount of time. The heuristics used in the Comprehensive Auditory

Scene Synthesizer are more complex than in the Centralized Audio Presentation
System. Both the heuristics and the search methods are described.

In Chapter 6, the results of a user study are presented. The perception scores com-

puted by the Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer were compared against
user performance in the identification of distinct sounds in a set of temporally
overlapped sound sources. Also, a prediction function is described, which approx-

imates average user performance based upon the data collected.

Finally, in Chapter 7, the results of this research are summarized. Also outlined
are some of the many interesting areas to explore as a result of this work.





Chapter 2

An Overview of Auditory Scene
Analysis and Music Perception

In the design of any auditory user interface, the human task of perception must be
investigated. The consideration of perceptual issues is even more critical when nu-
merous sounds occur simultaneously. The interactions between temporally over-
lapping sounds can greatly affect the listener’s perception of the sounds. One ex-

ample of this is masking. Masking occurs when a louder sound perceptually hides
a quieter sound. However, the effect of masking can often be negated through the
use of the various perceptual cues described in this chapter. Many more such in-
teractions can take place, depending upon the properties of the sounds used and
their relative temporal positions. The problem becomes further compounded as

the number of concurrent sounds increases beyond two.

Two fields of study that have considered the problems in the perception of over-
lapping sounds are perceptual psychology and music perception. These areas have
approached the problems encountered with sound perception differently. Mostly
within the last 50 years, perceptual psychology has contributed experimental re-

sults that provide insight into the mechanisms that regulate sound perception.
These experiments have been done generally using very simple sounds such as tones
and noise bursts. Music perception studies have explored ways to control the per-

ception of sound (specifically, music) through compositional techniques, and have
arrived at conclusions based upon observations and methodologies used in music
composition for hundreds of years. The methods are evident in musical forms such
as jugu e, and more generally, counterpoint. The domain of sounds used in mu-

sic has generally consisted of the sounds generated by musical instruments. Music
composers and theoreticians have amassed a large amount of knowledge related to
presentation of different instrument timbres, orchestration, arrangement, and spa-
tial effects of sounds.

9
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The information presented in this chapter is intended as a brief introduction to the
areas relevant to this research. The disciplines of sound related perceptual psychol-

ogy and music percept ion are each large research areas by themselves. Bregman has
written a comprehensive starting point into the investigation of these areas [Bre90].

2.1 Terminology

Auditory scene analysis is a term first used by Albert Bregman [Bre90, p. 3]. It is
the process by which the human perceptual system can translate the raw auditory
data that reaches the ears into a coherent description of the listener’s environment.
For example, an auditory scene might consist of a dog barking, a bird chirping, a

refrigerator humming, and a person speaking. The frequencies that comprise each
individual source are jumbled together upon reaching the ear, yet through our per-
ceptual systems we are able to recognize four distinct auditory sources. Some def-

initions are necessary to further describe and discuss this phenomenon.

A sound can be described as a wave. If that wave is periodic, or if it is non-
periodic but of a limited duration, it can be represented as the sum of a number
of sine waves, each with a particular frequency and amplitude. In Figure 2.1, the
periodic wave on the bottom is formed by adding the three sinusoidal waves above

it. Each sine wave is a ~requency component of the original wave. The method
of finding the frequency components contained in an arbitrarily complex wave is
called Fourier analysis, named after the French mathematician who derived the
technique. The process of recomposing a complex wave from its frequency compo-

nents is called Fourier synthesis. The representation of a wave as amplitude over

time is called the time domain representation of the wave. A wave represented as
amplitude over frequency is called the frequency domain representation, or spec-

trum of the wave. Figure 2.2 shows the frequency domain representation of the
wave on the bottom of Figure 2.1. The heights of each spike in Figure 2.2 cor-

respond to the amplitudes of each component sine wave. In this case, the ampli-
tudes of each component sine wave are equal.

Pitch is a quality that lets the listener judge the “highness” or “lowness” of a
sound. In music, a note is described as having particular pitch. The frequency of a
periodic wave is the most significant contributor to the sensation of pitch. A tone

is a sound with a pitch. Tones can have different degrees of perceived pitch, and
are roughly classified into two categories: harmonic tones and inharmonic tones.

A tone that can be described as having a very strong, definite pitch is called a
harmonic tone. Harmonic tones contain a number of frequency components that
are all integral multiples of a common low frequency. For example, a sound com-
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Figure 2.1: The addition of three simple sine waves into a complex wave.

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.2: The frequency domain representation of the three frequency compo-
nents forming the complex wave in Figure 2.1.
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prised of frequency components 100Hz, 200 Hz, 400 Hz, and 900 Hz, is a harmonic
tone since each frequency component is an integral multiple of 100Hz. The low fre-
quency (in this case, 100 Hz) is the fundamental frequency, or ~o. Each frequency
component that is an integral multiple of the fundamental frequency is called a
harmonic. The fundamental frequency (or fo ) is the lowest harmonic, also known
as the 1st harmonic. The 2nd harmonic (or ~1) is the frequency component that is
twice the frequency of the 1st harmonic. In general, the nth harmonic is the har-

‘h harmonic is also called ~._l. Themonic that has the frequency n * j.. The n
set of harmonics for a fundamental frequency is called the harmonic series of that
fundamental frequency. In a harmonic tone, not all of the harmonics for the fun-
damental frequency need to be present. In fact, the fundamental frequency does
not even need to be present. In a tone containing the frequency components of

100Hz, 200 Hz, 400Hz, and 900Hz, the fundamental frequency is present (1 OOHZ)
as are the 2nd, 4th, and 9th harmonics.

Some tones may not be perceived as having a very strong pitch attribute. These
tones are inharmonic tones, and they have frequency components that are not all
multiples of some fundamental frequency. For example, a tone with frequency com-
ponents of 100Hz, 250 Hz, 479Hz, and 792Hz, is an inharmonic tone since there is
no fundamental frequency of which each component is an integral multiple.1 The

frequency components therefore cannot be called harmonics. They are instead re-
ferred to as partials. A partial is a general term for a frequency component of a
tone that may or may not be harmonically related to a fundamental frequency.
Inharmonic tones are generally machine-created for the purposes of experimental
perceptual studies. They generally do not occur in natural environmentally pro-

duced sounds. Musical instruments generally only produce harmonic tones in re-

lation to the length of a tube or the length of a resonating string.2 A complex tone
is a tone comprised of partials. It may be a harmonic tone or an inharmonic tone.
The partials therefore may or may not be harmonically related to the fundamen-

tal frequency.

The amplitudes of the frequency components of a sound can vary over the time
in which the sound exists. Consider the example of a trumpet note. A trumpet
note has a strong sense of pitch, and therefore is a harmonic tone. Since the note

is a harmonic tone, it makes sense to talk about the harmonics that comprise it.
Each harmonic increases in amplitude from O (silence), and eventually returns to
O. Over the lifetime of the note, each harmonic will vary in amplitude to some de-

gree. The spectrogram representation of a trumpet note is shown in Figure 2.3.

1Technically,each of the frequency components is an integralmultiple of lHz, but since hu-
mans cannot hear sounds at such a low frequency, this case is ignored.

‘Certain instruments,such as snare drums, produce sounds that do not contain as strong a
senseof pitch as most other instruments.
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It shows how each harmonic varies in amplitude in a
through the duration over which the sound is audible.
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series of equal time steps

2.2 Auditory Stream Segregation

Although the trumpet spectrogram is clearly comprised of many different frequency
components, the listener hears only a single sound, recognizable as a trumpet note.

The process by which the perceptual system groups related frequency components
into a single basic unit is called auditory stream jusion. A trained listener may be
able to overcome the effect of auditory stream fusion and actually hear some of the

individual frequency components, but only under controlled conditions and with
full concentration dedicated to the task.

Generally, in the process of perceiving the environment, the human auditory sys-
tem must reconstruct discrete sound events from an extremely large number of
frequency components constantly arriving at the ears. Auditory scene analysis is

the process by which a perceptual description of the surrounding environment is
formed through the grouping together the frequency components that arise from
the same sound source. This process of segregating from the auditory scene a re-
lated group the frequency components arising from a particular sound source is
referred to as auditorg stream segregation. The environment may consist of nu-
merous sounds, including harmonic tones, speech, birds chirping, and wind noise.

Each of these sound events becomes an unique and recognizable object in the en-
vironment, even though a very eclectic set of frequency components from all these

sounds is the raw data that arrives at the ears. From this low level information,
the perceptual system creates sound source entities that have attributes such as
volume, movement, and timbre. This process is outlined in Figure 2.4. All of the

frequency components continually arising through time from a particular sound
source must be assigned to the same perceptual unit known as an auditory stream.

It appears that this process occurs through a “voting” mechanism of sorts, where
numerous properties of the frequency components contribute varying amounts to
the final decision of how the auditory scene is to be perceptually organized. An
example of one such property is spatial location. The frequency components per-
ceived as originating from the same spatial location tend to be grouped together
into a singular auditory event. This property and a number of others are described
throughout this chapter.

Principles from Gestalt psychology have been used to explain the auditory stream-
ing process as well. Just as in vision, sounds form auditory “gestalts.” Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.4: Theprocess ofauditory scene analysis: theearreceives frequency corn-
ponents from numerous sources. When measured at the ear, all of these comp~
nents form one “compound” sound. Somehow, the perceptual system must recon-
struct from this compound sound all of the original sound sources along with po-

sitional and distance estimates for each contributing sound source.
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Figure 2.5: The circles in the figure tend to be visually organized into three groups

according to the Gestalt principle of proximity. Items appearing spatially clus-

tered together are perceptually grouped.

shows an example of a visual gestalt based upon the principle of proximity. A
related auditory gestalt, frequency prorimitg, will be described in Section 2.2.1.2.
An example of sound groupings based on frequency proximity is illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.8. Williams has written a concise description of the Gestalt psychology prin-

ciples and their relation to auditory streaming [Wi194]. A number of the Gestalt
principles that relate to the perceptual organization of sound are described later
in this chapter.

In his formulation of auditory scene analysis, Bregman categorized auditory

streaming cues into two rough cat egories: sequential and simultaneous [Bre90,

Ch. 2-3]. Sequential integration is the method by which the perceptual system
groups sound components over time into an auditory stream. Simultaneous com-

ponent integration is the process of grouping frequency components (all present at
some given time) into larger perceptual units recognizable as atomic sound sources.
A variety of perceptual cues appears to guide these processes. Each cue, regard-

less of its type, provides some guideline to the perceptual system to assist in recre-
ation of the sound scene from the low level auditory data.
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All of the following auditory streaming cues are known to be inherent to the human
auditory perceptual system — none needs to be learned or practiced. These cues

are basic to human experience of auditory scene analysis. Each has been identified
through the process of scientific experimentation. Furthermore, no one cue acts
independently of the others. Since there are many cues that are contending simul-
taneously (sometimes with conflicting information), the perceptual system must
weigh the significance of each and appropriately apply or ignore that information.

2.2.1 Sequential Integration Cues

The first cues described are the sequential cues. They guide the perceptual system

in determining which frequency components arising over time are from the same
sound source, and hence should be assigned to the same auditory stream. The cues
discussed in this section are provided as an introductory sampling to this body of
research — there is evidence for many other cues beyond those discussed here.

2.2.1.1 The Spatial Location Cue

One of the strongest cues for sequential integration is the spatial location cue. It
makes sense that frequencies arising from the same spatial location are all parts of
the same complex sound. The spatial cue, among others, helps the listener deter-
mine, for example, that a sequence of chirps emanating from the same spatial lo-
cation originates from the same bird. If the perceived location of a series of bird

chirps alternated between the left and right sides of the listener, this would be a
strong indication that more than one bird (or more generally, more than one sound
source) was present.

Although spatial location is a strong stream segregation cue, it can be overcome
by other cues. A good example of this is an experiment conducted by Deutsch,
known as the “scale illusion” [Deu82]. The note pattern in Figure 2.6A was pre-
sented to test subjects. The most common perception was that of Figure 2.6B.

The notes were perceptually grouped according to frequency proximity (described
in the following section) rather than spatial location.

2.2.1.2 The Frequency Proximity Cue

There is considerable evidence in support of the assertion that sequential tones
stream together based upon similarity or proximity in frequency. In a classic audi-
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Figure 2.6: (A) The scale illusion stimulus that was presented repeatedly to test
subjects. The notes of an ascending scale were presented alternately to the left and

right ears, as were the notes of a concurrently played descending scale. (B) The

most common perception of the stimulus, grouped by right and left ear. Notes
were grouped by frequency proximity rather than by spatial location (Adapted

from [Deu82, p. 102]).
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Figure 2.7: A sequence of tones used to test for frequency proximity. Depend-
ing upon 1 and A~, the sequence will be perceived as either one or two auditory

streams.

tory streaming experiment, van Noorden played two tones of alternating frequen-
ties in sequence, as in Figure 2.7 [Van77a]. Through the variance oft he speed and

frequency differences, he measured the threshold of where the perceptual system
groups the notes into either one or two streams. When the frequency difference be-
tween the tones (A~) was great enough, and the length of each tone (1) was short
enough, the sequence was heard as two separate streams. There was a loss of tem-
poral relation between the streams, indicating that the two streams were percep-

tually distinct from each other. Generally, when 1 is larger (longer tones than 100
ms. ), the notes are heard as a single stream, even when A~ is relatively large (up
to one octave of separation). As 1 becomes smaller (shorter tones than 100 ms. ),

Aj must be relatively small (5 semitones or less) in order to hear the sequence as
one stream.

Further frequency proximity experiments were carried out by Bregman using the
tone patterns shown in Figure 2.8 [Bre78]. Tones A and B were always the same
frequency, and the frequencies of tones X and Y were varied. The relative tem-
poral positions of the four tones were always kept constant. Depending upon the
frequencies of X and Y, A and B would be grouped into the same stream (as in
the left half of the figure) or into different streams (as in the right half of the fig-

ure). The different perceptions are caused by the “competition” factor of multiple
tones to group with other tones similar in frequency to themselves.

Bregman found that in the absence of other streaming cues, a tone B following
another tone A in time will fuse into the stream of A provided there is no better
candidate available to group with A. A better candidate would be another tone
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TIME

Figure 2.8: Competition of frequency proximity on stream segregation (From
[Bre78]). (Left) In this repeated pattern, tones A and B form one auditory stream,
and tones X and }7 form another. The arrows indicate the tones that stream to-
gether. (Right) In this repeated pattern, tones A and B are unchanged. However,
the frequencies of tones X and Y are changed. Now, because of the new proximal

relationships of the tones, A and X form an auditory stream, as do B and Y.
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that is closer in frequency to A than B is to A. Even if the frequency difference

between A and B was large, B would still stream with A as long as there were no

other tones in competition with B that would make better streaming candidates
at that given time.

2.2.1.3 Rhythm Patterns and Streaming

There is evidence that regular rhythmic patterns of sounds allow the perceptual
system to “predict” the next future sound that will become part of an auditory
stream [JKW81]. However, the mechanisms that govern this prediction are un-
clear. The process may be based on lower-level auditory streaming processes (per-
haps the periodic nature of certain nervous system activities) as noted by Jones,

Kidd, and Wetzel [JKW81], or may be schema-based according to the particular
listener’s experiences, as noted by Bregman [Bre90, p. 442].

Other experiments on rhythm perception have shown that when tone sequences
such as in Figure 2.7 divide into separate streams, the relative rhythmic relation
between them is at least partially lost. This is an instance of a general streaming
rule: when sounds form unique auditory streams, each stream tends not to per-
ceptually interact with any other stream.

If this rule was always true, the perception of a music performance would be much
different than it actually is. For instance, in a musical duet, the two instrument
parts frequently form two distinct auditory streams for the listener. However,

there are times when the streams blend together, creating, for example, a conso-

nant musical interval. If no interaction between the streams was possible, the lis-
tener would not have the experience of hearing the harmonic relation between the
two notes. So the stream segregation between the instruments may be thought of
as dynamic, varying in amount according to the currently changing auditory situ-
ation. The fusing of the auditory streams can occur as a result of the presence of
numerous common note onsets and offsets in the instrument rhythms.3 However,
when the rhythms of the instrument parts are syncopated in relation to each other

(i.e., the onsets of the different instruments’ notes do not coincide), segregation is
more likely. See Figure 2.9. Bregman discussed the concept of hierarchical group-
ing of sounds to explain how a duet can be perceived both as two streams and as
a single sound source [Bre90, pp. 203–205]. Other relations present between over-

lapping sounds can cause fusion or segregation as well. They are the subject of
the following section.

3The effect of common note onsets and offsetson auditory stream segregationis discussedin
Section 2.2.2.2.
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Figure 2.9: The effect of syncopation on auditory stream segregation. Two differ-

ent instruments play a sequence of notes. (Left) The (non-syncopated) notes of

the different instruments tend to begin at the same time. (Right) The notes of the
two instruments are syncopated in relation to each other because they do not be

gin at the same time. These syncopated notes tend to encourage auditory stream
segregation between the two instrument parts.

2.2.2 Simultaneous Integration Cues

The remaining cues described are used by the perceptual system to group simul-
taneous frequency components into perceptually discrete higher level auditory ob-
jects. The ear is constantly deluged with frequencies ranging throughout the audi-

ble spectrum. The components at any given time originate from numerous sources,
and the perceptual system must group the related components back together. The
cues described in thk section assist in that task.

2.2.2.1 The Spatial Localization Cue

Spatial position is a strong cue for not only sequential integration, but for simul-
taneous integration as well. This is logical, because components arising from the

same source at a given time must arise from the same physical location. The com-
ponents of the auditory scene that emanate from a common spatial location there-

fore tend to fuse into the same stream. Binaural audition is required for strong
sound localization. Using only monaural audition, other cues can help to distin-
guish between streams originating from different locations in space, but the stream
segregation will generally not be as strong.

Begault has shown that in situations where many sounds must be presented to a
listener concurrently, such as in an aeronautical cockpit or a traffic collision avoid-

ance system, three-dimensional spatial separation of each sound source improves
the perceptibility of each source markedly [Beg93] [Beg94b]. Wenzel has outlined
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the performance advantages to be expected by adding spatial sound display to the
presentation of multiple sound streams [Wen94].

2.2.2.2 Common Grouping Mechanisms

The ear is very sensitive to timing and small timing variations of sounds. The
timing of related auditory events is important. It assists in grouping related com-
ponents of a sound into a single source. A basic law in auditory grouping mech-
anisms is that acoustic frequency components that change in similar ways are re-

lated and tend to fuse into a common stream. This rule comes from the Gestalt
common fate theory of perception.

Bregman observed,

It is exceedingly improbable that unrelated sounds will just happen to
goon or off at exactly the same time. Therefore, synchrony is an excel-

lent indication that acoustic components must have arisen out of the
same sonic event. [Bre90, p. 261].

The perceptual grouping of components based upon common starting time is the
principle of common onset. Similarly, the grouping of acoustic components that

end simultaneously is the principle of common oflset. These particular grouping
cues are effective only when the onset or offset times of a set of frequency comp~
nents are relatively similar to each other. This can happen even if the components
arise from numerous sound sources. In this case, other cues are needed to percep-
tually segregate the multiple sounds from each other.

Other common changes that occur over time include different forms of modulation.
These include modulations in frequency and amplitude. As long as a particular

modulation occurs over all related components of a source at the same rate and
in phase, it tends to fuse those components. However, it was shown that if some
subset of frequency components is modulated differently from the others, that set
of components tends to fuse into a different source from those components that do
not have the changed modulation [Mo082, p. 193].

In 1979 John Chowning discovered that the partials of his computer-synthesized
singing voice would not fuse into a unified stream until he introduced a small
amount of frequency modulation to each component comprising the synthesized
voice. All real instruments and human voices display this property of micromodu-
latz’on [Cho80]. Micromodulation is a small frequency modulation in a sound, typ-
ically ranging from l’?lo for a clarinet to 2070 for a singer’s vibrato [Bre90, p. 253].
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It is a ratio modulation, meaning that each partial from a common sound source
modulates by the same multiplicative constant. All partials, therefore, remain har-

monic throughout the sound. It was shown by McAdams that these modulations
help fuse the partials into a common stream. In his experiments, trained listeners
were able to discern the first five to seven individual harmonics of a sustained> un-

modulated sound. However, with micromodulation added, the subjects could no
longer do this, but rather heard only one fused pitch [McA84].

2.2.2.3 Harmonic Relations of Complex Tones

The partials of complex tones have a strong tendency to stream together if they
are all multiples of the same common fundamental frequency. In reference to har-

monically related frequency components, Rasch and Plomp stated that

We become familiar with the complex tones of speech signals (both of
our own speech and of other speakers) from an early age. It would not
be efficient to perceive them all separately. [RP82, p. 7]

They determined that the fusion of harmonics occurs because of the Gestalt prin-

ciples of common fate. While common fate of each harmonic helps to fuse the

tone, it does not explain why enharmonically related partials do not also fuse as
well into one tone. After all, the partials of an inharmonic tone can possess the

same Gestalt properties as a harmonic tone. It is not clear exactly why the har-

monic relation of partials is such a strong cue for the fusion of those partials, but
it may be related to the necessity of the auditory system to approximate the pitch
of naturally resonating objects. Generally, objects resonate at many frequencies

simultaneously, all of which are harmonically related.

If the relative amplitudes of a series of harmonics are such that the lower partials

mask the higher ones, then the fusion is even stronger. Masking occurs when a
louder sound conceals the presence of a softer sound. It is well known that lower fre-
quencies mask higher ones better than higher frequencies mask lower ones. There-
fore, a set of partials tends to become more strongly fused into one tone when the
lower partials have a greater amplitude than the higher partials. This is normally
the case with the harmonic tones of acoustic instruments — they usually contain a

pattern of partials that have decreased amplitude with increased harmonic number
for a given time interval. Figure 2.3 illustrates this general trend for a trumpet.

It has been shown that the perception of a pitch is tied to the auditory system’s
ability to find a regular spacing of harmonics from a given source [Bre90, pp. 232–
235]. If some harmonics are missing, they become “filled in” by the perceptual
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system. In other words, the timbre of a sound is controlled, at least partially, by
the harmonic frequencies which are present in the sound through time; however,

the perceived pitch is controlled, at least partially, by a combination of the present
and the implicit frequencies which together construct a regular harmonic series.
An interesting case of pitch perception occurs when the fundamental frequency is
not present. Assuming that there are at least two consecutive harmonics in the
spectrum, the perceived pitch is that of the missing fundamental, since the period

of the wave is the same regardless of the presence of the fundamental frequency.

Essentially, the frequency of the perceived pitch for a group of harmonically re-
lated partials will be that of the smallest frequency interval in its spectrum. The
mystery of the missing fundamental is shown in Figure 2.10.

2.2.2.4 Common Harmonics of Multiple Complex Tones

Interesting perceptual interactions can take place when more than one complex
harmonic tone is playing simultaneously. In some cases, two tones may fuse into
one. In other cases they do not. The fusion of two tones into one is likely if both
tones are built upon the same fundamental frequency. The tones then share the
same harmonic series. It has been shown that pitches remain more distinct when
the two fundamentals have as few common harmonics as possible [Ras78]. This is
supported by the observation that two unique notes are most difficult to distinguish
when they are at exactly an octave apart [BW82]. In this situation, the harmonics

of the higher note all coincide with harmonics of the lower note. Even if every coin-
cident partial has zero amplitude in the lower note (as is the case with a tone con-

taining only odd numbered harmonics), the result will still be a fusion of the two

tones into one rich sounding tone. In Figure 2.11, examples of complex tones and
their overlapping harmonics are presented. In the cases where many harmonics are

common between multiple tones, segregation of the tones can only occur if there
are other strong cues present (such as spatial localization and various common
grouping cues) to indicate that the tones belong in different perceptual streams.

2.3 Music Perception Issues

It is probably not a coincidence that many of the guiding principles of music percep-
tion seem to be related to some corresponding experimental results from perceptual
psychology. Music perception is based upon the human ability to form auditory
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This sound, consisting ofninefrequency components, isperceived asasingle 100Hz. tone. This tone is rich
in harmonics and will have a’full’ sound.
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frequency components may actually be heard as two individual tones.

Figure 2.10: Pitch perception for harmonic sounds. The auditory system perceives

the tone corresponding to the smallest frequency interval in the set of harmonics.
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Tone 1 100Hz 200Hz 300Hz 400Hz 500Hz 600HZ 700Hz 800HZ
Tone 2 200Hz 400Hz 600HZ 800HZ

Example 1: Tone 2 is one octave higher than tone 1. All partials in tone 2 are also in
tone 1. Tendency for fusion of the two sources into one source is strong, in the absence
of stronger conflicting cues.

Tone 1 100Hz 300Hz 500Hz 700Hz
Tone 2 200Hz 400Hz 600HZ 800HZ

Example 2: Tone 2 is one octave higher than tone 1. There are no common partials be-
tween the two sources. Both sources still tend to fuse into one source, because both
tones are composed of harmonics which have a common fundamental. In this case, that
common fundamental is 100Hz.

Tone 1 100Hz I 200Hz I 300Hz I 400Hz I 500Hz I 600Hz I 700Hz I 800HZ
Tone 2 1180HZ 1360Hz 1540Hz I720Hz \ ...

Example 3: Tone 2 is between one and two octaves higher than tone 1. Segregation be-
tween the tones is strong since all harmonics in tone 2 are unique from tone 1, and no har-
monics between the two sources share a common fundamental, as in examples 1 and 2.

Figure 2.11: Coincident harmonics in two concurrently sounded tones.

streams and to resolve the ambiguities that arise from the presentation of numerous
temporally overlapping sound sources. Many of the details and intricacies of music

perception are beyond the scope of this discussion. However, there are certain ele-

ments of music perception that are important to the computational auditory scene
synthesis method to be described in Chapter 5. Those topics are described briefly.

Many of the sounds used in this research are complex tones and sequences of com-
plex tones. These tone sequences form motives, or small musical passages. The

timbres of the tone sequences are easily recognized as familiar musical instruments.
Music perception research is potentially quite useful in the presentation of numer-
ous temporally overlapping motives, where each motive must remain perceptually
distinct from all others. Through adjustment of the relative temporal positions of
the motives to be played, it may be possible to create a sound presentation that
contains strong stream segregation properties for each individual motive. The pro-

cess of temporal adjustment assumes, of course, that there is no requisite tempo-
ral or harmonic relation between any of the motives.

In the following discussion, the terms “horizontal” and “vertical” refer to the re-

lation of notes when visualized on the musical staff. Horizontal notes follow each
other in time and they appear horizontally next to each other, although they can
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be moved up or down in pitch. Vertical notes are those which are sounded concur-
rently in time. They appear on the staff to be on top of one another in a vertical

formation.

2.3.1 Counterpoint

The musical form of counterpoint is of particular interest to this research. Counter-

point is a method, perfected by Johann Sebastian Bach in the early 18th century, of
creating a composition that has two or more concurrent yet distinct melody lines.

Composers have found, without the benefit of psychoacoustic or perceptual psy-
chology research, methods to encourage the perceptual system to segregate each

melody line into a different auditory stream.

It is well known that melody lines tend to be more cohesive when there are no

large pitch intervals, or horizontal jumps, between consecutive notes. To segregate
two concurrent melodies, one melody line will rarely cross the other in the “verti-

cal” component of the composition. In other words, if the two melodies were vi-
sualized as lines composed of segments connecting adjoining notes, those two lines
would have few, if any, intersections. This creates the effect of a “higher” melody

and a “lower” melody. The pitch similarity of consecutive notes and absence of
pitch crossings are properties related to the auditory streaming principle of fre-
quency proximity. It is not a surprising observation then, that different parts of

musical arrangements (such as for a string quartet) are often separated by pitch
intervals spanning more than one octave.

The ability to segregate each instrument into a unique pitch range or to overlap

pitches when desired gives the composer flexibility to control the amount of stream
segregation between the different instruments. At some points in the composition,
harmonic relations between different instruments playing in a similar pitch range
will tend to form unified chords. At other times, each instrument may play in

a unique pitch range to encourage the perception of each part as a separate en-
tity. The control over stream segregation is further enhanced by the use of rhythm
and syncopation between parts. Perceptual psychology has shown that common

changes in frequency components tend to group them into the same stream. This

has been known and used in music composition for hundreds of years. Different in-
strument parts that are to fuse into the same stream will tend to have many simi-
lar properties such as common onsets and offsets, and common crescendo and de-

crescendo. Parts that should be segregated do not have these properties relative
to each other. These tools allow the composer to create expressive relations be-
tween parts.
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2.3.2 Familiarityy of Motives

It seems reasonable to expect that a familiar motive would tend to stand out in the
presence of other motives. A cognitive process could essentially “predict” the next
notes and, if actually present, assign them to the same auditory stream. There
is evidence that this happens. Meyer contended that styles in music are complex

systems of probability relationships [Mey57, pp. 54–56]. For example, in the liter-
ature on music theory, there are observed relations between consecutive notes and

chords in music. Walter Piston observed that root progressions in music follow a
number of probabilistic rules, a few of which are listed here [Pis41]: 4

I is followed by IV or V, sometimes by VI, less often II or III.

II is followed by V, sometimes VI, less often I, HI, or IV.

111is followed by VI, sometimes IV, less often II or V.5

The probabilities of certain roots following others exist because the listener has an
expectation based upon a broad range of musical relations he or she has been ex-
posed to. The expectations of musical relationships are not the same for all people
of a culture, and certainly vary between cultures. Eastern music is based upon a

tonal system different than that of Western music. As a result, different styles of

harmonic relations and motives exist. The probabilities are different as are the ex-
pectations of the listener. Even within the work of a single composer, certain mu-
sical styles are presupposed, but may not be present in a particular composition.
The expectation of each individual work may require the understanding of other
expectations from others’ compositions. Meyer noted that

Thus, although the full cadence and diatonic melodic motion are not
prevalent in the style of Wagner, for example, Wagner’s style never-
theless presupposes these as basic norms. It seems to this writer that

in stylistic study and analysis there is no substitute for a sensitive re-
sponse to style. This can be achieved only through practice in listen-
ing and better still in performance. [Mey57, p. 56]

The realization of expectations and predictability of motives may then be the pro-
cess of listening to a large enough sampling of a particular musical style to gain the
ability to discern the deviations from the “norm “ in the structure of the motive.

4The Roman numeralsare labels for the ascending notes of the tonal system or scale used.
Each representednote is the root of a chord built upon it.

5Partiallistingof table takenfrom [Mey57, p. 54]
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Dowling performed an experiment in which two familiar melodies were interleaved
in the same pitch range [Dow73]. Subjects could not recognize either upon lis-

tening. After being told the name of one melody, they could hear the melody af-
ter listening to the example three or four more times. This experiment demon-
strates that familiar motives can be distinguished from the auditory scene, even
when there are no other helpful cues to assist in the perceptual formation of that

motive. However, this cognitive process requires concentration and information

about what might be heard.

2.3.3 Timbre

It is very difficult to define exactly what timbre is. It is often categorized as “that
which allows one to differentiate between two instruments playing the same note at

the same volume.” The research conducted on creating multi-dimensional timbre
spaces would indicate timbre to be some function of physical properties [Wes79]

[Gre75]. The dimensions of the timbre spaces are attributes such as brightness
and rate of attack. However, the dimensions identified in these studies were fit
to the limited timbre inputs used in the analysis. It is problematic to take a new

timbre and fit it into the timbre spaces designed from other timbres. Other ap-
proaches have been taken to describe timbre. Slawson examined the spectral loca-
tion and movement of formants to characterize timbres [Sla81]. Others have pro-

posed that the physical cause of a sound (i.e., striking or scraping) allows catego-
rization of timbres. For example, an object struck in different ways can greatly af-

fect the spectral content of the sound, but it is still recognized as the same timbre
but with a different characteristic of striking force [Bre90, pp. 483-485].

The qualities of instrument timbres influence how they are used in a composition.
Composers author scores with the knowledge of how the timbres interact to cause
different effects such as ensemble timbres, or new timbres created from the layering
of other timbres. There is a tendency for similar timbres to group together percep-
tually. This principle allows one to recognize a violin section in an orchestra with-

out necessarily being able to hear any individual performer’s contribution. Differ-

ent timbres are often segregated into different streams as well. The section of vio-
lins tends to be very perceptually distinct from the section of trumpets. The two
instruments have different sets of frequency components that also vary in different
ways. The common grouping mechanisms allow the listener to organize these into
separate streams.
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2.3.4 Spatial Separation

Bregman described the work of Henry Brant, related to music composition and

performance with respect to space [Bra61’] [Bre90, pp. 500–502]. Brant observed
that to further enforce the perceptual separation between different sources, spatial
effects are used. He found that two different instruments frequently blend both
in rhythm and timbre if spatially close; however the listener can distinctly hear
the rhythm and timbre differences when the same instruments are spatially sepa-

rated. Furthermore, the listener receives a better sense of the distinctness of dif-
ferent parts of the composition when the sources are further apart in space, even
when the pitches of different sections overlap. There is a tradeoff for music percep-
tion in using the large spatial separation between sections: the spatial separation
will cause different sections to segregate so strongly that any rhythmic or tonal re-

lation between the sections (such as a chord in which each note is contributed by
a different instrument section) will be much less pronounced, if detected at all.

2.4 Conclusion

The human perceptual system uses numerous techniques to resolve the auditory
scene analysis problem. These techniques include detection of common changes in
frequency components, frequency proximity, and spatial location cues. Sometimes
the information received through these cues is ambiguous or contradictory. The
perceptual system must resolve these situations somehow, and that resolution may

occur through a type of “voting” mechanism in which each cue has some number
of votes. Section 4.3 will discuss this point further.

There was little formal study of the processes that control auditory stream segre-
gation until the 20th century. However, the underlying perceptual processes were
clearly understood by music composers since the Renaissance period. This is ev-

ident in music styles such as the fugue, a particular type of imitative polyphony
[KK80, pp. 38, 185]. In the early 18th century, Johann Sebastian Bach and many

other composers used counterpoint, a type of nonimitative polyphony in which
numerous melodic lines were concurrently played. In these polyphony styles, the

composer had to control the stream segregation of each overlapped melody line.
To increase the segregation between melody lines, each line would frequently be
scored in a unique pitch range, consecutive notes would have small pitch jumps,
and pitch crossings between concurrent melody lines were minimized. These meth-
ods (as well as others used) have all been shown through psychological experimen-

tation to increase stream segregation.
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This very brief introduction to auditory scene analysis and music perception serves
as a foundation for the computational methods to be discussed in the following

chapters, This chapter is not intended to be an exhaustive overview of these ar-
eas of research. Rather, the topics are presented because each has direct signif-
icance to the design of the comprehensive auditory scene synthesis method de-

scribed in Chapter 5. The material presented in this chapter forms a foundation for
the heuristic-based control of auditory stream segregation between asynchronously

presented temporally overlapping sounds in computer-user interfaces.



Chapter 3

Non-Speech Sound for User Inter-
faces

Sound has been integrated into user interfaces primarily in two ways: as a tool to
represent a set of multi-dimensional data, and as an event marker or auditory cue.
When sound is used to represent data, different attributes of sound are commonly
mapped to different dimensions of data. When sound is used as an event marker,
the qualities of the sound convey information about the particular event and pos-
sibly what the system has done in response to it. Also of interest in this case is

the structure of the sounds and how they effectively form a sonic “language.”

This chapter examines the ways in which sounds have been structured for user in-
terfaces, and describes a number of auditory interfaces used for a variety of appli-
cations. Each auditory interface is briefly examined in relation to auditory scene
analysis.

3.1 Data Representation in Sound

The efforts in data sonification have been directed towards the translation of tem-
porally varying multi-dimensional data into sound. For example, the meteorologi-

cal data of temperature, air pressure, humidity, wind speed, and wind direction, all
measured at the same location in one minute intervals for a year could comprise a
five-dimensional data set that one might wish to examine. Each of the five variables
can be mapped to a different sound “attribute,” such as pitch, brightness, loud-

ness, timbre, and spatial location. Pitch, for example, could be mapped to tem-

perature — higher pitches could represent higher temperatures, and lower pitches

33
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Figure 3.1: Loudness Nesting Parameters (Taken from [Kra94b, p. 193]).

ac-could represent lower temperatures. Each sound parameter continuously varies
cording to the data set as the sound continues through time. Upon listening to the

sound created from the data, perhaps a better understanding of the complex rela-
tionships of weather indicators could be attained. For example, through the nature
of the resulting sound, it could be determined that air pressure and wind speed

correlate dependent upon the humidity level. These types of relationships may be-
come evident in the translation of the physical measurements to auditory output.

Kramer used a technique he called ‘(parameter nesting” to create many parame-
ters from only a single sonic parameter such as amplitude or frequency [Kra94b].
Parameter nesting is the alteration of the same basic parameter on different rela-
tive time scales simultaneously. For example, Kramer has defined five parameters
based upon what he called “loudness nesting.” A continuous sound periodically

has its amplitude reduced to zero for a short duration. This creates the effect of
sound “pulses. ” The resulting puke speed is the first parameter that a dimension
of data can be mapped to. The duration of a set of pulses at maximum amplitude

is another parameter. The envelope of each pulse (specifically, the attack and de-
cay rates) provides one, or possibly two, additional parameters. One can put an

amplitude envelope over groups of pulses (referred to as clusters) to create the pa-
rameter of cluster speed. The master volume of all sound pulses is the final param-

eter. In Figure 3.1, a sound signal is shown that illustrates the relation of each pa-
rameter on its loudness.

3.1.1 Example Data Sonification Experiments

An example of auditory data representation is the work done by Mansur, Blattner
and Joy, in which points on an x-y graph were translated into sound with time on
the x-axis and pitch on the y-axis [Man84] [MBJ85]. This simple data sonification
project translated the values of a continuous function into a stream of audio in
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which the pitch varied according to the value of the function. Time was mapped

to the x-axis, so the listener heard the values of the function changing as the x

value increased. In this example, only a one-dimensional function was translated
into sound.

Yeung believed that as many as twenty dimensions could be used for the encoding
of data into sonic form [Yeu80]. In his experiments, however, he used only seven-

dimensional data sets that represented the amounts of seven metals in a number
of obsidian samples taken from the San Francisco, California area. The task was
to classify each sample into one of four categories, dependent upon the metals con-
tained in it. The amount of each metal was mapped to a different sound parame-
ter. Since this set of data was not time-varying, a tone was generated from each

set of data values and then was repeated in sequence some n number of times,
followed by a rest period. The parameters used in the data sonification included
two simultaneous tones with pitches, loudness, damping, spatial direction, dura-
tion/repetition for each tone (governed by n), and the length of rest period be-
tween presentations of the tone sequence. Yeung found that subjects of his exper-

iment were able to classify samples correctly over 9070 of the time after one train-

ing period, and over 9870 of the time after two training periods.

Scaletti and Craig created a set of tools to aid in the production of data sonifica-
tion [SC91]. Among the data sonifications they created with their tools was one

that translated into audio the impact of forest fires on Yellowstone National Park
from 1690 to 1990. In this sonification, an auditory histogram was used. Each age
category of a forest was represented by a particular tone at a unique frequency.
The amplitude of that tone was controlled by how much forest area was present
in the age range. Fires were represented with noise, and the size of the area on

fire controlled the amplitude of the noise. The sonification was presented con-

currently with a visualization, but certain data elements were only represented in
sound. The listener heard a number of simultaneous tones, each varying in ampli-
tude as the respective age category grew and shrank. It was noted that the over-
all age growth of the forest was very easy to hear during the fire suppression pe-

riod in the park between 1872 and 1972.

3.1.2 Sound Attributes

There is no agreed upon set of sound attributes to use as independent parameters of
data sonifications. However, most multi-dimensional data sonification projects use
variance in the same physical sound properties as parameters. The characteristics
are frequency (the major cent ributor to perceived pitch), amplitude (directly re-

lated to perceived loudness), and rhythm (or duration) of tones in a tone sequence.
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Researchers have tried using many other parameters in addition to these common
ones. Smith, Grinstein, and Pickett included attack rate, decay rate, and depth

of frequency modulation to make their data audible [SGP91]. Lunney and Morri-
son used attack, decay and wave form shape to present analytical chemistry data
represented by sound to visually impaired students [LM90]. Rabenhorst, Farrell,

Jameson, Linton, and Mandelman used de-tuning (the sounding of two notes that
are very close together in frequency)? and stereo balance (relative volume of the

stereo channels) in their experiments [RFJ+90]. Wenzel separated sound sources
into the three spatial dimensions by modeling the pinna of the ear [Wen92]. Spa-

tial effects which give the illusion of three dimensions were also created by Lud-
wig, Pincever, and Cohen [LPC90].

3.1.3 Perceptual Issues in Data Sonification

In her dissertation, Bly noted the difficulties in using volume as a reliable param-
eter due to its dependence upon the physical properties of both frequency and in-
tensity (the Fletcher/Munson effect) [Bly82] [FM33]. Similar difficulties were re-

ported by Lunney and Morrison, among others [LM90]. This is an instance of an
incongruity between a perceptual sound parameter (volume) and physical sound
parameters (intensity and frequency). Similar problems also arise with physical
and perceived spatial location, and with frequency/amplitude and perceived pitch.
In many cases, the perception of a physical attribute changes non-linearly and even
unpredictably dependent upon the how the physical attributes change. For exan~-
ple, a common auditory perceptual problem is spatial localization of an object di-

rectly in front or directly behind the listener, both positions being equally distant
from the head. These two positions are often indistinguishable until either the lis-
tener can move his or her head, or until the sound source moves off-center in space.
For data sonifications that use spatial location as a sonic attribute, the perceived

spatial location is an accurate attribute, unlike the physical spatial location which
can lead to misinterpretations of the represented parameter.

There has been very little work conducted in controlling the perceptual attributes
of data sonifications. This shortcoming is noted in the literature and some solu-
tions have been proposed. Yeung noted that there would be a loss of perceptual

independence between sonic parameters as the parameters increased towards as
many as 20 [Yeu80]. Kramer argued that interactions between different sound pa-
rameters in a data sonification would be confusing to the listener [Kra94b]. He
went on to state that using a unique auditory stream for each data dimension
could be problematic if the streams became perceptually fused or if the listener’s
attention was shifted from one stream to another, possibly less important, stream.
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Smith noted that one major problem with data sonification has been the arbitrary
mapping of data to sound parameters, without regard for the perceptual charac-
teristics of the sound parameters [Smi90].

A computer model has been created by Barrass that begins to address at least a
few perceptual issues important to data sonification [Bar94]. The model uses the
parameters of pitch, brightness, and timbre attributes, and uses non-linear scaling
of each axis (from the physical characteristics of each parameter) in an attempt
to make a linear perceptual axis. The problem explored was to control the stream

segregation of a sequence of tones by varying the pitch and brightness of a subset
of the tones. At a certain threshold, the tones with the changed attributes form a
separate stream from the other tones. Through this method, the perceptual limits
of identifying a single stream are found, and the axis for the given parameter can
be scaled accordingly to the usable range. The model is currently limited to cre-
ating data sonifications that use pitch and brightness sonic attributes. The inter-

action between the parameters has not yet been accounted for in the creation of
auditory data representations. Apparently this leads to changes in the perceived
volume depending upon the pitch and brightness of a given note. Other percep-

tual attributes, such as rhythm formation and grouping of simultaneous sounds
according to harmonic content and common fate, have not been considered.

There is much research yet to be done in data sonification, especially with regard
to perceptual issues. This is evident by the lack of user evaluation in comparing

sonifications to visualizations of the same data.

3.2 The Structure of Auditory Messages

There is a distinct difference between the uses of sound for auditory data “display” 1

and the uses of sound for the presentation of discrete auditory messages. The ef-
forts in auditory data display have generally focused on the data-driven mapping
of data points (usually a data point in an n-dimensional space) to audio output.
The use of sound for auditory messages has focused on a more abstract mapping

of messages to sound. Issues such as syntax, semantics, and the structuring of an

abstract sonic “language” have been considered important.

The structure of auditory messages has been studied by Gaver [Gav86] [Gav93],
Blattner [BSG89] [BGK92], and Sumikawa [Sum85]. Gaver used “real-world”
sounds, called auditory icons, to convey information about user interface objects.

1The term “display” is used metaphorically in this context. Auditory display refers to the
translationof information into sound.
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Each object produced noise, such as hitting and scraping, dependent upon the
user’s interaction with the object. Gaver’s auditory icons are imitations of familiar

sounds that are presumably familiar to the user. Conversely, Blattner, Sumikawa,
and Greenberg used abstract ear-cons, which are sequences of tones used as a ba-
sis for building messages. Earcons are designed to be abstract — there is no in-

herent intuitive mapping between the sound of a particular tone sequence and its
defined meaning. This property is similar to words in written English, which do

not generally bear intuitive resemblance to what they signify.2 Conversely, audi-
tory icons are familiar sounds that should have an intuitive meaning. Dependent
upon the context in which an auditory icon is sounded, it is intended that the
tener will understand its meaning.

3.2.1 A Description of Earcons

Blattner, Sumikawa, and Greenberg defined two different types of earcons:
stract earcons and representational earcons [B SG89]. Representational earcons
real-world sounds that represent what they sound like. An association is made

lis-

ub-
are
be-

tween the sound and the object from which the sound originated. For example,

the sounds of a bird would represent a bird, and the sound of a clock tick would

represent a ticking clock.

Abstract earcons are note sequences created using musical rules. The meaning
of an abstract earcon is arbitrary — earcons form a musical “language” much as
words of a language do. In the terminology of earcons, a short sequence of tones is

called a motive [BSG89]. This word comes from the musical definition of a short

passage that is re-used and developed throughout a musical composition. In the
construction of earcons a motive is used as a building block for larger groupings.

Each single motive has a number of musical parameters. They are as follows:

● Rhythm: The note durations of an earcon form a particular rhythm. This

rhythm can be changed by changing the tempo or by changing particular

note durations.

● Pitch: Each note in an earcon has a particular pitch. The pitch attribute

can be changed through transposition of the motive or through the pitch
change of particular notes. Generally, the pitches of each note of an earcon
should fall wit hin an octave range.

2Manylanguages,includingEnglish,do havesome words that, when spoken, bear resemblance
to the word’s meaning. This is the basis for the word construction method of onomatopoeia. Ex-
amplesin the Englishlanguage include the words “moo” and “buzz.“
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Figure 3.2: An example of a simple earcon.

Timbre: An earcon is sounded using a particular timbre. This attribute
is altered by either changing the timbre entirely (for example, from a saxo-
phone to a violin) or by changing the existing timbre (such as increasing the
brightness).

Dynamics: The dynamics parameter of an earcon refers to its volume. This
parameter can be changed for all the notes of an earcon, or altered dynami-

cally to produce effects such as crescendo and decrescendo.

Register: A given earcon can be played in any number of different regis-
ters: The change of register can be thought of as a transposition of the en-

tire earcon one or more octaves higher or lower in pitch.

These parameters can be easily manipulated to create somewhat different sound-
ing, but sonically related, earcons built upon the same basic motive.

Simple earcons, created from one motive, are the building blocks for the compound
earcon forms. Simple earcons contain a few notes (usually less than eight) and are
relatively short in duration. The notes all share a common timbre and register.

Each note contributes to the rhythm and could have a pitch or could be “pitch-
less” (represented by a “click”). The earcon has a particular dynamics parameter.
A simple earcon is depicted in Figure 3.2.

Blattner, Sumikawa, and Greenberg outlined three ways of creating
earcon from the simple earcon form [BSG89].
iransfommztion, and inheritance.

3.2.1.1 Combination of Simple Earcons

Combination of earcons is a technique in which
by a sequence of two or more simple earcons.

The techniques are
a compound
combination,

a new compound earcon is formed
As an example, let A be a sim-

ple earcon representing a computer file. Let 1? be a simple earcon representing

“deleted.” A new earcon C can be formed by concatenating A and B together.
The meaning of C is then “file deleted.” In Figure 3.3 the combined earcon ‘Comp-

uter malfunction “ is formed from two simple earcons.
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Figure 3.3: An example of a combined

3.2.1.2 Transformation of Simple Earcons

The second compound earcon form is created through a
formation of a given earcon is a change in one or more

earcon.

transformation. A trans-
of that earcon’s parame-

ters. For example, if D is the simple earcon representing “large,” then D; can be
a transformation of D that represents “very large. ” D’ sounds similar to D, ex-
cept that one or more parameters of D is changed. D’ could be sounded in a dif-

ferent register or with a different rhythm. The degree of largeness could, for exam-

ple, be mapped to the tempo of an earcon, so that largeness could be represented
as a continuum based upon the rhythm parameter of the earcon.

Another transformation style is taken from the work of Schoenberg [Sch51]. He
proposed that a transformed set of tones might be recognized as similar if the de-

scending intervals became ascending and vice-versa (inversion), or if the notes were
presented in the reverse order (retrogression), or both (retrograde-inversion). The
ability to associate earcons transformed in this way with the original is debatable,
as discussed by Deutsch [Deu82, pp. 283–284]. An example of this type of trans-

formation is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

3.2.1.3 Inheritance of Simple Earcons

The third compound form is inheritance. A hierarchy of earcons can be formed

in many ways, but the particular method described by Blattner, Sumikawa, and
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Figure 3.4: An example of a transformed set of earcons, motivated by the work of

Schoenberg. Each earconhas adifferent, but related, meaning. In this case, each
earcon represents a different type of computer.
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Greenberg is as follows: A simple family motive is an unpitched earcon with only

a rhythm attribute. This is the root of the hierarchical structure. The next level

of earcons in the hierarchy is formed by adding the attribute of pitch to the base

earcon. These earcons use only a simple sine wave to produce pitch. The presen-
tation of these earcons is made by first playing the root (unpitched) earcon fol-

lowed by the pitched earcon. The actual meanings of the second level in the hi-

erarchy should specialize upon the meaning of the root earcon. The third level of
the hierarchy introduces a specific timbre to the earcon at the previous level. The

presentation of earcons at this level consist of three distinct components: the un-

pitched earcon followed by the pitched earcon followed by the pitched earcon with
the timbre. The meaning of an earcon at the third level should specialize further
upon its parent earcon. The presentation of any hierarchical earcon can be made
without the parent earcons. This shorter form is for the “expert” who is familiar

enough with the particular earcons to clearly distinguish each parameter. Other
earcon hierarchies can be constructed using different parameter orderings.

In Figure 3.5, a hierarchy of earcons is shown. The root earcon is unpitched and

means “printer. ” The earcon shown at the next level represents “printer error”
and has the added parameter of a particular set of note pitches. This earcon is
further specialized into three types of printer errors: out of paper, out of toner,
and paper jam. Each of these earcons is identical to the parent earcon but with
the added attribute of a unique pitch.

Throughout the remainder of this text, if an earcon reference does not specify ei-
ther abstract or representational, it is assumed to be abstract.

3.2.2 A Description of Auditory Icons

.4uditory icons, developed by Gaver, are everyday sounds meant to convey in-
formation by analogy in the user interface [Gav86]. Auditory” icons are familiar

real-world sounds, such as bumping, scraping, and breaking. Their meaning in
the user interface is supposed to be intuitive; no training period should be nec-
essary in working with these sounds. Auditory icons are different from represen-

tational earcons because auditory icons have a metaphorical meaning associated

with them — they do not represent the actual objects that they sound like. The
sounds of auditory icons usually describe the interaction of “objects” in the user
interface, and the sounds created through their manipulation. A scraping sound,
for example, is heard when a window is “dragged” to a new location. A selection
operation gives feedback that the object had been “struck.” The dropping of a file
into the Macintosh trash can produces a “crash. ”
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The root earcon is unpitched

JJJ
~buthas arhythm. This earcon

represented “Printer.”

//l\ The second level earcons have,

JJJ}
for example, pitches sounded

with only a simple sinewave.

This earcon represents “Error.”

iJJ/(~~\ The third level earcons

J have, for example, the... ...
same pitches with

This earcon is

) ,; J{
unique timbres,

sounded with a

violin timbre and This earcon is sounded

represents an “Out This earcon is sounded with with a piano timbre and

Of Paper” printer a flute timbre and represents represents a “Paper

error. Jam” printer error.an “Out of Toner” printer

error.

Figure 3.5: A set of hierarchically related earcons.
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An auditory icon can be parameterized to some extent. For example, the frequency
of the playback can be altered, as can some of the “material” interactions such as

scraping and hitting. In the SonicFinder (an audio enhancement to the Macintosh

user interface) Gaver used material metaphors such as wood and metal to differen-
tiate objects like files and folders [Gav89]. The hitting sound of a selection oper-
ation sounded like a physical interaction with the selected object’s material. The
scraping sound of a dragged window varied in frequency with the size of the win-

dow, so small windows produced a higher pitched scrape than large windows.

3.2.3 A Comparison of Earcons and Auditory Icons

The most common objection to the use of earcons in the user interface is that the

user must learn the meaning of each abstract sound. There is no intuitive mapping
between the sound and its semantic meaning. Auditory icons presumably require

no training since the sounds are intuitively obvious. This objection to earcons ac-
tually turns out to be a large benefit in many cases. Abstract earcons do not have
to correspond to the objects they represent, so objects that either make no sound

or make an unpleasant sound still can be represented by earcons without further
explanation. There is no concern that a real-world sound might be misinterpreted.

Auditory icons often can be recognized quickly. However, the recognition must be
as intended by the creator of the sounds. This is not easy to guarantee, since the
context of the user interface is not known as sounds are played. Mynatt observed

that choosing the right sounds to use in the interface is an art with many pitfalls,
and success is dependent on the skilled and gifted designer [Myn94b]. She also
noted that sounds of different objects sometimes sound the same. For instance,
the sounds of typewriters, computers, and cash registers are confused, so perhaps
they should not be used together in the user interface.

Another potential problem in the use of auditory icons is that sometimes the user

makes unexpected associations between sounds and objects. This problem does
not arise with earcons because all of the sounds are by definition abstract. This
problem is illustrated in the ShareMon system implemented by Jonathan Cohen

[Coh94]. ShareMon used auditory icons to notify the user of background computer
activity such as entry into a computer network. The auditory icons used included

footsteps at various speeds, a knock sound, a door slam, and an “ahem” sound as
if uttered by a person trying to get the attention of another. One of the inter-
esting usability problems in Cohen’s implementation, as determined by his tests
on users, was the realism of his sampled sounds. It was not always clear that the
“ahem” auditory icon (denoting that a network connection to the user’s hard disk
is still active) was produced by the computer and not by a person out of the direct
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sight of the user. Similar difficulties were noted with the footsteps. Such problems
could possibly be remedied with a careful redesign of slightly less realistic sounds.

Even though the auditory icons were relatively easy to identify, the user still had
to identify the relation of the sounds to the messages they were delivering.

Another problem was determined from user studies of ShareMon. The sounds used

were not intuitive to the users even when they knew that file sharing was being

monitored through the use of auditory icons. Almost no users could figure out
that footsteps indicated the percentage of CPU utilization being used by network
file sharing, or that the “ahem” sound meant that a user was connected to the file
sharing system but was inactive. This type of problem arises because many ob-

jects and concepts do not have any intuitive representation in sound. The more
robust and abstract language formed by earcons can represent these ideas, but the
user must learn a possibly large set of earcon definitions.

Another aspect to the design of auditory user interfaces is the determination of

the types of sounds considered acceptable to the user. Several experiments have
shown that earcons are preferred over other types of auditory messages and can be
used successfully. Jones and Furrier compared earcons, auditory icons, and synthe-
sized speech. Their results showed that subjects preferred the sounds of earcons

but were better able to associate auditory icons to commands [JF89]. Brewster,
Wright, and Edwards found earcons to be an effective form of auditory communi-
cation in the desktop of a computer interface [BWE93]. They recommended six
basic changes to the earcon form to make them more easily recognizable by users.
These changes were as follows:

1. Use synthesized musical timbres (as opposed to simple, machine-generated
waveforms such as sine and square waves).

2. Pitch changes are most effective when used with rhythm changes.

3. Changes in register should be several octaves.

4. Rhythm changes must be as different as possible.

5. Intensity levels must be kept close.

6. Successive earcons should have a temporal gap between them.

The tests run by Brewster, Wright, and Edwards had a very short training period
associated with them. The earcons were heard only once before the test. In spite
of this, the subjects could use them effectively.
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3.3 Example Auditory Interface Systems

A number of auditory interfaces have been created using sounds including earcons
and auditory icons. The interfaces described in this section all have a similar qual-
ity — the presentation of numerous dynamically changing, temporally overlapping,

auditory messages. It is this style of auditory user interface that can benefit the

most from the research described in this dissertation.

All auditory interfaces known to the author, (with the exception of those designed
by the author, to be described in Chapters 4 and 5) rely on playing auditory mes-
sages at certain times without regard to what other auditory messages may be
playing concurrently. While the designers of each system attempted to make the
auditory interfaces usable, it would be impossible, in general, to account for all

possible combinations of sound overlaps (and hence the perceptual problems that

might arise as a consequence).

In a discussion concerning auditory user interfaces with temporally overlapping
sounds, Gaver, Smith, and O’Shea have written,

But the design of auditory cues for such systems is difficult because it is
desirable to present a number of cues simultaneously, and some will be
continuous (e.g., to indicate processing rates) while others will be dis-

crete. Care is needed to design an ecology of sounds to work together
so that each sound may be heard and understood. We have little ex-

perience with designing sounds for such environments and little user
testing has been performed on such systems to date. [GS091, p. 85].

At best, unregulated dynamically created auditory messages will perceptually in-

terface with each other occasionally. At worst, the entire sound presentation will
be an auditory “smearing” of each individual source, and of no informational value
to the user. In a dynamic environment, there is no way to be sure of the clarity of
the auditory environment unless some form of the global “regulation” is applied
on all outputted sounds.

The research presented in Chapters 4 and 5 formalizes the problem of auditory

stream segregation in auditory user interfaces, and describes the methods used to
regulate temporally overlapping auditory output so that each sound may be heard
and understood.

At this point, a few implementations that employ overlapping auditory messages
are described. Their descriptions serve to clarify the types of auditory interface

designs that this research can benefit, and the perceptual problems that can arise.
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3.3.1 The Var&se System for Satellite Monitoring

Albers created an interface to monitor six subsystems of a satellite [Alb94]. He

used a different auditory icon to represent each subsystem. There were three states
each subsystem could exist in: normal, warning, and critical. Three different, but
related auditory icon variations were used to indicate the state. For example, the

power subsystem used the auditory icon of an automobile engine. The normal
state was indicated a normal running engine sound; the warning state was indi-

cated by a sputtering engine sound; and the critical state was indicated by a dying
engine sound. The auditory icons were presented with a certain repetition speed

that changed as a satellite subsystem approached a state change. For example,
the repetition speed of the normal engine sound would increase as the power sub-
system got closer to the warning state.

The auditory output of the Var%e System consisted of the six repeated sounds.
Presumably, the sounds used were chosen so that they encouraged stream segrega-

tion when presented concurrently. There was no indication that any more sophis-

ticated methods were used to ensure that the user could clearly hear each of the
six auditory streams formed by the satellite subsystem data.

3.3.2 Sonifying the Body Electric

Fitch and Kramer created an interesting implementation that has attempted to
incorporate the positive elements of auditory data representation, earcons, and
auditory icons [FK94]. It is a monitoring system similar to what might be used
in a hospital to track a patient’s heart rate, blood pressure, body temperature,
etc. Some sounds used were abstract; others had the qualities of representational

earcons and auditory icons, such as the “thudding’) of the heart rate indicator.
This helped minimize the training time of the system. The sonic parameters of
the heart rate were modified to indicate other conditions such as carbon dioxide
level. It was found that the detection of each variable was very eas~l when visual
cues were introduced along with the auditory cues. However, auditory cues alone

made detection of medical problems much quicker than just the visual cues alone.

This was a very easy to understand simulation because the sonic parameters used
seemed to remain perceptually independent of one another and easy to hear out.
The success of this system must have been due, at least in part, to the careful de-
sign of the audio output. The design made good use of frequency proximity within
auditory streams and minimized pitch crossings between streams. The sound de-
sign task may have been feasible because the sounds produced by the interface
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were quite constrained. Most of the possible auditory output from this program

could be anticipated, and therefore analyzed for perceptual clarity. This is an ad-
vantage when designing sounds for a highly constrained environment.

Listeners were not confused by the “auditory icon” qualities of the sound, because,

for instance, the “thud” representing a heart beat was a natural mapping, and
therefore, an appropriate use of an auditory icon. High pitched earcon-like tones
were used for the more abstract measurements that had no easily associated sound.

This is a good use of an abstract sound since no intuitive mapping was possible.
The use of a familiar sounding auditory icon would only have served to create a
false or misleading association.

3.3.3 The ARKola Bottling Plant Simulation

Another interesting application was the ARKola simulation by Gaver, Smith, and

O’Shea [GS091]. Auditory icons were used to represent the various steps involved
in the process of bottling. There was a visual representation of the plant as well,
but the user could see only a small portion of the entire plant at any given time.
However, the sounds produced by the machines in the plant could be heard re-
gardless of where the view was set.

The auditory icons used included a whooshing sound for the heater and a clank-
ing sound for the bottle dispenser. These auditory icons were relatively short and

repeated at a rate proportional to the operating speed of the particular machine.

The absence of a sound indicated that a machine was not running and must be at-
tended to. Other auditory icons were used to indicate problems. A splash sound
informed users that liquid was spilling, and a crashing sound indicated that bot-
tles were breaking. These sounds would direct the user’s attention to the problems

causing the undesirable actions, regardless of where the user had set the view.

A difficulty noted by the authors was that alarms were sometimes not sufficiently

discernible and went unattended. Also, it was difficult and time consuming to de-
sign the sounds in the user interface such that they would not perceptually mask
each other when played concurrently. Each sound had to be crafted by hand so
that it would be audible in the presence of the other sounds used in the bottling
plant simulation. This method does not scale well to systems that use numerous
different sounds.
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3.4 Conclusion

All of the example auditory display and auditory user interface systems described
do nothing to regulate the perceptual elements of the auditory presentation. In the
case of the manipulation of a single auditory stream, the difficulty has been in the

identification of sound dimensions that do not perceptually conflict. In the case
of multiple overlapping auditory streams, the sounds used must be very carefully

designed so as not to interfere with each other upon concurrent playback. This
puts a severe constraint on the design of the auditory user interface. If any two
sounds might temporally overlap, each sound used must be designed not to con-

flict with any other sound. This becomes quickly unmanageable as the number of
sounds used increases. Considerations for overlaps of more than two sounds (with-
out a dynamic method for sound scheduling that considers perceptual issues) be-
come even more complex that only severely constrained special purpose systems
can be designed with any success.

At least for auditory interfaces with multiple data streams, it would be useful to

have the flexibility to use any desired sound, and to let the computer interface
control the exact presentation of the sounds used. If the computer could somehow

regulate the presentation of sounds with respect to the the perceptual factors in-
volved, there would be a number of benefits to both the designer and to the user.

●

●

●

●

The designer could concentrate efforts on making good, informative sounds
instead of on trial-and-error methods to make a set of sounds perceptually
distinct from each other under all overlapped playback conditions.

When a new sound needs to be added to an existing auditory user interface,

the designer does not have to recheck and possibly redesign the other sounds
of the interface.

Sounds from multiple applications can be used together in a global auditory
environment, if all sounds are regulated through one central control mecha-
nism. The user can run a number of sound producing applications without
the worry of destroying the perception of individual sounds from each appli-
cation.

Sounds that are dynamically created at run-time can be used. The auditory
interface is no longer constrained to only “canned” sounds that are modified
slightly according to a well-defined set of parameters.

Through Chapters 4 and 5, a method for the presentation of dynamic, temporally
overlapping auditory messages is developed. Two separate auditory interface con-
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trol mechanisms have been implemented. They are described in detail, as are the
applications written to demonstrate them.



Chapter 4

Towards Regulation of Sound
Perceptibility in User Interfaces

In an attempt to generalize both the problems and solutions of maintaining audi-
tory clarity in a dynamic interface, two project implementations were extremely

instructive. In the first project, named the Auditory Map System [BPG94], the
user was presented a visual representation of a map. Upon a user selection, nu-
merous sounds were played describing the selected map region. Each sound rep-
resented a feature in a user-selected area of the map. It was evident that prob-

lems existed with the perception of overlapping sounds in the Auditory Map Sys-
tem. This was the motivation to design and implement the second system de-

scribed, named the Centralized .4udio Presentation System [PB94] [PB96]. This
system was the first attempt to regulate, in real-time, the overlapping auditory
output of numerous concurrently running computer applications. Finally, a brief
motivation and description of a more sophisticated auditory interface regulation

mechanism, the Computational .4uditory Scene Synthesizer? is given. This system
is thoroughly described and analyzed in Chapter 5.

4.1 The Auditory Map System

The Auditory Map project was created as an example of decluttering a two-
dimensional visual display through the representation of map attributes in sound
[BPG94]. Maps typically have many attributes that are of interest, but cannot be
concurrent Iy displayed in graphics. Beyond some point, visual perception is over-
whelmed and no more visual information can be effectively displayed. For exam-
ple, placing elevation contour lines plus other physical land markings visually on

51
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a street map would make the job of city street navigation much more difficult.
However, if that same graphically displayed street map had elevations and physi-

cal landmarks represented in a sonic form, one could navigate as usual using the
visual representations of the street and still gain the elevation and landmark infor-

mation concurrently through the auditory representations of the other features.

The Auditory Map was an initial attempt at creating a useful environment in which
to study the perceptual issues of temporally overlapping auditory messages. This
system would help evaluate the ability of the perceptual system to segregate over-

lapping sound sources with very little auditory stream analysis and control.

4.1.1 Auditory Map Interactions

A graphical representation of a facility containing buildings, roads, and parking
lots, was presented to the user. Other map objects were represented only in sound.

These included access restriction levels, computer installations, underground power
lines, and underground structures. The user could select an area of the map with
the mouse, and then hear a representation of what was in the selected region.

There were two implemented methods of selection:

●

●

Point Selection: In this method, the mouse was used to select a spot
the map. The auditory message of the map object containing that point

cation was played.

Area Selection: The user could move and resize a circle on the screen. .
of the corresponding auditory messages of the objects within the selection
circle would be played concurrently.

The example Auditory Map shown in Figure 4.1 shows the area selection tool.

The user could choose between two listening modes: concurrent or sequential.

Concurrent sounds are sounds that play together, either simultaneously or in some
way temporally overlapped. In the Auditory Map implementation, if more than

four sounds were to be presented in concurrent mode, then four sounds were ini-
tially presented to the user — as each sound ended another began, until all sounds
were played.
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b

Figure 4.1: An example Auditory Map showing the area selection tool.
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4.1.2 Map Object Representations

The map objects that had auditory representations included administrative build-

ings, access restriction levels, computer installations, underground power lines, and
underground structures. Each had three auditory representations: a long earcon
form, a short earcon form, and a voice form. The user selected which was to be

used at any given time.

The long earcon representations were organized as follows: Each type of object
had a base earcon that possessed a unique timbre. Three types of objects had sec-

ondary, more specific, information to be conveyed. In these cases, the base earcon
was compounded in some way to relate the further information. In the case of ac-
cess restrict ions, a tom-tom drum timbre conveyed that a restriction was present,

and the speed and pitch of the drum hits differentiated between the access restric-

tion levels of confidential, secret, and top secret. Higher access restrictions were
indicated by faster? higher pitched tom-tom drum hits. Figure 4.2 shows the ac-
cess restriction earcons used.

The presence of administrative buildings was indicated with a two note earcon
played in a saxophone timbre. To further specify the department of the admin-

istrative building, the base earcon was combined with a physics, engineering, or

computations earcon, also sounded in a saxophone timbre. The earcons used are
shown in Figure 4.3.

Earcons representing computers were sounded with a flute timbre and consisted of
four notes. Four different computer types were represented. Each of the four types
was related using the musical transformations of retrogression and inversion as de-
fined by Arnold Schoenberg [Sch51]. This transformation is a conceptual “reflec-
tion” of notes over the x-axis (retrogression), the y-axis (inversion), or both axes

(retrograde-inversion), such that each translation occupied a different “quadrant”

of the x-y graph. An example of this transformation is shown in Figure 3.4.

The short earcon form of each object was designed to present rapid summary infor-

mation over a large area selection. For each object in a selection, a single note was
sounded in the timbre of that object. The large combination of notes in different
timbres indicated overview information such as where the concentrations of com-

puters were, or where the most (or least) access restrictions were present. The short
earcon form did not encode any of the specific secondary information present in

the full earcon form, but it did present a fast summary of the selected map region,
and was generally more appropriate for auditory display of large map selections.

Voice was the final auditory output selection. It was most useful for very specific
information that is difficult to represent in non-speech forms. Its application in
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Figure 4.2: The access restriction earcons used in the Auditory Map.
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Saxophone
*

The base earcon means “Administrative Building”

‘axophonei===
The “Physics” earcon is combined with the base earcon to indicate an adminis-

trative building for the physics group.

Saxophone

The “Engineering” earcon is combined with the base earcon to indicate an ad-
ministrative building for the engineering group.

r)
I

I I

d
Saxophone

The “Computations” earcon is combined with the base earcon to indicate an ad-
ministrative building for the computations group.

Figure 4.3: The administrative building earcons used in the Auditory Map.
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the auditory maps was to give details, such as building number information, that
were not encoded into the earcon forms.

4.1.3 Analysis

The dynamic, temporally overlapping output created by the Auditory Map in con-
current mode was not regulated in any way. This was the project’s largest short-
coming. All of the selected audio objects played concurrently in four channels, and

as one sound ended, another began. New sounds were played without examination
of the global auditory state. Consequently, careful earcon design was critical if each
earcon was to be clearly segregated from others playing concurrently. This is the
same design problem that was evident in the systems described in Chapter 3. For
example, each earcon was designed to play in a relatively small pitch range to en-

courage stream segregation based upon frequency proximity. As will be described
in this section, certain perceptual conflicts between overlapping earcons cannot be
avoided through the design of earcons, and can only be addressed through a cen-

tralized auditory output control mechanism that monitors and controls the global
auditory system state. Such a system is developed in Section 4.2.

Perhaps the most problematic aspect of the Auditory Map sound presentation was
that numerous earcons of the same family and with the same timbre would be

played simultaneously. This situation is particularly troublesome when the notes
of the overlapped earcons fall into the same pitch ranges. This occurred whenever
an earcon was overlapped with another earcon of the same family. The stream
segregation cue of frequency proximity would work to confound, instead of assist,

the listener in the perception of two or more concurrent auditory messages. Fur-
ther difficulties could arise from all of the common fate cues, such as common on-

set, common offset, and common pit ch changes.

An interesting benefit did emerge from the perceptual difficulties of segregating
each individual source. When using the short earcon form for large area selections
in concurrent playback mode, the resulting auditory output was a large combina-
tion of sounds in which each base auditory component was a short, single note
played in a particular timbre. The resulting sound was reminiscent of the noise

that might be produced by an orchestra during a warming-up period when each
participant is playing notes unrelated to everyone else’s. The sounds formed a dy-

namically changing chaos of timbres that varied according to the content of the
area selection. It was easy to recognize map areas that had mostly administrative
buildings because the saxophones dominated the mix of timbres. An area dense
with computer equipment, for example, was sonically dense with flutes.
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Even within the eclectic auditory free-for-all of large area selections with short
earcon representations, the tom-tom earcons segregated well from the other sounds,

even if only one such sound was presented. The particular access level was actu-
ally encoded into the short earcon sound through the use of pitch. A short earcon
tom-tom sound with a higher pitch represented a higher access level. The result
of the clear segregation for tom-tom drum sounds was that map areas could be
quickly surveyed for general security level, while at the same time, summaries of

building types and computer equipment could be made. Certain relationships in
the map then became evident — for example, the map areas dense with computer

equipment usually required higher security clearance.

Through use of the Auditory Map System, it became evident that timbre discrim-

ination was a very important element in the perceptual segregation of overlapping
earcons. The timbre of each earcon family had to be carefully picked so that it

would stand out from the others during concurrent playback. The earliest ver-

sions of the Auditory Map used simple computer generated waveforms such as sine
waves, square waves, and sawtooth waves, which had no envelopes, harmonics, or
modulations added to them. These sounds were very difficult to differentiate, es-

pecially when sounded concurrently. The later versions of the Auditory Map used

sampled instrument timbres, which were varied in sample playback rate to achieve
different pitches. This technique does have the drawback of limited potential tim-

bre manipulation. However, it does allow for the use of more complex timbres that
sound familiar to people. Recognition was much improved using this technique

over the original waveforms. This result is supported by the habit, or familiarity

principle of auditory stream segregation. This principle states that a sound which

is familiar will tend to form a stream in the same manner in which it has done in
the past. In Western culture, the sampled instrument waveforms of flutes, saxo-
phones, and tom-tom drums are quite common and readily identifiable. Most peo-

ple are not accustomed to listening to simple synthetic waveforms such as square

and sawtooth waves that contain no envelope or amplitude/frequency modulation.

The Auditory Map project had certain weaknesses that caused perceptual difficul-

ties in some cases. Three of the most important problems are listed below.

● Rhythm issues were not addressed. Upon a particular map selection, the

earcons of selected map objects were asynchronously played with a maximum
of four earcons sounded at a time. The design of the earcons could not alle-
viate problems arising from rhythm conflicts between perceptually unrelated

auditory messages because there was no way to predict how the sounds might
overlap as they were played. This meant that under certain conditions, the
note onsets of concurrently presented earcons temporally coincided. This in-
troduced the perceptual grouping effect of common onset when it was unde-
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sirable. The perceptual system could become “tricked” into grouping sounds
which should remain perceptually unrelated. .4 similar effect (common off-

set) happens when multiple sources end in unison. These phenomena un-
doubtedly tend to counter the desired stream segregation. Also, rhythm pat-
terns between multiple earcons could form new structures under certain cir-
cumstances. For example, if the same earcon was sounded twice with one in-
stance starting momentarily after the other, the second might be perceived as

an echo and so both instances of the earcon would be mistaken as belonging
to the same stream. Or, the notes of two earcons with similar timbres might
become interleaved and encourage the sequential integration of the notes
from both earcons thus forming one new, but undesired, auditory message.

● Sound localization issues were not addressed. In fact, the entire auditory
presentation was monaural. It is known that sound localization is one of the
stronger stream segregation cues. Since all sound sources originated from
the same loudspeaker without any spatial processing, the localization cue ac-
tually tended to encourage grouping of all auditory messages into the same
perceptual unit. Other stream segregation cues had to be used to counter
this effect.

● There was no method for dynamic timbre discrimination analysis. This
meant that the timbres of earcons had to be carefully hand picked for the par-
ticular application to ensure that they could be individually perceived when

up to four different timbres were playing concurrently. This problem has

been shared by some of the other implementations described in Section 3.3.

The inclusion of an additional family of earcons into the Auditory Map re-

quired a great deal of work. The new earcons had to be designed to mini-
mize conflict with any other earcons that may be sounded concurrently. Of
course, the potential for interference could not be eliminated since there was
no dynamic control mechanism to regulate the auditory output in any way.
A large part of task of adding a new family of earcons was the creation and

incorporation of a new timbre into the system. This new timbre would have
to remain perceptually distinct from all the other timbres currently in use
since the new earcon may be playing concurrently with any other earcon in
the system. The trial-and-error procedure for earcon creation was very time
consuming and generally produced mediocre results.

Through informal user testing, it was found that people could sometimes perceive
the different concurrently playing earcons, and also make accurate summary judg-
ments about map areas using the short earcon form. With only a few minutes of
training, users could generally remember the mappings of sounds to objects, but
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it is unclear how that memory would persist over time. Users encountered par-
ticular difficulties with remembering the mapping between the related compound

earcons with flute timbres and the computer types. However, it was clear that the
earcons with the flute timbres represented some type of computer. The difficulty
in remembering specific computer types is likely caused by the similarity of each
earcon in the set, and the lack of a logical progression between sound and mean-
ing. This progression is present in the tom-tom earcons which represent access

level. Faster pounding indicates higher access level.

Some of the perceptual problems described in this section were solved by implem-
entation of the Auditory Map System through a dynamic auditory output con-
trol mechanism named the Centralized Audio Presentation System. A thorough

description of this system is the topic of the following section. The results of the
second Auditory Map implementation are described in Section 4.2.4.

4.2 The Centralized Audio Presentation System

The perceptual difficulties encountered with the Auditory Map System, along with
the desire to allow many different applications to use auditory messages concur-
rently, led to the design of the Centralized Audio Presentation System [PB94]
[PB96]. This system consisted of an audio server that monitored and regulated the
dynamic global auditory state of the computer. Decisions affecting auditory out-

put could be made based in the context of the current global auditory state. The
lack of this functionality is what led to much of the perception problems between
overlapping auditory messages in the Auditory Map project.

4.2.1 presentation System Overview

User interfaces that support concurrently running applications have little, if any,
audio management. Typically, some number of audio channels exists as an operat-

ing system resource, and applications request exclusive use for some of those audio
channels. The operating system either grants or denies the requests. Therefore, in
environments where multiple programs output sound, each individual program has
no overall context of the auditory system state with the possible exception of how
many audio channels the operating system has allocated for other applications.

Research has been conducted in creating audio servers to aid in the resource man-
agement issue of audio presentation [Aro91] [RK92]. However, concurrent sound

presentations can potentially lead to numerous problems in the perception of the
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Figure 4.4: A comparison between audio environments without and with a server.

various overlapping sounds. This issue has not been addressed with audio servers.
Programs typically play audio without regard for the overall auditory environ-
ment, and this can lead to perceptual unintelligibility y of various auditory mes-
sages. These perceptual problems can be addressed through the continual exam-

ination of the global auditory state of the computer system. If an audio presen-
tation can be altered intelligently, the clarity of each individual auditory message
can be maintained in the presence of others. The Centralized Audio Presentation

System is designed to do this. The structure of an audio environment with and
without a centralized audio server is shown in Figure 4.4.

The Presentation System receives descriptive request messages that contain infor-
mation about system activities and program states, as specified by the user or ap-
plication programmer. The auditory output of the set of running programs and

the overall auditory system state is controlled by the Presentation System. It

chooses how the information is to be represented in sound, within the constraints
of the request. A request message may encode numerous alternate auditory rep-
resentations, any one of which may be chosen depending on the auditory context
to which it will be introduced. Glinert and Blattner have discussed the concept
of dynamic representations of information in different forms, or multimodal objects

[GB93]. Figure 4.5 illustrates the multiple representations of given messages that
might be received by the Presentation System.

There does not appear to be any other implemented system that alters the audi-
tory output of applications within constraints defined by the programmer and the
end user, with the purpose of regulating the perceptual characteristics of tempo-
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Voice: ‘Get the phone!”

Voice: “File not saved.’ Voice: ‘Meeting in 5 reins.’
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Figure 4.5: Multiple representations of messages sent to the Centralized Audio

Presentation System. The messages are, “Answer the phone,” “File not saved,”
and “Meeting in 5 minutes. ”

rally overlapping sounds. Constraint-based multimedia authoring systems have a
different goal: they create a multimedia presentation from time-line based require-

ments [A1183]. There is no analysis of possible auditory misperception, and there
are no alternate representations of auditory messages that may be used. The Se-
lectors system abstracts the representation away from the action of choosing an

item from a list in a visual user interface [JNZM93]. Glinert’s and Blattner’s md-
timodal objects system further abstracts away the representations of all user inter-

face objects, but the implementation is only in the beginning stages [GB93]. Fi-
nally, Flinn and Booth describe a system that would dynamically alter the audi-
tory output of programs in accordance to certain psychoacoustic rules, but to date
no implementation exists [FB95].

In order to give the Presentation System as much flexibility as possible, applica-

tions can send multiple auditory representations in a request to the server. De-
pending upon the information received and the current auditory state of the sys-

tem, the most appropriate auditory representation for the data will be used (and
possibly modified in some way) in its presentation. By using this method, each

auditory source will most likely be perceptually distinct and the developer will be
alleviated of the tedious task of designing sounds that do not conflict with the au-
ditory output of the current and other running applications. This job is impossi-

ble in a multitasking, dynamic environment, since the designer of sounds cannot
predict what sounds from other applications might be concurrently playing at any

given time. With the Presentation System, the user is required to learn more than
one representation for the same semantic, but receives the benefit of a perceptu-

al y clearer present ation of audio.
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Figure 4.6: The system organization of the Centralized Audio Presentation System.

4.2.2 Presentation System Design

The Centralized Audio Presentation System has been implemented on a Silicon

Graphics Indigo computer, using the C programming language. No sound hard-
ware beyond that supplied with the computer system was necessary.

The Presentation System is composed of three distinct components: the descrip-

tive request message server, the media selector, and the scheduler. Figure 4.6 il-
lustrates the overall system organization. A message passing paradigm serves as

the underlying model for communication between applications and the Presenta-
tion System. The arrows indicate the flow of messages. The content of these de-
scriptive request messages and each of the parts of the Presentation System are

described in the following sections.

4.2.2.1 Presentation System Descriptive Request Messages

Whenever an application is to represent some information in sound, it sends a re-
quest message to the Presentation System. This request includes one or more au-
ditory representations of the information to be displayed, as well as other informa-
tion that guides the Presentation System in making its decisions concerning how
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and when the auditory message is to be presented. This allows the application
programmer to concentrate on the application itself rather than the details of its

auditory presentation. Furthermore, it guarantees the user a better overall audi-
tory presentation since presentation decisions are made in the context of the cur-

rent global auditory state of the system. Additionally, the user can set certain pa-
rameters affecting the Presentation System decisions. All of these factors are con-
sidered in the decision making process.

Descriptive Request Message Representations

Each request sent to the Presentation System can have a number of audio repre-

sentations associated with it. Upon presentation, certain forms can be somewhat
modified in order to enhance the perceptibility of the given auditory message. Each
type is briefly described, along with the allowable modifications, if any.

● Abstract Earcons: Abstract earcons are the short, distinctive musical pat-

terns that were discussed in Section 3.2.1. Abstract earcons are particularly
good for representing abstract notions in the user interface for which no in-

tuitive mapping between sound and meaning exists. The Presentation Sys-
tem has an extensible set of predefine earcons that makes up a basic vocab-
ulary and can alert the user to system state information and certain com-

mon messages from applications.

In the Presentation System, earcons are defined in a slightly more constrained
way than normal. Each earcon is specified within a particular register, and

no notes of the earcon can have pitches that fall outside of that register. The
register parameter is defined to have no semantic relation to the meaning of
the earcon. The Presentation System can dynamically modify the register
when presenting an abstract earcon. The modification of register is done in

such a way so that no concurrently playing earcons are ever in the same reg-
ister. With these constraints, it can be guaranteed that there are no pitch
crossings between overlapping earcons, and each concurrently playing earcon
only sounds in its unique pitch band. This encourages perceptual grouping

according to frequency proximity.

The user must know that the register of an earcon might be different each
time it plays. With this constraint, earcons can be presented simultaneously
in a reasonably distinct manner.

● Representational Earcons: Representational earcons are familiar real-

world sounds that represent the objects that they sound like. Their advan-
tages and disadvantages are discussed in Section 3.2.1. The Presentation

System can accommodate any representational earcons that the application
programmer creates.
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There are no modifications allowed for these sounds, because, in general,
there is no guarantee that a modified representational earcon will retain the

salient features necessary for the user to properly identify it. Gaver has done
some research in altering real-world sounds according to physical parame-
ters [Gav94]. This approach would work equally well with representational
earcons, and would be a useful addition.

● Synthesized Speech: Speech is, under certain circumstances, the most re-
liable auditory means to communicate very specific information, such as ex-

act numeric values. However, speech requires a higher cognitive load than
any of the previously mentioned auditory constructs, and it is a relatively
slow medium in which to communicate. This can potentially be problem-
atic in a busy auditory environment. However, when conditions are amiable,
speech can be a very natural and precise communications medium.

In order to improve perceptual segregation, the Presentation System could
dynamically alter certain qualities of the speech. Speech synthesizers usu-

ally allow changes in voice pitch and speed, at a minimum. The user would
have to realize that the only informational content of the spoken message
was the actual words. A faster spoken message does not imply a higher or

lower priority than a more slowly spoken message. No modifications to the
voice were made in the implementation, due to the relatively poor quality of

the freely available speech synthesizers at that time. The implementation of
speech pitch modification would be an important addition to this work, since
it would potentially minimize pitch overlaps and crossings between speech

and non-speech messages. The functionality of changing the spoken message
speed would assist in allowing more speech representations to be used per
unit time, and in preventing a backlog of unfilled requests from forming.

● Parameterized Music: Parameterized music is useful for the monitoring

of certain persistent application variables. The music is continuous, and the

human ear is very sensitive to small changes in tempo, volume, and pitch

[Sum85]. The implementation limits music to monophonic, single note se-
quences. The user is responsible for learning the semantic mapping of ap-
plication variables to music parameters. The functionality of this represen-
tation could be greatly enhanced through polyphonic music and stylistic pa-

rameters in a future version of the Presentation System.

● Raw Audio Data: Sometimes the application programmer desires certain

sound effects, or wishes to convey some form of information not supported
by the Presentation System. In this case, a raw audio representation can be
included which contains no semantic information. Therefore, the represen-
tation of the message cannot be altered in way.
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As an example, consider the sound of a coin falling onto a table. If the
recorded sound of this event was modified, (for instance, in pitch or in spec-

tral content) it may no longer be identified as a coin falling. Gaver’s work
leads to the possibility of modifying such a sound based on the physical in-
teractions between materials that cause sound [Gav94]. If this auditory mes-
sage had a representational earcon form, and if it had parameters defined
specifically for the physical interactions that produce the sound, then per-

haps some modification could be done; the qualities such as pitch and spec-
tral content would be modified, but the qualities of the sound that allows
one to recognize what it represents would remain.

Descriptive Request Message Parameters

Each descriptive request message contains a number of parameters that give pref-
erence information to aid the Presentation System in the choice of which encoded

representation to use. The parameters also set constraints on how and when the
selected representation is to be presented. The value of each request parameter is

fixed by the application programmer during the design of an auditory user inter-
face. The parameters are as follows:

● Priority (Low through High): This parameter indicates the perceptual
import ante of the request. A high value indicates that it is very important
that the auditory message is clearly perceived over perhaps many other con-

currently presented auditory messages. A low value means that the mes-
sage is not of critical perceptual importance. The Presentation System must

choose the representation of the request and the exact time of its presen-
tation accordingly. Requests with high priorities are scheduled so that few
messages overlap and are presented with an increased volume to avoid pos-
sible masking from other concurrently playing auditory messages. If neces-

sary, lower priority auditory messages are preempted to help emphasize the

higher priority message.

● Latency (Zero though Infinity): The latency value helps the Presen-
tation System scheduler make temporal decisions. Auditory requests that,

for example, need to coincide with visual elements should have a very low
value for latency. Requests that are not so time critical can have higher val-

ues. This allows for more flexibility in the scheduling of numerous queued
messages with higher latency values. A latency value of infinity means that

the auditory request is delayed until no other auditory request (with a value
other than infinity) is waiting to be sounded.
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● Preemption Rules (No Preemption, Preempt U Reschedule, Pre-
empt /3 Continue, or Prvempt & Terminate): This parameter en-
codes the semantics of what should happen if the auditory message associ-

ated with this request is selected for preemption after it has starting playing.
Some requests are encoded to disallow preemption. The requests that allow
preemption must declare the action to take upon preemption. The auditory

message can be terminated or continued from the point of preemption at a
later time, or the request associated with the auditory message can be sent
back to the media selector for reconsideration.

● Encoded Auditory Form Preferences: This parameter specifies to the

Presentation System exactly which forms of audio are available for this par-

ticular descriptive request message, and how desirable (from the application

programmer’s point of view) each is to use. Many different auditory forms
can be encoded into the same request, each with its own preference value
ranging from O to 1. As an example, a request message could be defined to
represent an alarm notification. It could have the following representations
and preference values:

Voice Form — “Alarm Notification” 0.5

Rep. Earcon Form — (Alarm Sound) 0.8

Abs. Earcon Form — (Four note sequence) 0.2

4.2.2.2 Global System Parameters

Global system parameters do not have direct bearing on any particular applica-
tion. Rather, they control certain aspects of the overall interface, and are main-
tained by the end user or the end user’s environment. The following list describes

the global parameters used in the Centralized Audio Presentation System.

● Familiarity y Level (Low through High): The Presentation System can

alter the representation of an auditory request dependent upon the user’s fa-
miliarity with the system. A lower familiarity level causes the presentation
system to represent auditory messages sequentially where possible, to avoid

excessive overlap at the risk of queuing too many requests before they can be
processed. A higher value indicates that the Presentation System can more
liberally overlap auditory messages in order to avoid a backlog of unsched-
uled requests. This parameter also changes the interpretation of the actual
descriptive request message parameters. For the novice (familiarity level set
to low), a high priority message would be emphasized even more than for the
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advanced user. Someone who is familiar with the interface would not need
the assistance of an over-inflated priority level since that user would be more

familiar with the auditory characteristics of a high priority message.

● User Preferences (for media selection): The application programmer

sets the application preference parameters in each message request. The user
can, in turn, define user preference parameters for each supported auditory

form to influence the auditory output characteristics more to his or her liking.

When the Presentation System chooses which representation should be used,

user preferences are part of the computation for the most appropriate choice.

For example, some users might prefer to hear as little voice representation as

possible, and thus could indicate higher preference values for all of the other
forms of auditory output.

The user preferences are represented by a set of values between O and 1.

One value exists for each auditory representation used. A low value indicates
that the user prefers not to hear that type of representation as much as if a
higher value were set. For example, let P be a user preference value. Then,

– 0.8 and Pvoice = 0.4, this would indicate that the user’s‘f ‘Abs. Earcon —
preference for abstract earcons was in general twice the preference for voice
messages.

● Repeated Representation Penalty Function: Some auditory forms are

more suitable to be played simultaneously than others. This parameter con-

tains a penalty function for each auditory representation. A candidate rep-

resentation is penalized according to how many other auditory messages are
currently sounding with the same type of representation. So, for example, if
a voice is already playing, a new candidate voice representation would have
the penalty value R voice(1), where R voice is the penalty function for re-

peated voice representations, and 1 is the number of voice representations
currently playing.

The voice penalty function returns the greatest values because voice mes-

sages require a considerable cognitive load to understand and overlapped
voice messages become very hard to perceive. The earcon penalty function
returns very low values for R~ep. Earcon (1) and R~ep. Earcon(~), and in-
creasingly higher values as the function’s input value increases.

● Ambient Noise Level (Low through High): Dependent on this param-
eter, the Presentation System alters the master volume of all auditory out-
put to make sure the sounds are audible over the current background noise.

The ambient noise level is sampled periodically through a microphone and
the parameter is automatically set accordingly.
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Figure 4.7: An example of three messages for which the Presentation System must

choose an output format and then schedule.

Figure 4.7 updates the example in Figure 4.5. Now each request contains not only

the alternate representations for the message, but also the request parameters that
guide the Presentation System in making its media and scheduling decisions.

4.2.2.3 The Audio Message Server

The audio message server receives all auditory event requests from running appli-
cations. The dynamic variables describing global system information are read by

the server and added to the requests before the Media Selector examines them.
Each received request is stored in a request pool until it is examined by the me-
dia selector. The processing order of the requests is governed by the priority and
latency fields of the pending requests. As requests age in the waiting pool, they

are given an inflated priority value to avoid starvation. The priority increases as a
polynomial function of the request’s age.
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4.2.2.4 The Media Selector

The media selector chooses which auditory representation of a given request is to
be used. Each of the auditory representations works best to communicate specific
types of information. However, the decision of which auditory form to use must

take into account what audio is currently being sounded and what auditory forms
are present for a particular request. After the media selector makes its decision as
to how the information is to be represented, the actual audio data is scheduled and

played. The work done by the media selector can be trivial, such as in the case
that the incoming message is raw audio data. Since the media form is already pre-

define, the message is left unaltered and is immediately considered for scheduling
according to its priority and latency parameters. The media selector might also

have to do more work, such as in the case of a request that contains many repre-
sent ations. Based upon the applicat ion’s preferences (encoded in the request), the
user’s preferences, values in the request fields (i.e., priority and latency), and the

current auditory state, a representation must be elected.

This election process occurs as follows: A value v; is computed for each represen-
tation i present in the request. The set of currently playing auditory forms affects
the computed value of vi, so the values will be different according to the global
auditory state. The smallest vi is the chosen auditory form for the given circum-

stance at the current time.

The values vi are computed from the weighted equation

vi = wl(Aj) + wz(Ui) + w3(~(~)) + w4(~(m))

where WI is the weight for the application preference, Ai is the application pref-

erence for representation i, W2 is the weight for the user preference, Ui is the user
preference for represent ation i, W3 is the weight for familiarityy level, F’(i) is the

adjustment value for familiarityy with respect to representation i, W4 is the weight
for repeated representation penalties, n~ is the current number of playing auditory
messages using representation i, and R(n) is the repeated representation penalty
value for n. Each of the four weighting values are themselves user-adjustable.

.After media selection, the auditory form can then be possibly altered in specific
ways according to the type of representation. The allowable alterations are de-

scribed in Section 4.2.2.1.
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4.2.2.5 The Scheduler

The scheduler displays the chosen auditory form of each request taking into account

the /aiency and priority parameters. The priority value included in a request indi-
cates how important the clear perception of that request is. A high priority request

must be conveyed precisely and clearly to the user within the latency requirement.
The presentation of a low priority request might become masked, or possibly pre-
empted, by higher priority requests. If an audio message becomes delayed in the

scheduler for too long (current ly 0.05 seconds), the corresponding original request
is sent back to the media selector for re-evaluation since it is possible that the global

auditory state of the system has significantly changed and the original representa-
tion may no longer be a suitable choice. At this point the latency parameter is reset
to a smaller value to reflect the period of time that the request has been delayed.

As messages age in the scheduler, their priorities are temporarily increased by a
polynomial function to avoid possible starvation. This priority increment does not
affect the volume of the auditory message upon playback, nor does it affect the pos-
sible preemption decision of other auditory messages by the scheduler. The inflated

priority does ensure that the request is played back before its latency period expires.

The incremented priority is a polynomial function of the age of the request:

p. = pa -t an2

where n is the age of a request, pn is the priority of a request at age n, pi is the

initial priority of the request, and a is a system-wide constant. One behavior that
follows from the dynamic aged priority scheme is that requests with longer max-
imum latency times can attain higher incremented priorities than equivalent re-
quests with shorter maximum latency times. This is not necessarily a good result.

Perhaps it would be better to have a maximum attainable priority parameter for
each request, or even the ability for a request to have its own specific aged prior-
ity function. Then, the priority of each request could be altered as a function of

age as is fit for its need.

In the selection of which auditory messages to play, both pending and waiting mes-
sages are considered. The following procedure occurs at a regular time step in-
terval, currently set at O.O5 seconds. Each candidate message is assigned a score

as a function of its latency and priority parameters. This includes messages cur-
rently playing. The scores of currently playing messages are further increased by a
constant value. This additional score ensures that currently playing messages will
generally have higher scores than new messages. The four highest scoring mes-
sages are selected for output in the current time step. However, there is a caveat
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to this procedure. Ifan already playing auditory message is not selected for the

next time step, then its preemption rules must be considered. If the message is
encoded to be preempted and rescheduled, it is removed and then the original re-
quest is placed back in the pool of waiting requests, with all parameters set back
to their original values. If the message is encoded to be preempted and continued,
then upon preemption, a new request is created in the pool, containing only one

representation — the remaining output of the original auditory message. If the
message is encoded to be preempted and terminated, then the preempted message
is not rescheduled in any way. Finally, if preemption is completely disallowed, then
that message is scheduled to be played in the next time step, and the forth high-
est selected message is delayed. This effectively forces non-preemptable messages
to be scheduled at every time step until they are completed. As such, the use of
non-preemptable messages is discouraged in general, and should not be used for

requests that contain long auditory representations.

4.2.3 Example Application: Maze Navigator

The maze navigator is one of a number of applications written to take advantage

of the Centralized Audio Presentation System. The maze navigator outputs au-

ditory requests to direct the user through a maze. No visual information is avail-
able whatsoever. In addition, the navigator keeps the user constantly notified of
the straight-line distance to the exit, as well as speed and heading information.

The application has a number of descriptive request messages it sends to the Pre-
sentation System at appropriate times. Each message is queued, scheduled, and
played by the Presentation System according to the parameters of the message.
For example, the navigator application outputs very different audio with a user
bias for voice than with a user bias for the non-speech representations. It also
outputs different audio dependent upon concurrently scheduled auditory messages

from other applications running simultaneously.

The speed, heading, and distance messages are presented constantly to keep the
user regularly updated. Upon approaching a junction, the appropriate directional

messages (North, South, East, and/or West ) are played to alert the user of the
directional choices. After a short time, the suggested directional choice is played

(Go North, Go South, Go East, or Go West). Table 4.1 outlines which messages
cent ain which auditory represent ations. Few messages contain a representational

earcon because the messages are relatively abstract.

The distance message has only one representation: it is a quiet tone that varies
in pitch with the straight-line distance to the goal. It is implemented using the
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parameterized music representation supported in the Presentation System. The
speed message is a raw sample representation that is repeatedly sent by the appli-
cation at a frequency proportional to the user’s speed. The earcon forms of the di-

rectional messages are each short motives that are played with a specific timbre.
Table 4.2 summarizes the various timbres used in the messages.

Many overlapped auditory messages are presented to the user concurrently, yet
the informal user results are positive. There is a good sense of speed and distance
to the goal, and, with a little practice, the abstract earcons work to indicate di-

rectional information. The voice representations of the directional messages were
very easy for users to understand without any training.

Occasionally, low priority messages like to speed indicator were preempted and not
re-scheduled at all. This caused no problem in practice — the regular speed in-

dicating beeping noise would momentarily drop out of the auditory scene only to
reappear a moment later. This pause did not seem to affect the user’s sense of speed
in the maze, since the disruption occurred infrequently and at irregular intervals.

4.2.4 Example Application: Auditory Map

The Auditory Map project was re-implemented using the Centralized Audio Pre-

sentation System. Because Presentation System requests are at a high abstraction
level, the redesign was simple and removed all of the sound playback details from
the Auditory Map source code, resulting in a much simpler and more compact pro-
gram. In its initial implementation, the Auditory Map played earcons only in the
register defined by the earcon. The semantics of the Presentation System are that
the register of an earcon is meaningless. This allows the register to be altered by the
Presentation System if it will improve the perceptual attributes of the auditory out-
put. For the new Auditory Map implement ation, concurrent earcons would never
play in the same register. This was a large improvement over the original implemen-

tation, since the frequency proximity cue could now assist in the perceptual segre-
gation of each earcon. Furthermore, pitch crossings between concurrently played

earcons were completely eliminated since each was sounded in a unique register.

The new Auditory Map implementation did take advantage of the ability to have

multiple representations for each map object. A new mode was available to the
user: mixed representation mode. When in this mode, audio requests would be

encoded with the earcon representation of each object, as well as the voice repre-
sentation. This allowed the Presentation System some flexibility in creating the
auditory representation of the user’s selection. Generally, a voice representation

would be present as well as up to three earcons. Each earcon played in a unique
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Message A bs Eamon Rep Earcon Voice Raw Samp Other

North at Int x x x

South at Int x x x

East at Int x x x

West at Int x x x

Go North x x x

Go South x x x

Go East x x x

Go West x x x

Heading x x

Speed x

Dist to Goal x

Intersection x x

Table 4.1: Representations used in the navigator application.

Message Instrument Timbre

North at Int. Trumpet

South at Int. Tom Drum

East at Int. Acoustic Guitar

West at Int. Electric Keyboard

Go North Trumpet

Go South Tom Drum

Go East Acoustic Guitar

Go West Electric Keyboard

Intersection Saxophone
J u

Table 4.2: Instrument timbres associated with the abstract earcon representations
of various messages in the navigator application.
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pitch range. Two spoken voices would not overlap each other unless the user had
specified a very large voice preference setting.

4.2.5 Centralized Audio Presentation System Analysis

The Centralized Audio Presentation System solved many of the original perceptual

problems concerning presentation of temporally overlapping auditory messages in
the Auditory Map project. In general, abstract earcon discrimination in the sec-
ond version of the Auditory Mapl was much improved over the initial implementa-
tion. There are a number of reasons for this. The concept of distanced fundamen-

tals was implemented by ensuring that all concurrently sounding earcons played in
a different register. This improves separation of audio sources in many cases, but
not in all. Frequency proximity was enforced within each earcon through two rules:

● All notes of a given earcon were defined within one register of pitch

● Each earcon was dynamically played in a unique non-overlapping
from any other concurrently played earcons.

The biggest perceptual problems arose from common fate cues. Similar

range.

register

timbres

between overlapping earcons caused perceptual difficulty in clearly perceiving each
as a separate auditory message. Other common fate cues worked to fuse together
streams that was supposed to remain distinct. For example, if the common onsets

of successive notes in two earcons fell close to each other, discrimination become

more difficult.

With the addition of allowable latency periods the Presentation System selection
algorithm could stall the presentation of certain auditory messages until a clearer
auditory state emerged. This contrasts the method in the original Auditory Map
of presenting all pending auditory messages without regulation. In the original
implementation, the messages were played in four concurrent streams, and no at-
tempt at improving the perceptual qualities of the auditory output was made.

As in the original Auditory Map, the principle of familiarity was helpful for the
segregation of earcons in the Presentation System. This is because the non-speech
audio representations were built from either sampled instrument timbres or di-

rectly from a digital recording, so users could recognize most sounds immediately
as familiar instruments.

lThis refersto the Auditory Map versionthat usedthe CentralizedAudio PresentationSystem
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As previously mentioned, each earcon played in a unique register. If no free reg-
ister was currently available, then another auditory form of the request would be
used if available. In the case where no other form was present in the request, the

Presentation System scheduler would either stall playing the request until one of
the other auditory events ended, or it would preempt a currently playing earcon
to free up resources for the new one. The decision between these two scenarios
is based upon the relative priority and latency parameters of all of the currently

playing requests as well as the pending requests.

One weakness in the Presentation System scheduling analysis method is that al-
though messages play without overlapping fundamentals, they may contain over-
lapping harmonic content. The worst case of this is when two note sources have

fundamentals that are nHz and 2nHz. The fundamentals are in different octaves,
but the even harmonics of the lower pitched note coincide with all harmonics of
the higher pitched note. The next worst case occurs when two note sources have
fundamentals of nHz and 3nHz. In this case, every third harmonic of the lower
note coincides with each harmonic of the higher note. It would be of value to have
a more sophisticated method of ensuring that as few harmonics as possible were

in common between concurrently presented sounds at any given time.

As with the original Auditory Map project, timbre discrimination could become
problematic. The Presentation System would schedule speech representations

when it could, or serialize the earcons it was requested to play, but in many cir-
cumstances the most appropriate action was to overlap non-speech auditory mes-
sages. In these cases, no analysis was done to help segregate each audio source,
other than the streaming that would occur from playing different timbres in differ-
ent pitch ranges. Furthermore, there was no analysis done during combined speech

and non-speech audio events. This combination does not appear to be as trouble-

some as overlapped earcons, probably due to the rich and dynamic time-varying
spectrum of speech audio that assists the auditory system in stream segregation.
However, it certainly merits analysis in a busy acoustic environment.

Rhythm issues were ignored as well. The Presentation System would attempt to
minimize overlap of audio events by delaying auditory messages where possible,

but in many cases the overlap was unavoidable. There was no analysis of the over-
laid rhythm patterns and how they might work to fuse overlapped audio sources
into one stream. This problem appears to be secondary to the timbre problem, but
it warrants further examination and possible regulation in a dynamic environment.

A relatively simple solution to aid in the discrimination of both timbre and rhythm
between concurrent auditory messages is to localize each individual message in
a three-dimensional virtual acoustic environment. Spatial position is one of the
strongest cues for auditory stream segregation, and it has been used successfully
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for applications in which a user must monitor a busy auditory environment such as
an aeronautical cockpit simulation [Beg94b]. Sound localization in a virtual acous-

tic space was not implemented, but would be a very desirable future enhancement.

4.3 Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer

The Centralized Audio Presentation System had one general shortcoming that iead
to perceptual problems between concurrently sounded auditory messages: there
was no significantly intensive analysis performed to uncover potential perceptual

problems bet ween different temporal schedules of auditory messages. The choice
of playing an auditory message of delaying it was made based upon the current au-

ditory forms that were playing. It would be more accurate to analyze the actual
sounds being produced and determine if a given sound could be added to the cur-
rent auditory scene while still maintaining perceptual segregation of each sound.

Since the Presentation System was processing and serving requests in real-time,
analysis was limited to some relatively simple heuristics such as limiting the tempo-
ral overlap of speech, and playing concurrently sounded earcons in non-overlapping
pitch ranges. There were still a number of other perceptual cues that could arise
bet ween concurrent sounds in the auditory presentation, that would act to fuse

together auditory streams that should remain perceptually segregated. Such cues
include common onsets of notes, common offsets of notes, common note change
patterns, timbre similarities, rhythm conflicts, and common harmonic content be-
tween concurrent sounds. More sophisticated techniques are necessary to detect
and control these problems, It was questionable as to whether a more computa-

tionally intensive analysis could be done in real-time. So the next logical step in
the exploration of controlling auditory output was to attempt to perform the anal-
ysis outside of a real-time environment to see if a good set of perceptual rules could
be designed to further improve segregation between different auditory messages.

For the domain of abstract earcons, these ideas were explored in the Comprehen-
sive Auditory Scene Synthesizer. The temporal scheduling analysis could then be

integrated into the Centralized Audio Presentation System at a later date, assum-

ing that a reasonably efficient analysis technique was designed and implemented.

The number of ways to arrange a set of earcons within a given time interval grows

exponentially with the number of earcons. For example, assume that the smallest
addressable block of an earcon is 0.1 seconds. For an earcon of length two seconds
(or 20 blocks), there are 31 valid temporal locations in which it can be placed in a
five second (or 50 block) interval. To schedule three earcons, each 20 blocks long,
in the same time interval, there would be 31*31*31 possible ways, or 29,791 differ-
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Time Time

Figure 4.8: An earcon can be scheduled at many different offsets in a time interval.
The scheduling possibilities grow exponentially with the addition of new earcons.
If one earcon can be scheduled in 31 positions, two can be scheduled in 31*31 p~

sitions, and three can be scheduled in 31*31*31 positions.

ent possible schedules. See Figure 4.8. Depending on the particular schedule for

the earcons, a user will have more difficulty in perceptually formulating and rec-
ognizing that there are three distinct and unique sources.

However, if it is possible to algorithmically predict when perceptual problems arise,

a computer can analyze different layouts and select the most desirable temporal
positions for the sounds. This sound presentation will contain many of the percep-
tual streaming cues that encourage the human auditory system to segregate each

earcon into a separate auditory object in the presentation.

Bregman discussed the methods by which he believes the human auditory system

analyzes the auditory scene. He started out by defining the term heuristic.

The computer modeling approach has contributed an important idea
that will be used in the coming chapters. This is the notion of a heuris-
tic. The idea was involved in the process of designing computer prc-

grams to solve difficult problems for which no mathematical solution
was known. The approach taken by the designers was to employ heuris-

tics, which are defined as procedures that are not guaranteed to solve
the problem, but are likely to lead to a good solution. An example
would be the use of heuristic tests by computer chess programs to de-
termine whether a proposed move would lead to a good position (e.g.,

to test whether the move would result in the computer controlling the

center of the board or whether the move would lead to an exchange of
pieces that favored the computer). Each move is evaluated by a num-
ber of such heuristics. No one of them can guarantee success, but if

there are a large number, each with some basis in the structure of the
game of chess, a move that satisfies most of them will probably be a
good one. Furthermore, if each of the heuristic evaluation processes
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has a chance to vote for or against the move, the program will be less

likely to be tricked than it would be if it based its move on only one or
two criteria, no matter how good they were. [Bre90, pp. 32-33]

He continued then, to equate this heuristic evaluation process to how the percep-
tual system weighs a number of auditory scene heuristics.

I believe that the perceptual systems work in similar ways. Having
evolved in a world of mixtures, humans have developed heuristic mech-

anisms capable of decomposing them. Because the conditions under
which decomposition must be done are extremely variable, no single
method is guaranteed to succeed. Therefore a number of heuristic cri-

teria must be used to decide how to group the acoustic evidence. These

criteria are allowed to combine their effects in a process very much like
voting. No one factor will necessarily vote correctly, but if there are
many of them, competing with or reinforcing one another, the right de-
scription of the input should generally emerge. If they all vote in the
same way, the resulting percept is stable and unambiguous. When they

are faced with artificial signals, set up in the laboratory, in which one
heuristic is made to vote for integration and another for segregation,
the resulting experiences can be unstable and ambiguous. [Bre90, p. 33]

This method by which the perceptual system evaluates raw auditory data is the

basis for the design of the Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer. A number
of heuristics evaluate a possible candidate (or schedule for the sounds in an audi-
tory scene), and its overall percept ual clarity is computed by a weighted equation
(a “voting” technique where each voter has possibly more or less than exactly one

vote ). The synthesized auditory scene with the lowest score is the winner for the

particular problem.

Each heuristic used in the implementation corresponds to some rule from either

auditory streaming theory or music perception. A well synthesized auditory scene
should allow the human perceptual system to easily segregate and perceive each of
the sources of which it is comprised. It is intended that this model be used in gen-

eral purpose user interfaces where numerous applications require some form of au-
dio resources. The specific problem that the implementation addresses is how to

more clearly present a given set of sound sources (specifically, earcons) within some
time interval t. The problem is particularly of interest when the sum of the lengths
of the sounds to be presented is much greater than t. Previous efforts in com-
putational audiiory scene analysis have been to solve the inverse problem: to de-
compose a sound that includes many separate sources into its component sources,

much as the human auditory system does [Bre95] [CB92].
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In the following chapter, a detailed description of the Comprehensive Auditory
Scene Synthesizer is presented.



Chapter 5

The Comprehensive Auditory
Scene Synthesizer: Architec-
ture and Implementation

It is clear from the implementations of the Auditory Map System and the Cen-
tralized Audio Presentation System, that the problems associated with auditory
stream perception in the user interface are complex and must be considered in the
design of any auditory user interface that contains temporally overlapping audio.
For this problem to be addressed successfully, a method is needed that takes into
account the processes by which the perceptual system resolves sounds containing

multiple auditory sources into their corresponding streams. With this information,
an auditory presentation can be designed from singular auditory components, that
encourages perceptual fusion and stream segregation of each individual source. The
presentation will also minimize the situations that cause perceptual conflicts be-

tween sources. This chapter describes the design and implementation of the Com-

prehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer. It is a computer application that analyzes
a number of sounds and stores information about the predicted magnitude of per-
ceptual conflicts between the different sounds. This analysis is performed for all
possible discretized temporal overlaps between all pairs of sounds. The implemen-

tation is fully functional only for earcons. The application also creates a represen-
tation of sequential ambiguities that arise from playing one particular sound after
another. The computed information is used to temporally arrange all of the in-
putted sounds within a given time interval. This problem is of interest when the
combined length of the inputted sounds is much greater than the specified time in-
terval. In this case, some degree of temporal overlap must occur between sounds.

81
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The Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer was implemented in the C++ pro-
gramming language using the Microsoft Visual C++ Developer Studio w4.1, run-

ning under the Microsoft Windows NT v4. O and Windows 95 operating systems.
The source code is object-oriented and designed to be extensible. All of the data
structures and algorithms are portable to any platform with a C++ compiler,

but the visual user interface elements and file 1/0 routines requires the Microsoft
Foundation Class Library. This class library is available for platforms other than

Microsoft Windows. The actual routines that output audio use the Microsoft Di-

rectX 2 API, which is currently available only for Windows 95 and Windows NT
4.0. However, the audio routines are relatively simple and can be readily ported
to another platform supporting 16-bit, 44. lkHz audio output.

5.1 Terminology

The following is a list of terms and concepts used throughout this chapter.

● A SOund Source s is an object representing a sound. In the current imple-

mentation, the only sound sources that can be fully analyzed are earcons.
However, the implementation supports the creation and limited analysis of

other sound source types. These will be further described later in the chap-
ter. The length, in blocks, of a sound source is lS.

● An Earcon, for the purposes of this implementation, is defined to be a se-

quence of notes, each with differing pitch and duration. Each note of a given
earcon has the same timbre, and there are no rests present between the notes.

An earcon contains only one note at any given time. There is no polyphony
allowed within an earcon.

● A Sound Presentation SP is defined as a set S of n sound sources and a time

interval t consisting of b blocks. The b blocks are numbered from O to b – 1.

Note that Vs G S, 2.< b.

● A Node n contains a one-to-one mapping of each element s in S to an inte-

ger value o(s) between O and b – 1. The integer values represent the starting
offsets for each sound source in S within t. For example, if Vs < S, o(s) = O,
then that would mean all sound sources in the given sound presentation are
scheduled to start playing simultaneously at offset O. If, however, for two
sound sources A and B, o(A) = 3 and o(B) = 12, that means that source A
begins playing at offset 3 and source 1? begins playing at offset 12. If sound
source A was longer than 9 blocks, there would be some temporal overlap
between A and 1?.
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A Node n also contains a score. It represents a computed metric of the per-
ceptual clarity for the given arrangement of sound sources s when played with

their offsets o(s) relative to the beginning of time interval i. The score of a
given node is a relative measure compared to other nodes that share the same
t and have a different o(s) mapping from the same S. The method by which
the node score is computed will be examined thoroughly later in this chapter.

● The Search Space SS of a sound presentation SP is the set of all possible

unique nodes for a given set of sound sources S and a time interval t. One can
visualize a simple search space as follows: for each sound source s E S, define

an unique axis as in a discrete n-dimensional space. 1 Each s in S is associated
with its unique axis. Let the sound source for axis a be referred to as s~. The
values along a given axis a, correspond to the valid offsets (in blocks) that
the associated sound source s. can have and still be contained totally within

t (which is of length b blocks). So, the values along axis a, are O, . . . . b– 1, – 1.

The description of a simple example will help for clarity. In this example,
two sound sources are to be scheduled. Sound source A has 1A = 7 and

sound source B has lB = 5. The sound presentation SP consists of the set

{A, B} and t = 1.0 and 6 = 11. The search space SS(SP) has two dimen-
sions (the x- and y-axes). Let A be assigned to the x-axis, and 1? to the y-
axis. The indices along the x-axis range from O, . . . . b – 1A– 1, or O,. .. ,4.
Similarly, the indices along the y-axis range from O,. ..,6. Every point in the
two-dimensional search space corresponds to a unique node sharing S and t.

Therefore, each node in the search space corresponds to a unique schedule of
A and B. Figure 5.1 shows this graphically. Each of the circles represents a
unique schedule of the two sounds within the time interval t. For example,
the point (4, 2) represents sound source A playing from block 4 (and ending

after block 4 + 7 = 11)2 and sound source B playing from block 2 (and end-

ing after block 2 + 5 = 7).

The score of each node in this two-dimensional search space is not repre-

sented in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows an example of two earcons, arranged
on an x-y graph. Each node score is represented by the z-component at a

given (x, y) point. On the resulting surface, the global minimum node score
(o., Oy) represents the offsets of the earcons in the sound presentation that
yield the predicted most perceptible schedule for the two sounds. In this ex-

ample, or = O and OV= 7. Similarly, the global maximum node score repre-
sents the predicted least perceptible schedule of the two sounds.

1Ftecall that n is the number of sound sources in S.
‘Remember, block numberingstartsat O. Block 4 is the 5th block!
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● A Heuristic Search Algorithm is an algorithm that remembers the best n

states as it searches through the search space. If exploration of one of these

states does not appear promising any longer, the algorithm can switch to the
next most promising state it stored previously. Heuristic search algorithms
use different sizes of n and different criteria for determining when a given
path through the search space no longer appears as promising as an alternate
state. The number of nodes in a search space for non-trivial problems makes

it impossible to exhaustively evaluate every node score. A heuristic search
technique is one approach to finding a good solution quickly while minimiz-
ing the number of node evaluations.

Throughout this chapter, a number of earcons and search spaces are referenced.
Earcons appear with labels such as [TP3]. The definition of each earcon can be
found in Appendix A. Search spaces are referenced with labels such as [SS4]. Their
definitions can be found in Appendix B.

5.2 The Architecture of the Comprehensive Au-

ditory Scene Synthesizer

In this section, the organization of the data structures used in the architecture is
described. Also discussed are the various alternate representations of each sound
source. The availability of the sound data in multiple forms simplifies the imple-
mentation of the algorithms that operate on the data. Each individual algorithm

uses the most appropriate representation for solving its particular problem. These

structures and representations are organized into a class hierarchy that makes it
easy to extend the architecture to work on new audio data types and representa-

tions.

5.2.1 SoundSource Methods

The class structure of sound sources is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The base class
of any sound in the system is SoundSource. The SoundSource class is a virtual

class. This means the class cannot be directly instantiated. Rather, the SoUnd-

Source class is a repository of methods that will operate on any of the subclasses of
SoundSource. All SoundSource derived classes inherit the following functionality:
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Soundsource A offeet

Figure 5.1: Thesearch space fortwosound sources Aand B.

“2earcons.dat” —
28 .-... -..
26 ................

Figure 5.2: A 2-earcon search
axis.

space with the value of each node plotted on the z-
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●

●

●

●

Figure 5.3: The SoundSource class hierarchy and selected methods.

New - Set up and allocate necessary items to hold a sound.

Load - Read a file from the disk and store the contents in the SoundSource
object.

Save – Write a file to the disk containing the SoundSource.

Play - Play the SoundSource object.

Stop - Abort the playback of a sound immediately.

Set Volume - Change the loudness of a SoundSource object.

The first three methods, New, Load, and Save, are pure virtual functions. This
means that there is no implementation of the methods in the SoundSource class.
Each subclass must define these three methods to use them. The methods Play,
Stop, and Set Volume are implemented in the SoundSource class and can be rede-

fined by a subclass if necessary.

The RawSource class is a specific type of SoundSource. It contains the methods
necessary to operate on a digital recording of sound. It will load and save monau-
ral samples. The TimbreSource class is a SoundSource that represents an instru-

ment timbre. The class contains the inherited methods of SoundSource, plus an
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(
SoundSource

Monaural Time Domain Rep (samples)
Stereo Time Domain Rep. (samples)

Freq. Domain Rep (keq. components) )

Figure 5.4: SoundSource derived classes and their sound representations.

additional method MakeNote that will create a note of a certain pitch and dura-
tion using its timbre. The EarconSource class contains the inherited methods plus

a new method MakeEamon to initialize the object to a particular earcon specified
by a sequence of <Pitch, Duration> 2-tuples. The EarconSource also contains a

pointer to a Z’irnlmeSource object that represents the timbre of the EarconSource.

Finally, the SoundStream class allows the creation of a continuing sound that has
no predefine ending point. SoundStream redefines the New method, and cur-

rently has no capabilities of loading and saving.

5.2.2 SoundSource Data Representations

The Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer stores a number of different rep-
resentations of a sound depending upon the sound type. The multiple representa-

tions are useful because algorithms can operate on the representation that is most
natural for the type of operation being done. The representations held in each

class are outlined in Figure 5.4.

The SoundSource class holds representations common to all subclasses in the hi-
erarchy. There are three represent ations stored in a SoundSource object.
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Monaural Time Domain Representation: The monaural time domain
representation is an array of samples that represent the sound source. All

sounds have a sample rate of 44. lkHz, and each sample has 16 bits of reso-
lution. In some cases, the monaural time domain representation is created

from an actual digital recording. In other cases, the representation is com-
puted from a parameterized synthesis algorithm.

Stereo Time Domain Representation: The stereo time domain repre-
sentation is derived from the monaural time domain representation. It is an
array of sampled values, only each value is repeated. The array is exactly
double the size of the array in the monaural time domain representation.
The reason for storing this representation is to allow processing for possible
stereo effects in the presentation of any sound. These effects could assist in

the localization of a given sound source.

Time-Stepped Frequency Domain Representation: This representa-

tion is also computed from the monaural time domain representation. The
time domain samples are first stored as a series of blocks, and then a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed on each block. This representation,

stored as a list of arrays, contains information on the frequency content of

any sound source at any given time block. Figure 5.5 shows a visualization
of this representation for the earcon [TP3].

Additional representations are used by the subclasses of SoundSource. The Sound-

Stream class redefines the monaural time domain representation so that there is

a “high water mark” and a “low water mark” for the buffer that holds the ac-
tual samples. The number of samples in the SoundStream should always fall be-

tween these two values. Since the samples are constantly being played (and as
such, “drained” from the object’s buffer) a function to maintain the correct level

must periodically fill the buffer up to the high water mark with the appropriate
samples. The high water mark should not be so high as to create a long latency

if the sound must suddenly change. (The old, “stale” samples must be played be-

fore the new, “fresh” samples are played. The new samples reflect the change in

the sound.) The high water mark should also not be so low as to require too much
monitoring and buffer refilling. This causes too much overhead in its upkeep. Val-

ues around 0.1 seconds for the high water mark seem to work reasonably well. The
low water mark should not be so low that the possible overhead of refilling the
buffer at the low water mark will result in the buffer completely emptying before
refilling. This results in an audible break in the flow of the audio stream. The low
water mark must also not be so high that it causes excessive latency when new,
“fresh” samples enter into the buffer.
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The EarconSoume class uses the inherited representations of the SoundSource class,

as well as a number of new representations. The first new representation is the

<Pitch, Duration> 2-tuple list. An earcon has a particular timbre associated with
it, and is a sequence of notes. So, an earcon can be represented as

Timbre T
<Pitch, Duration>, <Pitch, Duration>,. . . ,< Pitch, Duration>

where each <Pitch, Duration> 2-tuple represents a note in the earcon. This repre-
sentation is very compact and encodes the important information about an earcon
into a form that can be quickly and efficiently examined. Note that the pitch val-
ues stored are MIDI note values. These values range from O to 127 and represent

the pitches for 128 different notes of the chromatic scale. The MIDI note values
represent pit ch linearly — to increase a value by an octave, one adds 12 to the
value. (There are 12 semitones in an octave).

Another representation used is very similar to the <Pitch, Duration> 2-tuples,
only the Pit ch is replaced by the fundamental frequency, fo, of the note. The < fo,
Duration> 2-tuple representation is more natural to operate upon for certain al-
gorithms. Specifically, it is very easy to compute the harmonic series of a pitch
from its fundamental frequency since the series consists of the integral multiples

of j.. Frequency values grow exponentially as pitch grows linearly — to increase

the pitch of a note by an octave, one doubles the fundamental frequency value.

The next representation stored for earcons is the Pitch-per-Block format. The

<Pitch, Duration> 2-tuple representation is used to create a new representation in
which the pitch value of the note present in each block is stored in an array. This

representation allows algorithms to very quickly reference what pitch is present in
any block of an earcon. For the cases where two notes are present in a block (this
occurs during a transition between two notes), the pitch that is present longer is
stored. In Figure 5.6, the first four notes of [TP3] are actually the same length.
Due to the rounding off of notes into blocks, the lengths of the notes in this rep-

resentation become 2, 3, 3, and 2 blocks. The accuracy of this representation can
be improved by using smaller blocks or longer notes.

The last representation for earcons is the Change-in-Pitch-per-Block form. This
representation stores, on a block by block basis, the change in the pitch (measured
in MIDI note values). Many of the values will be O, since a note usually spans a
number of blocks, and has no change across that range. Figure 5.7 shows the rep-

resentation for the earcon [TP3].
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Time (blocks)

Figure 5.6: An example of the Pitch-per-Block representation

Time (blocks)
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EEl

for [TP3].

Figure 5.7: An example of the Change-in-Pitch-per-Block earcon representation
for [TP3].
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5.2.3 Auditory Data Block Size

During the building of sound source representations, all sounds are broken down
into a series of blocks from their time domain representation. A block is a sec-
tion of the sound that is of a given length. It is represented as a sequence of sam-
ples in the time domain. All blocks in the actual implementation are 4096 samples
long. Since all sounds are created at a sampling rate of 44. lkHz, a block represents
4096/44100 x 0.093 seconds of a sound. There are a number of tradeoffs in choos-

ing a block size. Let s be the size of a block, and b be the number of blocks in a

sound source. As s decreases, b increases (and vice-versa). Many of the data struc-

tures for the analysis of n sounds increase in size by O(b” ) where n > 1. There-
fore, making s smaller will increase the size of data structures and the time to op-
erate on them at a polynomial rate. The number of possible schedules for a sound

presentation grows exponentially with n, and as such, larger values of n rapidly
increase the search space from which a solution must be found. The growth rates

of search spaces are discussed further in Section 5.4. The entire search space can-
not be examined in reasonable time except in the trivial cases, but nonetheless, a

smaller search space allows a greater percentage of that space to be examined, and

could yield a better result.

Finally, block size affects the resolution of frequencies within the block that can be

examined. Nyquist 7sTheorem states that a signal can represent frequencies up to
one half of the sampling rate. A block contains 4096 samples created at a sample
rate of 44. lkHz. It can represent frequencies from OHZ To 22.05 Hz. However, when
the block is analyzed by itself, it can contain only 2048 unique frequencies, since

there are only 4096 samples to consider. These frequencies are linearly spaced from

OHZ to 22.05kHz. All frequencies within a band of 22050/2048, or approximately
10.77 Hz, will be represented in the block as the same frequency. This loss of reso-
lution can become important when there are frequency components close together
in a sound and if a decision should be based upon those close frequency compo-
nents. If the frequencies are grouped together in the same frequency band, the de-

cision cannot even be considered. By increasing the block size s, the loss of reso-
lution is lessened, thus yielding more precise frequency component information in
the frequency domain. This would minimize any decision errors by the heuristics
that use the frequency information. A decrease in s would yield a greater loss in
resolution, and hence increase the possibility of bad decisions by heuristics. Ta-

ble 5.1 summaries these tradeoffs.
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Small Block Size Large Block Size
Bigger Tables and Data Structures Smaller Tables and Data Structures

Poorer Frequency Resolutions Better Frequency Resolutions

More Sound Presentation Layouts Less Sound Presentation Layouts

Larger Solution Space to Search Smaller Solution Space to Search
More Flexibility for Presentation Less Flexibility for Presentation

Longer Computation Time Shorter Computation Time

Table 5.1: The tradeoffs involved with choosing a block size for the auditory data
represent ation.

5.2.4 Exclusion Tables

At the heart of the design for concurrent sound analysis is the exclusion table.
Each sound source in a sound presentation has its own exclusion table. The ta-
ble stores the all of the penalty values for all possible overlaps of itself with any
other sound in the presentation. Table 5.2 shows the exclusion tables for a group
of three earcon sources in a sound presentation. The number of columns in each

exclusion table is governed by the length of the earcon of the table (the values of
LA, LB, and LC). For example, if a table’s earcon is six blocks in length, then
there are six ways to place any other earcon such that the other earcon does not

start before the table’s earcon, and so that there is at least one block of overlap
between the two earcons. Note that a row for the table’s earcon is included in its
own table. The values for that row represent the penalty scores when the earcon

is played concurrently with itself at different relative offsets.

The values that fill the exclusion tables come from the algorithms described later
in this chapter. A weighted sum of the penalty values from each algorithm is stored
as an exclusion table entry. A detailed description of this weighted sum is in Sec-

tion 5.3.8. Typically, there is a trend of descending scores as the offset increases.
This is because there is less of an overlap between the two sources, and therefore,

less chance of penalties associated with the overlap. Of course, if there is no over-
lap between two earcons, the overlap penalty is zero and it is not stored in the ex-

clusion tables.

The exclusion tables are dynamically created upon the exploration of a search
space. They are designed such that new sounds can be added very easily. This is
important so that possible future versions of the Comprehensive Auditory Scene

Synthesizer running in real time can register new, previously unanalyzed, sounds
quickly. When a new sound is registered, the exclusion table for each current sound
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Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset 5... Offset LA

Earcon A 15.1 14.3 12.9 11.8 12.7 10.0 0.4
Earcon B 3.5 2.4 1.0 0.3 1.6 0.8 0.3
Earcon C 1.6 4.9 3.5 3.1 2.9 2.3 1.5

Exclusion Table for Earcon A (Eamon A always starts at Oflset O)

Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset 5... Offset LB

Earcon A 3.1 2.3 3.9 1.8 1.4 0.9 0.3
Earcon B 12.5 11.4 11.3 10.3 8.7 7.8 1.3

Earcon C’ 5.9 5.6 4.5 2.9 2,4 2.1 0.8

Exclusion Table for Earcon B (Earcon B always starts at O.f.set 0)

Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset 5.. Offset Lc

Earcon A 4.2 3.5 4.4 2.8 2.0 2.3 0.4

Earcon B 3.5 2.4 1.0 0.3 1.6 0.8 0.3

Earcon C’ 20.6 18.4 17.8 15.1 16.1 15.3 1.5

Exclusion Table for Earcon C (Earcon C always starts at O#set O)

Table 5.2: An example of exclusion tables for a sound presentation of three earcons.
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grows by one row. This row represents the penalty values for the temporally over-
lapped presentation of the new sound source with the table’s sound source. Work-

ing from the example in Table 5.2, when a new earcon D is introduced into the
system, each of the three exclusion tables gets another row for “Earcon D.” The
system computes the penalty values for this row and saves the values in the table.
Additionally, another table is dynamically created for the new earcon D. Contin-

uing with the current example, the new table has four rows. The penalty values

are then computed and saved in the table. The resulting exclusion tables are rep-
resented in Table 5.3.

5.3 The Presentation Evaluation Method

A sound presentation contains a collection of sound sources and a time interval
in which all the sound sources must be scheduled. To find a good schedule, the
search space of the sound presentation is explored. Each node in the search space

contains a unique schedule of the sounds in the given time interval, and a score.

An answer, when found, is in the form of a node. It is then converted to an audio
format suitable for listening to.

The presentation evaluation implementation supports creation of all of the sound
source types, however the sound sources that comprise a sound presentation must

be earcons. This simplifies the details of the implementation. The object-oriented
architecture of the application supports expandability for analysis of other types
of sound sources.

The exclusion tables hold the overlap penalty values for all pairs of sounds in all
possible overlapping positions. The evaluation of a given sound presentation con-

sists of adding up the overlap penalties of all pairs of sounds in the presentation,

and then adding to that the penalties (if any) derived from an earcon following
another in sequence (computed on the fly) for all pairs of sounds in the presen-
tation. This sum represents the score for a particular node in the n-dimensional
search space.

The Computational Auditory Scene Synthesizer is useful because it contains much
more sophisticated heuristics for avoiding perceptual problems than in the Cen-
tralized Audio Presentation System. Both the properties of overlapping sounds

and sounds in sequence are considered. The implementation uses a set of algo-
rithms to detect certain features of overlapping sections of two sounds to deter-
mine how well a given sound presentation will be perceived by the listener. These
algorithms only compute penalties for the overlapping regions of the two earcons
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Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset 5,, Offset LA

Earcon A 15.1 14.3 12.9 11.8 12.7 10.0 0.4
Earcon B 3.5 2.4 1.0 0.3 1.6 0.8 0.3
Earcon C 1.6 4.9 3.5 3.1 2.9 2.3 1.5

Earcon D 4.2 3.8 1.9 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2

Exclusion Table for Earcon A (Earcon Aalways startsat Oflset O)

Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset 5... Offset LB

Earcon A 3.1 2.3 3.9 1.8 1.4 0.9 0.3
Earcon B 12.5 11.4 11.3 10.3 8.7 7.8 1.3
Earcon C 5.9 5.6 4.5 2.9 2.4 2.1 0.8

Earcon D 5.1 3.2 6.8 9.2 6.4 3.8 0.8

Exchsion Table for Earcon B (Earcon BaluMysstmtsat Oflset O)

Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset .5,.. Offset Lc

Earcon A 4.2 3.5 4.4 2.8 2.0 2.3 0.4
Earcon B 3.5 2.4 1.0 0.3 1.6 0.8 0.3
Earcon C 20.6 18.4 17.8 15.1 16.1 15.3 1.5

Earcon D 4.1 2.0 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.3 0.5

Exclusion Table for Earcon C (Earcon Ca[ways starts at Oflset O)

Offset O Offset 1 Offset 2 Offset 3 Offset 4 Offset 5... Offset LD

Earcon A 4.4 3.8 2.4 3.7 2.9 1.8 0.4

Earcon B 7.5 5.8 3.3 1.9 2.5 1.8 0.6

Earcon C 3.4 4.2 2.9 2.0 1.6 1.8 0.9

Earcon D 23.5 15.9 12.8 14.5 13.1 9.5 0.8

Exclusion Table for Earcon D (Earcon D always startsat O#set O)

Table 5.3: The exclusion tables after adding Earcon D. Boldfaced areas represent
new additions.
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being analyzed. The method allows for the easy addition of new heuristics as well.
The heuristics used to detect conflicts between overlapping sounds are as follows:

● Common Onset of Notes

● Common Offset of Notes

● Pitch Crossings

● Common Harmonics

● Common Pitch Changes

● Timbre Similarities

● Average Pitch Separation

For sequential properties between two earcons, the following features are detected.

● Timbre Similarity

● Similarity of Pitch

In the following sections, the implementations of the heuristic algorithms are de-

scribed in detail. Throughout the descriptions, surface plots of example search
spaces are shown. In all of these examples, there are actually three earcons in-

stead of two. Earcon A is always scheduled at offset O, and the other two earcons
B and C have varying offsets along the x- and y-axes, respectively. The resulting
surface then, is one two-dimensional surface “slice” of a larger three-dimensional
surface, where each slice of the three-dimensional surface corresponds to a similar
surface plot but with the “fixed” earcon A at a different offset.

The advantage of presenting surface plots in the described fashion is that more in-
teresting features emerge with the interaction of three earcons as opposed to two.

However, the cases are generally still simple enough that the features of the surfaces
can be readily identified as particular interactions between two specific earcons in
the search space. For the purposes of all surface plot examples, the x-axis is de-

fined to be the axis running from the origin (on the lower left of the surface plot)
to the right and towards the reader. The y-axis mns from the origin away from

the reader and to the right. The z-axis extends vertically from the origin.
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If there are three earcons in the search space, a question arises as to exactly how

the node score is computed when the exclusion tables only hold penalty values

for pairs of earcons. This will be fully described in Section 5.4 A simple explana-
tion for the purposes of this section is that the score for any node containing three

earcons A, B, and C, is computed by adding the overlap penalties of (A and B),
(A and C), and (B and C’). Similarly, sequential penalties are added for sounds
following each other in time.

5.3.1 Common Onset / Offset

The properties of common onset and common offset refer to the simultaneous start-
ing and stopping of notes in two or more earcon sources.. Since it is known that

the perceptual system tends to group together sonic events that start and stop si-

multaneously, this attribute is one that should be negated as much as possible.

The algorithm to compute the common onset and common offset penalties between
two sounds uses the <Pitch, Duration> 2-tuple EarconSource data representation.
By using this representation, the implementation becomes relatively simple. There
are two note counters that function as indices into the 2-tuple array representa-
tion. Two time pointers are updated according to the <Duration> field of the 2-
tuple representation. The time pointers are compared to see if they are approxi-

mately equal. If so, then a common onset/offset pair is present — both note coun-
ters are advanced and the time pointers are updated. Otherwise, the pointer that
is further back in time gets moved ahead to the next note. The two time counters
are then compared, and so on. Figure 5.8 illustrates the three cases of common

onsets and offsets for earcons:

● A common onset between two notes at the beginning of the overlapped in-

terval.

. A common onset/offset pair occurring in the middle of the overlapping earcon

interval.

● A common offset between the final note of one earcon and a note of the other.

The following pseudocode does not account for the special cases of common onset
between two notes at the beginning of the overlapped interval, and common offset
between the two final notes of the overlapped interval. These cases are identified
and penalized in the actual implementation.
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,

Time

Figure 5.8: The common onsets and offsets of notes are counted by the onset/offset
algorithm.
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// Note: A starts first.
// Then B starts RelativePos blocks after A starts.
CommonOnsetOffset(Earcon2TUP A, Earcon2TUP B, Offset OffsetB)

returns Integer

{

Penalty = O

// IndexA and IndexB are indices indicating the current
// 2-tuple rep. note that is being examined.
IndexA = O
IndexB = O

TlmeA = O Ii A always starts at O

// Convert RelativePos from blocks to sees. for TimeB
TimeB = OffsetB * 4096 / 44100

While (More notes in A and in B)

{

//

dt
If

{

)

Check if a common onset/offset is present now

= Abs(TimeA-TimeB)
(dt < .5)

// Common onset/offset. Increment Penalty
Penalty = Penalty + (-1 / (1 + e**(-(dt*20-5))) + 1)

// Move both counters and pointers
IndexA = IndexA
IndexB = IndexB
TimeA = TimeA +

TimeB = TimeB +

Else

{
//
//

//
//
If

{

One sound is

+1
+1

AIIndexA]

BIIndexB]

ahead of the other.

There is no common onset/offset currently.

Step ahead the note pointer that is currently
further behind.
(TimeA < TimeB)

// Move ahead in A
IndexA = IndexA + 1
TimeA = TimeA + AIIndexA]
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Figure 5.9: The common onset/offset sigmoid penalty function.

3
Else
.
i

// Move ahead in B
IndexB = IndexB

TimeB = TimeB +

3

+1

B[IndexB]

.
J
Return Penalty

In the algorithm, the penalty is incurred if any two notes are less than 0.5 sec-
onds apart in their start or stop times. The penalty should be much higher for
notes that start simultaneously than for notes that start a few tenths of a second
apart. That is why the sigmoidal function —1/(1 + e–t~t*20–51)is used to actually

increment the penalty for a given pair of notes with common onset or offset. The
penalty function is shown in Figure 5.9.
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CommonOneet/OffeetPenaltyScore
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15 .... .
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Figure 5.10: The search space for [SS8]. Each node is evaluated using only the
common onset/offset algorithm.

In Figure 5.10, an example search space [SS8] is shown. [SS8] cent ains three iden-
tical earcons [FL3] containing four notes each, presented in an 8.0 second time in-

terval. Earcon A is always fixed at offset O, and the offsets of earcons B and C

are varied along the x- and y-axes. The main diagonal ridge indicates the penalty
from the two non-static earcons (earcons 1? and C) when their offsets are the same.
In these cases, all four of the notes have common onsets and offsets between the
two earcons. The ridges running parallel to the x- and y-axes indicate the penalty

from the static earcon A and one of the other two earcons (corresponding to the
earcon that is mapped to that axis). Of these ridges, the ridge closest to the axis
is the highest because all the notes in the two earcons have common onset and off-
set. The next ridge inward corresponds to the case where the second note of 1? or
C has common onset/offset with the first note of A. Similarly, the third note of B
or C has common onset/offset with the second note of A, and the fourth note of

B or C has common onset/offset with the third note of A. In all, there are three
notes like this. The next ridge inwards indicates the case between A and El where
two notes have common onset or offset. Each additional ridge indicates a conflict
between A and 1? with one less note, and as such, the ridges get lower as they
move away from the axis.
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5.3.2 Harmonic Overlap

103

The harmonic overlap algorithm assigns penalties based on how many common-
alities exist in the harmonic series of the overlapping notes of two earcons. The
Pitch-per-Block representations of the EarconSources are used for this algorithm.
The overlapping sections are aligned according to the current relative offsets. The
overlapped region is then compared on a block by block basis. For each overlap-
ping block, a penalty is incremented by an amount dependent upon the harmonic
overlap of the pitches in the two blocks.

To assess a penalty for the two pitches in a given block, the fundamental frequen-

cies of the two pitches are used. Let the frequency ~. of the first pitch equal z,
and f.of the second pitch equal y. Then, the harmonic series of z is {z, 2z, 3x,
4x, 5z,. . . } and the harmonic series of y is {y, 2y, 3y, 4y, 5y,. . . }. A penalty for
the current block is incremented for common values in both series. The amount of
the penalty is weighted according to the distance between the common frequency
and the closest fundamental frequency. This gives greater weight to common ele-

ments of the harmonic series that are closer to the fundamental frequency than to
common elements that are further away from it. The largest penalty comes from
two identical fundamental frequencies playing simultaneously. The next largest
penalty comes from notes that are exactly one octave apart. In this case, the har-
monics of the higher note correspond to every other harmonic of the lower note.

The next worst case is that of two notes separated by an octave plus a perfect fifth.
In this case, each harmonic of the higher note corresponds to every third harmonic
of the lower note. These cases are illustrated in Figure 5.11

The common harmonics algorithm, in pseudo-code, is as follows:

// Note: EarconppB refers to the Pitch-per-Block representation

// of the given earcon.

Harmonic Overlap (EarconPPB A, EarconPPB B, Offset Off setB)

ret urns Integer

{
Penalty = O

Of fA = O // A starts first
Of fB = Off setB
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For (i = 1 to Length

{
Integer Pitch. of-

EVALUATION

of Overlap)

A= A[Off A]

METHOD 105

Integer Pitch-of-B = BIOffB]
Penalty = Penalty + HarmonicPenalty(Pitch-of_A, Pitch_of-B)

3
Return Penalty

3

// Helper function for the HarmonicOverlap algorithm

HarmonicPenalty(Integer Pl, Integer P2) returns Integer

{
Penalty ‘ O

LowerPitch = Min(Pl, P2)

HigherPitch = Max(Pl, P2)

For (Each Harmonic hLower in LowerPitch)

{
// hHigher is set to the harmonic in HigherPitch
// that is in common with hLower. If there is no
// harmonic in common, hHigher is set to -1.
hHigher = HarmonicPresentIn(HigherPitch, hLower)
If (hHigher > -1) // There is a common harmonic

{
h= Min(hHigher, hLower)
Penalty = Penalty + e**(-h/4)

.
J
Return Penalty

Thefunctione ‘~/4isusedasthe penalty function, and is illustrated in Figure 5.12.

This function approaches zero in away such that only common harmonics that are

less than approximately the20 ‘h harmonic of either pitch significantly contribute

to the overall penalty value. Commonalitiesin harmonics beyond this point are

ignored. Musical tones can certainly contain more than 20 harmonics, but therel-
ativeamplitudes of the higher harmonics generally are very small. Consequently,
these harmonics donot affect the perceptionofthe tone as significantly as the lower
harmonics. The exponential decay of the penalty function reflects the relation-
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Figure 5.12: The penalty function used for common harmonics between overlap-
ping pitches of two earcons.

ship between common harmonic number and perceptual weight. As the frequency

of the common harmonic increases (away from the closer fundamental frequency),
the contribution to the overall penalty computation exponentially decreases.

The actual algorithm is optimized to look at intervals in which there is no change
of either note. These intervals often run over a number of blocks and as such some
computation is saved since the penalty for each block in the interval will be con-
stant (since LowerPitch and HigherPitch remain the same) and need not be re-
computed.

An example search space [SS9] is displayed in Figure 5.13.
identical earcons [FL2] containing four notes each, presented

interval. As usual, earcon A is always fixed at offset O, and

[SS9] contains three
in an 4.0 second time
the offsets of earcons

B and C are varied along the x- and y-axes. The structure of the search space is
very regular. The highest penalty occurs when all three earcons have an offset of

O. Since there are three earcons playing the identical notes at the same time, all
harmonics are in common between all earcons. The main diagonal ridge occurs
because earcons 13 and C are scheduled with the same offsets. (See Figure 5.14a.)
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‘Common Harmonica.dat” —
12 --------
10 ......
8 -------
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Figure 5.13: The search space [SS9] for a sound presentation. Each node is evalu-

ated using only the common harmonics algorithm.

The main ridges parallel to the x- and y-axes occur because earcon A (always
scheduled at offset O) is interfering with either earcon C (also always at offset O
for the x-axis ridge) or with earcon 1? (always at offset O for the y-axis ridge). The
lower secondary ridges running parallel to the main ridges occur when the differ-

ence in offsets between two earcons is around 3. In this case, the second half of one
earcon “GA” is overlapped with the first half of the other “GA” as in Figure 5. 14b.

5.3.3 Timbre

Each Earcom!$ource

Similarity

instance has a member that represents its timbre. In laying

out a number of temporally overlapping earcons, a penalty is assessed proportion-
ally to the similarity of the timbres and the length of the particular overlap. Tim-

bre similarity values range from O to 1, where O indicates extremely dissimilar tim-
bres, and 1 represents identical timbres. The timbre similarity value is then mul-
tiplied by the length of time that overlap occurs, to attain the penalty. For exam-
ple, if earcon A and earcon B both use the flute timbre, and there is a 0.5 second

overlap, then the penalty is 1.0 * 0.5, for a final score of 0.5. If the same earcons
were arranged such that there was a 1.5 second overlap, then the penalty would be
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A
GAGA GAGA

GAGA GAGA
v

(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: (a) All harmonics from all four notes are in common when these two

earcons are played with the same relative offset. (b) All harmonics from two notes

are in common when these two earcons are played with a particular staggered rel-
at ive offset.

1.0 * 1.5, for a penalty score of 1.5. If earcon A uses a flute timbre and earcon B

uses a snare drum timbre, the timbre similarity score might be 0.2. If there was a
1.5 second overlap between earcons A and I?, the penalty would be 0.2* 1.5, or 0.3.

The question then remains, how can the similarity between two timbres be quan-
titatively measured? This problem has received much attention in recent years.
Timbre is a perceptual quality that is exceedingly difficult to quantify. Grey has

done considerable research on mapping timbres into multi-dimensional spaces, in
which each axis in space represents a particular physical quality about the sound

[Gre75]. One can then ascertain the distance between timbres. Those timbres that
reside nearer to each other are perceptually more similar than those that are fur-
ther apart in the space.

The approach implemented in the Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer is
simpler. Although the algorithm is not as robust as others, it appears to function

well at mapping timbre similarity to a single dimensional value, and it requires rel-
atively little computation. The basis of this algorithm is that timbres with similar

harmonic content tend to stream together as supported by the principle of spectral
constancy [Bre90, pp. 98–103]. For example, the harmonics of three timbres are
displayed in Figure 5.15. The top two have similar harmonic content; the bottom

timbre has significantly different harmonic content. It would be expected that, in
the absence of other conflicting cues, the stream segregation between the top two
timbres would be poor. The stream segregation between the 1st and 3rd timbres,
or the 2nd and 3rd timbres, would be stronger.

The approach in the implementation is to compare the frequency domain repre-
sentations of all timbres in relation to all other timbres. At a given frequency, two

timbres consist of a series of harmonics, and some inharmonic frequency compo-
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Figure 5.15: The harmonic series of three timbres.
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nents as well. By computing the “difference” between the frequency components,

one can arrive at an approximate “similarity” value between the two timbres.

In the implementation of this algorithm, a number of details needed to be worked
out. First of all, what window of time in the timbre will be considered for com-

paring timbres? Since most of the notes comprising earcons are relatively short,

the initial onset properties of a timbre will most likely have more importance in
its perception than the sustaining section, since the sustain section of any given
note is typically relatively short for earcons. The section of the timbre considered
in the frequency domain is the first 0.2 seconds of the time domain representation
at a fundamental frequency of 440 Hz.

Secondly, since all of the timbres used in the implementation have a strong pitch
attribute, there is not a great deal of inharmonic content to be considered in the
frequency domain. Only harmonic frequencies were considered, up to the 50th har-
monic. The amplitudes of the 50 harmonics are compared as follows: first, the log-

arithmic value (in base e) is taken of each harmonic in each timbre. This makes a
relative difference in amplitude (between the same harmonic of two timbres) more
meaningful if one of the amplitudes is small. This is motivated by the reasoning
that if a harmonic is present in only one of the timbres, it contributes more signif-
icantly to the timbre difference than if the harmonic were present in both timbres,

but with somewhat different amplitudes. For example, If the 3rd harmonic of tim-
bre A has an amplitude of O, and the 3rd harmonic of timbre B has an amplitude of
2000, the difference is 2000. The difference in the log values of O and 2000 is about

7.5. (See Figure 5.16). However, if the relative amplitude difference of the 3rd har-
monics of A and B is stilI 2000, but derived from amplitudes such that A = 6000
and 1? = 8000, then the difference of the log values of 6000 and 8000 is about 0.5.

The log values of the first 50 harmonics are compared and the root mean squared
values are summed. Let Ai and Bi represent the amplitudes of the i~~ harmonic in

the two timbres. Then,

timlwellifl = ~ log(Ai)2 – log(B;)2 (5.1)
i=o

The third complication with implementation of the timbre comparison algorithm
is that different timbres may have different amounts of energy in them. A tim-
bre is stored as a digital recording of a note. Therefore, a timbre created from a

loud note will tend to have harmonics with greater amplitudes than a timbre cre-
ated from a quieter sound. Even if these two timbres are identical, they will have
a large timln-eDifl value because of the large difference between the harmonics due
to one timbre having more energy than the other. It is actually the shapes of the
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spectra that should be compared. To accomplish this, the process of computing
Equation 5.1 is repeated but with a different constant k until a minimal value of

tM-dweDifl value is found.

timbreDiff = ~ og(Ai)z – log(kBi)z
i=(l

Finally, the minimal value of iimbreDifl is the actual value used. It is then put
into the equation

timbrePenalty = overlap * e -timbreDifl

where overlap is the number of blocks in which both of the timbres are present.

The term e-timbreDifl normalizes the timbre difference penalty to a value between

O and 1, as shown in Figure 5.17. A timbre difference value of O returns 1 for the
timbre penalty value, and greater values of the timbre difference return exponen-

tially smaller values. This function weights the conversion to penalty values such
that the difference between a timbreDiff value of O and 1 is perceptually more sig-

nificant than the difference between a iimbreDifl value of 4 and 5.

The architecture for storing the timbre information is such that it will dynamically
store as many new timbres as are introduced. When a new earcon is registered
with the system, its timbre is identified. If the system has previously analyzed this

timbre, then no further work needs to be done, and the earcon can be used imme-
diately. If the timbre has not yet been analyzed, then during the earcon registra-
tion process, the new timbre is compared against each other timbre currently reg-
istered with the system. The resulting iimbreDif values are stored in a dynami-

cally growing table, as shown in Table 5.4. The main diagonal values of the table
are always O since there is no timbre difference for identical timbres. The table is

also symmetric because all timbres are listed along the rows and columns. There-
fore, only values above the main diagonal need be computed.

Since the timbre computations are performed during the earcon registration pro-
cess (and not during the run-time decision making period), the timbre analysis al-

gorithm can be replaced with a more computationally intensive method if it per-
formed with better end results.

Figure 5.18 shows the search space [SS10] for three earcons, each with a unique
timbre. The earcon with a trumpet timbre is fixed at offset O. The earcons with
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Figure 5.17: The negative exponential relation between the timbre difference value
and the penalty value.

Flute Elec. Guitar Clarinet

Flute 0.0 3.5 1.2

Elec. Guitar 3.5 0.0 3.3

Clarinet 1.2 3.3 0.0

Table 5.4: The timbre table before a new timbre registration (top), and after a

Clarinet timbre registration (bottom).
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1)

Figure 5.18: The search space [SS10] for a sound presentation containing three
unique timbres. Each node is evaluated using only the timbre similarity algorithm.

steel guitar and flute timbres have varying offsets. The resulting search space has a
somewhat linear downward sloped appearance from the origin to the furthest (z, y)
values. This is primarily caused by the fact that the timbre penalties decrease lin-
early with decreased overlap periods of earcons. The deviations from a smooth sur-

face are caused by the presence of earcon A that is fixed at offset O. As more earcons

are added to a sound presentation, the search space becomes increasingly irregular.

5.3.4 Pitch Crossings

The pitch crossing heuristic counts the number of times the pitches of two earcons
cross each other. This is illustrated in Figure 5.19. The penalty for pitch cross-

ings arises because it becomes unclear whether the two streams cross and continue

or just meet and then diverge again. An example of this ambiguity is shown in

Figure 5.20. This type of ambiguity is particularly avoided in the musical style of
counterpoint, in which two or more melody lines are presented simultaneously to
the listener [Fie92]. To a great extent, the same rationale applies here. By mini-

mizing pitch crossing between concurrently playing earcons, the possibility of am-

biguous auditory stream interpretations is also minimized.
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Time

Figure 5.19: Two earcons that have three pitch crossings (indicated by the arrows),

Figure 5.20: Two interpretations of the same notes from two earcons. Notes of
the same shade are assigned to the same auditory stream. This type of ambiguity
should be avoided if possible. The example is further complicated by the common

onset/offset of the (possibly) pitch crossing third and forth notes.
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An algorithm in pseudo-code that counts pitch crossing is relatively simple. The
Pitch-per-Block representation is used, and each pitch crossing contributes a
penalty value of 1. In the actual implementation of the pitch crossings, the <Pitch,

Duration> 2-tuple representation is used. Since most notes span multiple blocks,
pitch crossings can be checked by comparing the full interval of each note as op-
posed to each block in an earcon. This is a slightly more efficient method than the
one presented in pseud~code.

Pit chCrossings (EarconPPB A, EarconPPB B, Offset Off setB)

returns Integer

i

Penalty ‘ O

// Set IndexA to the point in A where B begins
IndexA = Of fsetB

IndexB = O

// Set OnTop to the earcon with the higher pitch
Integer OnTop
OnTop = GetHigherPitch(A, IndexA, B, Index B)

// Loop through overlapped blocks looking for pitch crossings

For (each block in the overlap region)

{
// Advance the block indices of the two earcons
IndexA = IndexA + 1

IndexB = IndexB + 1

// See which earcon has the higher pitch now
CurOnTop = GetHigherPitch(A, IndexA, B, Index B)

//

//

if

{

}

}
Return

Has there been a pitch crossing since the
last blocks checked?
(CurOnTop != OnTop) // Pitch crossing!

Penalty = Penalty + 1

OnTop = CurOnTop // Update OnTop

Penalty

3
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An example search space [SS11] containing the static earcon [TP5], as well as [SG3]
and [SG4], is shown in Figure 5.21. In the surface plot, contour lines generally run
parallel to the x- and g-axes. These indicate conflicts between the earcon fixed at

offset O, namely, [TP5], and the earcon along the axis perpendicular to the con-
tour. In these cases, the earcon along the parallel axis has no significant addi-
tional penalty and so its position does not greatly affect the penalty scores when
the other two earcons have a particular temporal relation. There are only two di-

agonal contour lines in the surface plot, each contributing only an additional value
of 1. This indicates that there is little conflict between earcons 1? and C when
they are in any particular relation to each other.

5.3.5 Closeness

The Closeness-of-Pitch
two earcons based upon

of Pitch Between Different Earcons

algorithm assigns a penalty for the overlapping section of
how close the pitches from the different sources are. If notes

are, on average, distant in pitch for any given time in the overlapped interval, then

they will more readily segregate into two separate streams. This streaming effect is
further strengthened with the minimization of pitch crossings by the pitch crossing
algorithm. Figure 5.22 shows two possible schedules for two earcons. Schedule (a)
leads to closeness-of-pitch conflicts. Schedule (b) contains minimal conflicts.

The Closeness-of-Pitch algorithm uses the Pitch-per-Block data representation.
The penalty is computed by iterating through all overlapping blocks and incre-
menting the penalty according to a function of the closeness of the two pitches.
The pseudo-code is as follows:

ClosenessOf Pitch (EarconPPB A, EarconPPB B, Integer Of f setB)
ret urns Integer

{
Penalty = O

for (Index = next block in the overlap region)
.
i

// Store the difference in pitch in p.

P = Abs(AIIndex] - B[Index+ Off set]

Penalty = Penalty + -1 / (1 + e**(-O.8*p+5)) + 1

}
Return Penalty

.
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Figure 5.21: The search space [SS11] for a sound presentation. Each node is eval-
uated using only the pitch crossings detection algorithm.
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Figure 5.22: (a) The arrangement of two earcons causes three Closeness-of-Pitch

conflicts, indicated with the circles. (b) This alternate arrangement of the same

two earcons has no Closeness-of-Pitch conflicts.
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Figure 5.23: Thepenalty function forthe Closeness-of-Pitch algorithm.
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ure 5.23.

An example search space [SS12] computed from
rithmis shownin Figure 5.24. The earcons used
at offset O), [BA1], and [SG2], all presented in a

+ e-0”8*p+5) + 1 is shown in Fig-

only the Closeness-of-Pit ch algo-
are [SA 1] (the static earcon fixed

5 second time interval. For most
values of y, the value of z does not have a significant impact on the value of that
(x, y) location. This is why most of the contour lines run parallel to the x-axis.

This fact indicates that most of the penalty at each node comes from a conflict
between the static earcon [SA1] and the earcon [SG2] mapped to the y-axis. The
largest penalty in the search space occurs at the line y = 8, and since the values

on this line are roughly equal, the conflict arises between the y-axis earcon [SG2]
and the static earcon [SA1]. [SA1] begins with a low note that is then followed

by a sequence of higher notes. These higher notes are close in pitch to the notes
of [SG2]. The main conflict occurs then when [SA1] is at offset O and [SG2] is at
offset 8. [BA 1] has little contribution to the penalty because it consists of notes
somewhat lower than the notes in [SA 1] and [SG2]. The only significant penalty
from [BA1] comes when the highest note of [BA1] (C3) plays concurrently with
the lowest notes of [SA1] (F3) and [SG2] (G3). This occurs when all three earcons
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Figure 5.24: The search space [SS121 for a sound presentation. Each node is eval-
uated using only the Closeness-of-Pitch algorithm.

have the same relative offset. Since [SA1] is fixed at offset O, the penalty will oc-
cur when the offsets of [BA 1] and [SG2] are about equal and close to O. In Fig-
ure 5.24, the penalty is seen as a slightly raised region in the area of r < 7.

5.3.6 Common Note Change Patterns

Parallel movement of pitches has long been used in music composition to group to-

gether various instrument parts of a composition. A prime example of such a work
is Ravel)s Bolero. When parallel movement of pitches is combined with common
onset and offset of notes, the result is a strong fusion between the two (or more)

musical fragments.

The grouping effect of common note change patterns between earcons must there-
fore be minimized in the Computational Auditory Scene Synthesizer. Figure 5.25

shows an example of the type of case that should be prevented.
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Time

Figure 5.25: An example of a common note change pattern between two earcons

is highlighted.

The detection of these types of patterns is not as straightforward as many of the
other algorithms discussed. There are varying degrees to which the patterns could

be described as “common.” The definition is hard to quantify. Certain cases, at
least, are obvious. The presence of two note patterns changing in identical ways
warrants a penalty. A downward moving note pattern and upward moving note
pattern occurring simultaneously should cause no penalty in thk algorithm. Sim-
ilar (but not exact ) changes occurring simultaneously should result in a penalty
but not as much as if the changes were exact. Finally, similar changes that occur

slightly out of phase from each other should result in a penalty, but less so than
for similar changes occurring simultaneously.

The approach taken to solve this problem is as follows:

● Start with the Chang~in-Pitch-per-Block representations of the two earcons.

● Apply a method to Connect-the-Spikes of each Change-in-Pitch-per-Block

representation.

● Compute a penalty based on the similarity of the two Connect-the-Spikes
representations by comparing the values of the points at every overlapped

block. Essentially, similarly shaped overlapping regions are penalized.
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Mock Number

Figure 5.26: The Change-in-Pitch-per-Block and Connect-th+3pikes representa-
tions for both the [FL1] and [TP1] earcons.

The new Connect-the-Spikes representation is a modification of the Change-in-

Pitch-per-Block representation. Alineis drawn between each twoconsecutive non-

zero values in the Pitch-per-Block representation. The only exceptions tothk are
the first line, drawn from O to the first non-zero value, and the last line, drawn
from thelast non-zero value tothelast Ovalue. Figure 5.26 shows examples of the

Change-in-Pitch-per-Block and Connect-the-Spikes representations for the earcons

[TP1] and [FL1].

The algorithm for the computation of the penalty is presented in pseudocode.
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// This algorithm uses the Connect-the-Spikes Representation of
// the two earcons A and B.

CommonNoteChangePatterns(EarconConRep A, EarconConRep B,
Offset OffsetB) returns Integer

.
i

Penalty = O

// Iterate over all blocks in the overlap region between
// earcons A and B. B starts OffsetB blocks after A starts.

for (i = all blocks in the overlap region)

{
Double Smaller = MIN(A[i+OffsetB], B[i])

Double Larger = MAX(A[i+OffsetB], B[i])

Double Dist = Larger - Smaller

NewPenalty = e**(-DISt)

// Increment Penalty with the penalty value for
// this block comparison iteration
Penalty = Penalty + NewPenalty

.
J
Return Penalty

)

The penalty function works well in practice to return avalue of between Oand 1
for each overlapping block. The penalty value rapidly decreases as the distance

between the values in the Connect-the-Spikes representation increases.

The Connect-the-Spikes representationof [FLl] appears similar to two subsections
of the Connect-the-Spikes representationof [TP1], starting (in the [TP1] graph)
at offsets 5 and 32 (See Figure 5.26). These similarities are depicted in the sur-
face plot of the search space example in Figure 5.27. This surface plot is of the
search space created by fixing [TP1] at offset O, and varying the offsets for [FL1]

along thez-axis and [FL1] along they-axis. The time interval used was 6 seconds.

Since the same earcon is mapped to both the x-and y-axes, the surface issym-
metric about the liney = x.

Only the Common-Note-Change-Patterns algorithm was used to compute thesur-
face. The ridge running diagonal tothex- and y-axes along theliney = z is a
result of [FL1] and [FL1] having the same offset. This means their pitch changes
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Common Note Change Patterns Penelty Score
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Figure 5.27: An example search space [SS13] created with the Common-Note-

Change-Patterns algorithm.
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coincide exactly, causing a significant penalty. There are two somewhat smaller
ridges running parallel to the x-axis, and two smaller ridges running parallel to the
y-axis. These ridges are present because of the penalty derived from aligning one

of the [FL1] earcons with [TP1] . When earcon B ( [FL1] ) is at offset 5 or 32, a
ridge is formed parallel to the x-axis, indicating a penalty associated with earcons
A and l?. Similarly, when earcon C ( [FL1] ) is at offset 5 or 32, a ridge is formed
parallel to the y-axis indicating a penalty between earcons A and C. The high

peaks at (5,5) and (32,32) represents the points at
simultaneous and similar note change patterns.

5.3.7 Timbre and Pitch Similarity
Earcons

which all three earcons have a

Between Consecutive

The Timbre Similarity between Consecutive Earcons penalty occurs when the tim-
bre of the last note of an earcon A is similar to the timbre of the first note of an-
other earcon B, and when A ends approximately when El starts. This situation

introduces an ambiguity to the listener as to whether A and B are separate audi-
tory events, or if A followed by El is actually one event. A similar situat ion arises

when the pitch of the last note of A is close to the pitch of the first note of B, and

again when A ends approximately when B starts. The combination of these two
situations compounds the ambiguity. The following pseudo-code outlines the im-
plemented method to assign a penalty based upon these situations.

// Note: A starts first. B starts Of fsetB blocks after A starts.

SeqPenalt y(Earcon A, Earcon B, Offset Off setB)

returns Integer, Integer

{
PitchPenalty = O
TimbrePenalty = O

EndOfA = Length(A)
StartOfB = Of fsetB

Dist = ABS(EndOf A - StartOf B)

LastNoteOfA = Last note of A

FirstNoteofB = First note of B

DiffPitch = ABS(LastNoteOf A - FirstNoteOf B)
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// Look Up the timbre similarity value in the timbre table
Diff Timbre = GetTimbreTableVal(A, B)

PitchPenalty = PitchPenalty +
e**(-Dlst/4) * e**((-DiffPitch/(12/4))/4)

TimbrePenalty = TimbrePenalty + e**(-Dist/4) * e**-DiffTimbre

Return PitchPenalty, TimbrePenalty

3

The multiplication of the two exponential functions balances the penalty values
according to both the pitch or timbre similarity,and the distance between end and
start times of the two earcons.

The exclusion tables hold penalty values for overlapping regions ofpairsofearcons.

Since the Timbre and Pitch Similarity between Consecutive Earcons penalty can
occur when there is little or no overlap between two earcons, the values are not
stored in the exclusion tables. These penalty values are actually computed “onthe
fly” as needed for a given arrangement of sounds, since they require only arela-
tively simple calculation. However, thesequential penalty values could be stored
in a similar structure to the exclusion tables. Performance would increase slightly,

at the cost of added memory space.

5.3.8 Penalty Value Computation for the Exclusion Tables

The values entered into the exclusion tables are calculated from the return values
of the penalty algorithms for all overlaps of all earcons in a sound presentation.
An exclusion table exists for each unique earcon in the presentation. It stores val-
ues that represent penalties associated with overlapping any earcon in the presen-

tation with itself, at any non-negative relative offset, as shown in Table 5.2. To
compute an exclusion table entry for earcon A that represents the penalty of play-
ing earcon 1? concurrently with A where B has a relative offset to A of n blocks,

the function ComputeEntry(A, 1?, n) is called.

The ComputeEntry function calls each of the penalty algorithms that operate on
an overlapping range of two earcons and computes a weighted sum of their re-

turned penalty values for the particular overlapped arrangement of A and B. Each
overlap penalty algorithm returns a value less than the number of blocks in the
overlapping region common to A and B, because each algorithm cannot assign a
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penalty greater than 1 for each overlapping block. The penalty value ~A,~,O repre-
sents the exclusion table penalty value entry for earcon A when earcon 1? begins

playing o blocks after A begins. It is computed as follows:

P~,~,O = W1*A1(A, B,0)+WJZ*AZ(.4, B,0)+WS*AS(A, B,o)+. . .+wT*AT(A, ~,0)

where

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

~A,~,O is the weighted, summed penalty value for playing A at relative offset

O and playing B at relative offset o (o < Length(A), guaranteeing an over-
lap between A and 13 of at least 1 block)3,

w. is the weight assigned to A.(A, 1?, o),

Al (A, B, o) is the Common Onset Penalty,

AZ(A, B, o) is the Common Offset Penalty,

A3(A, 1?, o) is the Harmonic Overlap Penalty,

AA(A, B, o) is the Timbre Similarity Penalty,

AS(A, l?, o) is the Pitch Crossings Penalty,

.46(A, B, o) is the Closeness of Pitch Penalty, and

AT(A, l?, o) is the Common Note Change Patterns Penalty.

The weights have been set through the examination of numerous example exclu-
sion tables for sets of earcons. By inspection, the salient features between earcons
are captured using these weights.

The computation of the exclusion tables happens before the search space is exam-
ined. It is done “off-line” as a optimized preprocessing step to allow the explo-
ration of the search space to occur much faster.

3This penalty arisesonly because of the temporally overlapped region common to both A

and B.
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5.4 Heuristic Search Method

In the preceding sections, a number of different algorithms were described to com-
pute penalties associated with relative temporal positions of two earcons. As the

search space of a given sound presentation is explored, the current node being ex-
amined must have a score computed for it. This score should represent the over-
all perceptibility of the full auditory presentation that corresponds to the given
node. The exclusion tables represent the penalties associated with any two earcons.
However, each node in an n-dimensional search space consists of n earcons, where
n ~ 2. Therefore, the method to compute the score of a given node containing

more than two earcons is as follows:

● Consider each pair of earcons (A? l?) in the presentation.

– If the offset of B is greater than or equal to the offset of A, and if the

relative schedules of A and 1? are such that there is at least one block
of temporal overlap between them, then

* Look in the exclusion table of A for the row corresponding to B, and

get the nth value of the row, where n is the offset of B relative to A.

* Increment the score by this value.

– Compute the sequential penalties for A and B regardless of the amount
of overlap, and add this penalty to the node score.

If two earcons start at the same offset, the penalties between them should not be

counted twice. This special case in accounted for in the actual implementation.

As an example, let the current node have three earcons:

● Earcon A is at offset O and is of length 8 blocks (It is scheduled from block

o to 7)

● Earcon B is at offset 3 and is of length 3 blocks (It is scheduled from block

3 to 5)

● Earcon C is at offset 4 and is of length 7 blocks (It is scheduled from block

4 to 10)

This example is illustrated in Figure 5.28. The steps to compute the node score
are as follows:
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● For earcon A:

– Go to the row corresponding to Bin exclusion table A and get the value
stored at location 3.4 (The I’t block of B starts playing at the same

time as the 4th block of A) Add this value to the score of the node.

– Go to the row corresponding to C in exclusion table .4 and get the value
stored at location 4. (The 1st block of C starts playing at the same time

as the 5th block of A) Add this value to the score of the node.

● For earcon l?:

– Ignore A since A starts before B.

– Go to the row corresponding to C in exclusion table B and get the value
stored at location 1. (The 1st block of C starts playing at the same time
as the 2nd block of B ) Add this value to the score of the node.

● For earcon C:

– Ignore A since A starts before C.

– Ignore B since B starts before C.

● Compute sequential penalties (if any) for A and l?. Add this value to the

score of the node.

● Compute sequential penalties (if any) for A and C. Add this value to the

score of the node.

● Compute sequential penalties (if any) for B and C. Add this value to the

score of the node.

An example search space [SS14] is shown in Figure 5.29. It consists of [TP1] fixed

at offset O and [CE1] and [SG2] along the x- and y-axes, respectively. All of the
node scores in this example have been computed using both the concurrent algo-
rithm penalties in the exclusion tables and the “on the fly” computed sequential
penalties. The irregularity of the surface is typical for the search spaces.

For very simple search spaces like in Figure 5.29, all node scores can be computed.
The global minimum represents the schedule of sounds that contains the predicted
best presentation with the fewest perceptual conflicts between sounds. The chal-
lenge of larger spaces with more sounds is that the entire search space cannot

4Note that the exclusion table valuesbegin at O. The value at location 3 is the 4‘h value in
the row.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Earcon A

I I Earcon B

Earcon C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0123456

Time (Blocks)

Figure 5.28: The schedule of three

7 8 9 10

earcons in a node.

be examined because of the exponential growth of the scheduling possibilities. A
heuristic search method is one way to find a low node score that is close to the
global minimum, while only exploring a tiny fraction of the entire search space.

The exclusion table values are computed before beginning an examination of the
search space. This allows the heuristic search algorithm run vastly faster, since

most of the work of computing the score of a node in the search space is already
done and stored in the exclusion tables. During the search, values are looked up

in the tables rather than computed repeatedly from scratch. Since the sequential
properties are less expensive to compute, the sequential ambiguity scores are not
pre-computed and stored. Rather, the sequential penalty values are computed on

demand during every evaluation of a node in the search space. Some computations
are likely to be repeated unnecessarily, but the addition of the sequential penalty
adds only a small constant amount of computation for each node evaluation of the

concurrent penalty value.

The computational cost of evaluating the penalty score of a node is 0(n3), where
n is the number of earcons. This running time is derived from the examination

of all pairs (A, B) of earcons in the presentation which is (O(n2 ) — and then for
each pair, examine up to n rows of the exclusion table for A to find the row of en-
tries corresponding to B. Then, a constant time reference is made to an element
in that row. 0(n2 ) * n = 0(n3). The sequential penalty calculation runs in 0(n2)
time and as such does not seriously impact the computational time as the prob-
lem sets grow large.
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Neither of these algorithm running times would matter if the entire search space
needed to be examined, since the number of nodes in the search space increases

exponent ially with relation to n. For all but the most trivial problems, it is not
feasible to search all possible nodes for the best answer. A heuristic search algo-
rithm is needed to find a reasonably good answer quickly. Two techniques are im-
plemented: random exp/oratiorz and hill climbing.

In the random exploration technique, nodes are randomly examined until either

k nodes have been examined (where k is specified by the user), or until the best
found value does not improve for some number of additional nodes examined. This
very simple technique finds reasonably good answers fairly quickly. This is most

likely due to the very irregular nature of large search spaces. Some results from
the random exploration technique will be compared against a slightly more sophis-

ticated technique to be named iterated hill climbing.

Hill climbing is a heuristic search algorithm that finds a local maximum. Since
the best answer in the search space is the global minimum, the hill climbing tech-
nique will be referred to as hitl roliing. This algorithm is identical to hill climbing
except that one comparison operator is changed. The hill rolling algorithm takes
a search space and a starting location in that space as input, and returns a node

in S that is a local minimum. It functions as follows:

HillRoll (SearchSpace S, Node StartPosition) returns Node

{
Node CurrentNode = St art Posit ion
Boolean AtLocalMinimum = FALSE

While (AtLocalMinimum = FALSE)

{
Evaluate the score at CurrentNode
Evaluate all neighboring nodes of CurrentNode

If no neighboring nodes have a lower score

i

AtLocalMini.mum = TRUE
.
)
Else

{
CurrentNode = Minimum(neighboring nodes)

1
.
)
Return CurrentNode
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This method works well for search spaces in which either only one local minimum
exists or all local minima have approximately the same score. Since the algorithm

terminates upon finding the first local minimum, the node score found will be the
lowest (in the case of a search space with only one local minimum) or extremely
close to the lowest (for a search space containing local minima that have roughly
the same score). However, the search spaces for problems in this research can have
many thousands of local minima with widely varying scores. The hill rolling ap-
proach would almost always terminate in a local minimum that is not necessarily
very close in value to the global minimum.

To improve the results then, the HillRoll algorithm can be iteratively applied using
random starting locations until the results do not improve considerably for some
time, or until n nodes have been examined (where n is set by the user). This means
a number of local minima are searched. Some of these minima may be large, some

small. However, if no better minimum is found after consecutively searching K lo-
cal minima (where A’ is sufficiently large), then the best result so far is likely not
going to improve significantly, and the algorithm terminates. This approach works
best if there are many local minima that are close in value to the global minimum.

A simplified version of the Iterated Hill Rolling algorithm, in pseudo-code, is as
follows:

InteratedHillRoll (SearchSpace S) returns Node

// Returns the “best” solution it finds

t

Integer Count = O // Num of minima visited without improvement

Node BestMinimum
Node CurrentMinimum

// Choose start node randomly
CurrentMinimum = HillRoll (S, RandomNode(S) )

BestMinimum = Current Minimum

// K is the maximum number of local minima to examine
While (Count f K)

{
Current Minimum = HillRoll (S, RandomNode(S) )

If (CurrentMinimum K BestMinimum)

i

Count = O
BestMinimum = CurrentMinimum

3
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Else
.
i-

Count = Count +1

3
Return BestMinimm

This algorithm works well ingeneral, but cases might arise when the constant K
is large and the search space has many local minima of widely scattered values.

Under these conditions, it is possible that the IteratedHiliRoll algorithm will take
too long to terminate as results slowly improve over time. To account for this
possibility, a constraint is present in the algorithm to terminate the search after
n nodes have been examined. Of course, if the algorithm terminated due to this

case, the solution would be worse than otherwise since the best found answer was
likely still improving over time. If the results were not improving over time, the
algorithm would already have terminated due to the condition of unimproving re-

sults for some number of local minima visited.

Is there any advantage that one of the search algorithms has over the other? It
appears that the iterated hill rolling technique performs slightly better than the
random approach. However, the improvement in results is relatively small. Tests
were run on a number of sound presentations comparing the results of these two
techniques over time. A maximum number of nodes n to search was set at a con-
stant value. The “best results so far” of each algorithm were saved after every

100 searched nodes. The constant n was typically large, between 1,000,000 and
10,000,000 nodes depending on the size of the particular search space. The num-

ber of actual nodes in the search space was orders of magnitude larger than n —

typically in the trillions to septillions, and sometimes much bigger still. The entire

search space could therefore not generally be examined, so the global minimum is
unknown in almost all of the problems. The worst found score is noted with each
example. The knowledge of the highest score found gives a notion as to the range
of scores present in a search space. This helps in determining how large an im-

provement in score is significant for a given problem.

The first example is a search space small enough to search thoroughly. In this ex-
ample, [SS6] (containing 6 earcons) was examined in a 4.2 second time interval.

The number of nodes in the search space is 330,126,720.5 Table 5.5 and Figure 5.30

5This number is derived from (22 positions to schedule earcon 1) * (28 positions to schedule
earcon 2) * (35 positions to scheduleearcon 3) * (22 positions to scheduleearcon 4) * (29 posi-
tions to scheduleearcon 5) * (24 positions to schedule earcon 6).
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1 EARCON 2 EARCONS 3 EARCONS
Interval Nodes in Interval Nodes in Interval Nodes in
(Blocks) search space (Blocks) search space (Blocks) search space

20 11=1 20 12=1 20 13=1

21 21=2 21 22=4 21 23=8

22 31=3 22 32=9 22 33 = 27

23 41=4 23 42 = 16 23 43 = 64U

Table 5.5: Thesize ofsearch spaces as afunction ofearcons and time interval.

show the exponential growth of nodes in a search space as a function of the num-
ber of earcons, and the polynomial growth as a function of time interval. In Fig-

ure 5.30, each earcon is assumed to be of an average length of 20 blocks (about 2

seconds). The equation plotted is (x —20)Y, where r is the number of blocks in the
time interval of the presentation, and y is the number of 20-block earcons. When
z is constant, the function grows exponentially as O(K’ ), and when y is constant,

the function has polynomial growth at the rate of O(n~).

The problem as stated took approximately 15 hours to search the entire space.
Slightly over 20 million nodes per hour were evaluated on a 180MHz Intel Pen-
tium Pro computer system. The global minimum was found to be 68.89, and the
global maximum was found to be 278.25. The approximate position of this prob-
lem on the graph in Figure 5.30 is at (6 earcons, 45 blocks) — the exponential
growth rate of the search spaces for more complex problems makes them impossi-
ble for any computer to exhaustively explore in a reasonable period of time.

The random and iterated hill rolling algorithms were used to find a minimum score
node with at most 1,000,000 nodes searched. The random search algorithm found
a best score of 74.65 after approximately 450,000 nodes searched. The iterated

hill rolling method found a best score of 69.28 after approximately 225,000 nodes
searched. This result was closer to the global minimum (within 0.39) than the
best result of the random algorithm (within 5.75). Figure 5.31 illustrates the re-
sults of the algorithms on this problem, and the straight line at y=68.89 repre-
sents the global minimum of the search space. Both algorithms did find good an-
swers after only a few thousand nodes. The range of values in the search space
were from 68.89 to 278.25. After only 300 nodes searched, the iterated hill rolling

algorithm found a best score of 89.73, and after 4100 nodes searched, found a best
score of 74.53. The random algorithm was not far behind, finding a low score of

80.69 after only 600 nodes. Figure 5.32 shows the results of this problem relative
to the global minima and maxima for a much smaller number of nodes searched
(to 10,000 nodes searched).
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The next two examples are for larger search spaces that cannot be exhaustively

searched. Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show the best answers found for each algorithm

as a function of nodes searched. Figure 5.33 shows the results for the search space

[SS5]. The relevant details of the exploration of search space 5 are as follows:

● 10 earcons in the search space

● 8 seconds in which to present the earcons

● 932,889,504,927,744,000 (approximately 933 quadrillion) nodes in the search
space6

● 1,000,000 (1 million) nodes searched

● Worst Node score found (Random Alg. ): 712.00

● Best Node score found (Random Alg. ): 149.65

● Best Node score found (Iterated Hill Roll Alg. ): 137.55

● Approximately 1/900000000000 (one nine-hundred-billionth) of search space
explored

Figure 5.34 shows the results for [SS4] to 1 million nodes searched. The explo-

ration of search space 4 had the following statistics:

● 12 earcons in the search space

● 15 seconds in which to present the earcons

● 51 ,116,675,834,540,603,750,400,000 (51 septillion) nodes in the search space7

● 10,000,000 (10 million) nodes searched

‘This number k derived from (65 positions to schedule earcon 1) * (65 positions to sched-
ule earcon 2) * (69 positions to schedule earcon 3) * (74 positions to schedule earcon 4) * (76
positions to scheduleearcon 5) * (63 positions to scheduleearcon 6) * (64 positions to schedule
earcon 7) * (70 positions to scheduleearcon 8) * (32 positions to scheduleearcon 9) * (63 posi-
tions to scheduleearcon 10).

7This number is derived from (140 positions to scheduleearcon 1) * (140 positions to sched-
ule earcon 2) * (144 positions to scheduleearcon 3) * (149 positions to scheduleearcon 4) * (151
positionsto scheduleearcon 5) * (138 positionsto scheduleearcon 6) * (139 positionsto schedule
earcon 7) * (145 positions to scheduleearcon 8) * (107 positions to scheduleearcon 9) * (140 po-
sitions to scheduleearcon 10) * (140 positions to scheduleearcon 11) * (138 positions to sched-
ule earcon 12).
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Figure 5.33: The best results of the two search algorithms on [SS5] in a 10 second
time interval, as a function of nodes searched.

●

●

●

●

Worst Node score found (Random Alg.): 1480.78

Best Node score found (Random Alg.): 78.53

Best Node score found (Iterated Hill Roll Alg.): 65.75

Approximately 1/5000000000000000000 (one five-quintillionth) of search
space explored

The results in the two graphs are similar to each other, and typical of the type of
search spaces used in this research. The random search algorithm does slightly bet-
ter for an extremely low number of nodes searched, but as more nodes are searched,

the iterated hill rolling algorithm finds slightly better answers. The amount of dif-
ference in the answers is small, but consistently in all cases tested, the results are
consistent — given a large number of nodes to examine, the iterated hill rolling
algorithm finds better results. The improvement of the iterated hill rolling tech-

nique over the random search method was approximately 1.6’% assuming that the
worst node score is about equal to the global maximum in each search space.
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The percentage of total nodes searchedin the larger examples is vastly smaller
than the percentage oftotal nodes searched in the small example. Asaresult,the

closeness to the global minimum in the small search space example probably does
not scale to larger examples. However, it is still possible to conservatively gauge
the closeness of an evaluated node to the global minimum in any example, large
or small.

To show this, consider the following definitions:

Let GM.. be the global maximum in a search space. For non-trivial search spat,. ~,
this value is not known. Let GMi. be the global minimum in a search space. For
non-trivial search spaces, this value is not known either. Let v be a node score in

the search space. Since v is in the search space, certainly GMin ~ w ~ GMi~. De-

fine r to be the ratio of the distance between v and GMi. to the distance between

GM.. and GMim.
V — GM.jn

y=
GM.. – GMin

It is the case that O ~ r ~ 1, since GMZ. ~ GM.Z. The value r represents how
close to the global minimum v is, relative to the global maximum. When r = O,

v = GMi~. When r = 1, v = GM~Z.

Since the global minima and maxima cannot be known in general, they can both
be conservatively under-approximated. Let AMin and AMaz be the approxima-

tions. AMin = O always. This is a conservative estimate of the global minimum.

certainly GMi. ~ O, so AMi. ~ GMi.. AM.Z is set to the largest node score ever

found for the given search space. Since AM.. is a node score in the given search

space, AMaz < GMax. Let ? be a ratio similar to r, only using the known values
.4&fi~ and AMaz in place of the unknown values GMi. and GMaZ.

v — AMan
+=

AMaz – AMin

Since .4Mi. = O,
v

+.—
AM=Z

If it can be shown that ~ ~ r (or v/AM.Z > (v – GMjn)/(GMaZ – GMi. )) in all
cases, (given O ~ GMi~ < v < AMaz < GMaz and GMi~ < GMaZ) then ~ represents

a ratio greater than or equal to the ratio of how close v is to the global minimum

GMi.. Note that t is a “conservative” estimate of r — the real ratio (which can-
not be computed because GMi. and GM.. are unknown) may be much less, but
certainly cannot be greater than i.
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Since w z G~i., G~ar > G~i., and O ~ (v – G~i.)/(GM.Z – GMZ.) z 1, then

v
—>

v — Ghfin

GMaz GM.. – GMin

Furthermore, since A~az < G~.r, it follows that

(5.2)

(5.3)

By transitivity with Equations 5.2 and 5.3, the desired form is derived,

v
—~

v — GMin

AM.. GM.. – GM2n
(5.4)

This is a useful result because by dividing a given node score v by the highest node
score known for the same search space, the quotient obtained is a value between O

and 1 that represents a safe estimate of how close v is to the global minimum, rel-
ative to the global maximum. The exact value of the ratio may be much smaller,
but certainly it cannot be any larger.

For example, in the case of [SS4] with a 15 second time interval, AMifi = O (by def-
inition) and AM=Z = 1480.78. This value is the highest yet found for this search

space. The best answer found by the iterated hill rolling algorithm after only

500,000 nodes was v = 76.56. This is certainly within 76.56 of the global mini-
mum, and is also at least 1402.22 less than the global maximum. The best answer

found after only 500,000 nodes, or approximately 1/100, 000,000,000,000,000, 000
of the search space, is within v /.4~oZ = 76.56/1480.78, or 5%, of the global mini-
mum. The answer may be closer than 570 within the global minimum, but is cer-
tainly not further than 5%.

A similar analysis of the [SS5] search space example guarantees that the best an-

swer found is within 1970 of the global minimum. The answer might be closer to
than that to the global minimum, but there is no way to know for certain if it is. In

general, more temporally crowded search spaces will yield scores that are further
from the “absolute minimum” of O than less temporally crowded search spaces.
This occurs because with more temporal overlap come higher average penalty val-
ues. The actual global minimum becomes increasingly great er than O as the over-
lap increases because any node score v becomes greater on average, as generally
does the ratio V/AMaz.
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5.5 Conclusion

The human auditory system perceptually segregates the numerous sounds that
comprise the auditory scene. In the user interface, sounds can be dynamically an-
alyzed and presentedin such away as to assist the auditory systemin clearly seg-

regating each individual sound source. This is done through the temporal adjust-

ment of sounds relative to other concurrently playing sounds> and through the pro-
cessing of the sounds to give each the quality of a unique spatial position and spa-

tial modulation.

The temporal adjustment of sounds relative to each other is achieved through the
use of heuristics. It appears that the perceptual system uses a large number of
heuristics to resolve ambiguous auditory scene analysis problems, and so this ap-

proach seems very natural in the application of auditory scene analysis cues to the

computer interface. Other possible approaches to solving this problem are the use
of constraint-based rules to assist in the scheduling of sounds, and artificial neu-

ral networks that are trained using numerous examples of “good” and “bad” ex-

amples of sound presentations. A neural network certainly could be used for the
evaluation of heuristics such as determining the degree of difference between tim-

bres, the degree to which two EarconSource objects are separated by pitch, or the

degree to which two sounds have common pitch changes.

Through the use of heuristics, a number of sounds can be analyzed and tempo-
rally arranged so as to minimize the perceptual interactions that can occur be-

tween them as they play concurrently. The specific interactions that are avoided
are those which encourage auditory stream fusion between two unrelated sounds.
The sound presentation with the fewest such interactions will have properties that
allow the perceptual system to more clearly segregate each individual sound. This
presentation will tend to include the following features more so than any other pre-

sentation in the search space:

c Earcons with similar timbres will not temporally overlap.

● Notes from different earcons will not start or stop at the same time.

● Pitch sequences from different earcons will not cross over each other.

● Sequences of pitches from different earcons will not change in similar ways

at the same time.

● Concurrent notes from different earcons will not have similar harmonic con-
tent.
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● The notes in overlapping earcons will be distant in pitch.

● Consecutively played earcons will not have similar timbres.

● The last note of an earcon will have a much different timbre than the first

note of another earcon played soon after the first.

● The last note of an earcon will have a much different pitch than the first note

of another earcon played soon after the first.

Many other heuristics aid in the process of auditory stream segregation, although

the implemented set should cover most cases reasonably well. Nonetheless, new
heuristics can easily be integrated into the Computational Auditory Scene Synthe-
sizer. If a new heuristic requires a new data representation of a sound, the repre-

sentation can be added in a straightforward manner.

The Computational Auditory Scene Synthesizer only does a full analysis of sounds
that are of the EarconSource class. A useful extension to this work would be to

have the algorithms operate on a new ToneSequenceSource class that would exist

as a subclass of SoundSource and a superclass of EarconSource and RawSource.
Any sound that is a sequence of tones can be integrated into all of the algorithms
currently written. The hypothetical ToneSequenceSource need only have the rep-

resentations that an EarconSource currently has. The <Note, Duration> repre-
sentation can be computed from a recorded sample using pitch recognition algo-

rithms. The timbre can also be analyzed from the recorded samples.

For such an approach to work, the recorded sound must have only one perceptual
stream contained in it. For example, it would be possible to convert the samples

of a flute playing a sequence of notes. However, if the recorded samples contained
a flute and an oboe playing a duet, this method would produce poor results if the
two instruments parts are supposed to be scheduled independently of each other
to maximize perceptual distinctness. However, if the duet was to be perceived as
a basic perceptual unit, then perhaps the results of this approach would be satis-

factory. Problems might arise in the timbre discrimination algorithm, since it as-
sumes the same timbre for the entire sound source.

There is one other possibility to integrate recorded sounds of multiple instruments
into this implementation. Ellis, among others, has performed research in the area
of Computational Auditory Scene Analysis (E1196]. The goal of his work was to
take a digital recording and isolate each individual source of sound. The recording
can then be reconstructed to have only a subset of the sound sources contained in
it, or a single sound source can be further analyzed in the absence of extraneous
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sounds. For example, footsteps could be eliminated from a recording of a conver-

sation between two people. Using this type of system, it may be feasible to take a
recording of more than one instrument, and separate it into a number of record-
ings of one instrument each. Then, each individual sound source can be scheduled
independently. This approach, of course, assumes that there is no significance in
the temporal relation between the different sound sources. This is not the case for

music, so it is unclear if this extension has any useful benefit.

The final and most useful extension to this implementation would be the design of

general algorithms that analyze and operate on any SoundSource object. In this
case, all sound features must be derived from only the spectral information of a
given sound. An analysis algorithm would have to identify the salient frequency

components of each sound, and then use heuristics that do not function only on
sounds that are tone sequences. However, tonal information would be relevant to

the presentation of the sounds. Analysis difficulties can arise in determining fea-
tures such as relative onsets and offsets, pitch attributes, and extraneous frequency

content.



Chapter 6

User Study

Do the penalty scores computed for a node in the Comprehensive Auditory Scene

Synthesizer correlate with users’ abilities to distinguish between the earcons con-
tained in a given search space? In order to answer this question, a user study was
conducted. Eight subjects were asked to listen to the auditory representations of
numerous nodes of different search spaces. A total of nine search spaces were used.
From each search space, six nodes were selected. The following process was used

to select the nodes of a given search space. The (comprehensive Auditory Scene

Synthesizer ran for a period of time and saved the lowest and highest scores found.
The period of time generally lasted for about four days. The other four desired
scores were linearly spaced between the high and low scores. The search space was
examined until nodes were found that contained values within 0.05 of each desired
score. 1 A further constraint on all examples used was that silence could not oc-

cupy more than 2070 of the given time interval. The full set of examples consisted
of nine groups of six inst antes each, or a total of ,54 examples.

For each subject, the presentation order of the examples was randomized. Each
subject alternately listened to an example and recorded how many distinct earcons

he or she heard. The examples used and the raw user data are listed in Appendix ~.

The average sound “overlap” factor of a particular search space can be determined

by dividing the sum of the lengths of all sounds contained in it by the length of
the time interval. For example, if the total length of earcons to presented in a 2.0
second interval is 5.0 seconds, then the overlap factor is 2.5. A search space that
has a smaller overlap factor will, on average, have a smaller amount of temporal

overlap than a search space with a larger overlap factor. The nine search spaces

lIn one case ([SS17]presented in seven seconds with a desired score of 4962.5), the closest
node score found was within only 0.2. However, since the node scores for this example ranged
from 1493.5 to 5829.7, the score difference is insignificant.
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used in the study had average overlap factors of roughly 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,
4.o, 4.5, and 5.0. A number of questions can be asked of user performance relat-

ing to average overlap factor:

● Do the predicted scores correlate to user performance at all average overlap

factors?

● At what average overlap factor (if any) does intelligent scheduling of sound

sources become necessary for improved user performance?

● At what average overlap factor (if any) does intelligent scheduling of sound

sources become irrelevant to user performance?

● Is there a relation between average overlap factor and average user perfor-

mance?

6.1 Analysis

In analyzing the data, the first goal was to determine if there was a correlation

between the computed node score and the users’ performance in identifying how

many distinct earcons could be heard. Specifically, for the set of six nodes for a
given sound presentation with a particular average overlap, the six computed per-
cept ual scores were compared against the mean user performances. Both the com-

puted scores for each node and user performance means and standard deviations

are listed in Appendix C.

It was not expected that a possible relation between mean user performance and
computed perceptual score would be linear, so a non-parametric correlation test
was appropriate. The Spearman Rank correlation Coefficient was used in all cases
with a significance level of a = 0.05. For each of the nine experiments (with var-

ied average overlap factor), the computed perceptual scores and the average user
performance were ranked. The null and alternative hypotheses were formulated as

follows:

ffO: The two sets of ranks are independent

111: The two sets of ranks are not independent

The test was one-sided in that a correlation was defined to be positive only. For
n = 6 and a = 0.05, the critical value of r, is 0.829. The following table shows the

value r, obtained for each set and the conclusion drawn from the value:
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Example Average Overlap r. Reject Ho?

[SS22] in 9.3 sec.

[SS25] in 11 sec.
[SS15] in 10 sec.
[SS19] in 8 sec.
[SS20] in 7 sec.
[SS21] in 10 sec.

[SS17] in 7 sec.
[SS24] in 8 sec.
[SS23] in 5.9 sec.

1.0

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

3.5
4.0
4.5

5.0

0.829
0.986
0.829
0.829

0.943

0.783

0.771
0.714
().429

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No

The plots in Figure 6.1 graphically illustrate the relation between mean user per-

formance and computed perceptual score. All error bars indicate the 95% confi-
dence interval for each data point. The positive correlation was statistically sig-
nificant for average overlaps up to and including 3.0, and not statistically signifi-
cant for average overlaps of 3.5 or greater. IIowever, if the data points for the two

highest computed perceptual scores for the node with an average overlap of 3.5 are
ignored, the ranks of the other four values positively correlate with the computed

score. Furthermore, it is encouraging to note that in all average overlap cases but
one (namely, the node with an average overlap of ,5.0), mean user performance was
best for the node that had the lowest computed perceptual score.

These results can be interpreted as follows: for average overlaps less than 3.5, the
particular temporal layout of earcons is a large factor in users’ abilities to distin-
guish individual earcons. For average overlaps between 3.5 and 4.5, intelligent tem-
poral layout of earcons is still a factor in user performance. For the average over-

lap of 5.0 (and presumably for nodes with average overlaps greater than 5.o), user
performance appears to be similar regardless of the particular temporal layout of
the sounds. This may be the result of reaching a “saturation point” of auditory

perception. At and beyond this point, user performance may be roughly the same
regardless of the temporal layout of the earcons.

6.2 Prediction of User Performance

It is useful to have a method of predicting average user performance given a par-
ticular arrangements of sounds in a time interval. In a real-time intelligent au-

dio scheduling system such as the Centralized Audio Presentation System, this
method would provide a useful metric to assist in both the scheduling problem and
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in the decision to delay or preempt particular auditory messages, dependent upon
the “interference” each message adds to the currently audible sound presentation.

6.2.1 Prediction of User Error

In order to find a function to predict user performance, it is very helpful to have
an idea of what shape function should be fit to the sampled data. It seems reason-
able to start by considering user performance as a function of perceptual score per

unit time.2 One would expect that with very small perceptual score per unit time
values, user error would be small in most cases. As perceptual score per unit time

increases, more opportunist ies for error become available, and as such, more errors
will occur on average. For all perceptual score per unit time values higher than
some critical value, user error would be equally high indicating that the users’ per-

ceptual “saturation points” have been exceeded.

The hypothesized relationship between perceptual score per unit time and user er-
ror could suggest the use of a one phase exponential association function of the
form y = Ylfax * (1 – e-k”). Figure 6.2 shows a scatter plot of the mean user er-
ror for the scores of each node in the user study. A computed score is calculated

from a node in a search space. When each computed score is divided by the as-
sociated node’s interval length for the search space, the scatter plot in Figure 6.3
is attained. In Figure 6.3, each point represents mean user error for a node with
the computed score per unit time. The plot indicates that there does indeed ap-
pear to be an exponential relation between the computed score per unit time and

the mean user error. In Figure 6.3, the function y = 72.0 * (1 – e0”0066z)is fit to
the scatter plot. Using this function, mean user error u can be predicted given the
computed score s of the node and the interval length 1 of the node.

u(s,l) = 72.0 * (1 – e0”0066s/i)

To evaluate the accuracy of the prediction function, further user performance data
was collected. Users listened to two additional sets of examples and identified the

number of distinct earcons that could be discerned. The two search spaces used in
the additional testing were [SS18] presented in 18 seconds, and [SS16] presented in
seven seconds. In Figure 6.4, the prediction function is shown along with the data
points collected from the additional user testing. While the fit is not perfect, the
results appear reasonable considering the small amount of data collected. With
more extensive user testing, the prediction function could undoubtedly be refined
further.

‘A lower perceptual score predicts a lower user error. Similarly, a higher perceptual score pre-
dicts a higher user error.
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Mean User Error for Nodes with
Various Computed Scores
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Figure 6.2: A scatter plot suggesting an exponential association between mean
user error and computed score.
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Figure 6.3: The exponential function y = 72.0 * (1 – e00066Z) is fit to the scatter
plot of (computed score / interval length) and mean user error,
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Mean User Error Prediction
Function with Evaluation Data
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Figure 6.4: The prediction function y = 72.0 * (1 – e00066Z) is shown
further user data collected to evaluate the accuracy of the function.
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along with

6.2.2 Prediction of the Lowest Node Score in a Search
Space

In Chapter 5, a technique was described that conservatively approximates the close-

ness of a particular node score to the global minimum in the search space. The
method describes where the node score lies in the interval between the lowest pos-

sible score (namely, O) and the highest known node score for the particular search
space. The met hod is not very useful for determining when a node score will not
significantly improve given additional time. Empirical analysis of the search re-

sults for the examples used in the user study has shown a relation between the
lowest node score found and the parameters of average overlap and interval length.

For each search space, the lowest score found was plotted as a function of its over-
lap factor. The resulting scatter plot is illustrated in Figure 6.5. When each data
point is divided by the interval length for its corresponding search space, the plot
then appeared as in Figure 6.6. The data is very nicely fit by the polynomial equa-
tion y = 16.06x + 16.82x2, which appears in Figure 6.6 as a solid curve.

It is now possible to define a prediction function HTrans, that computes the low-
est node score likely to be found for a given search space in a given time interval.
This function requires two parameters: the average overlap factor o for the search
space, and the interval length 1. The function definition is as follows:
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Figure 6.6: The best score found as a function of average overlap divided by cor-

responding interval length.
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IHlans(o, 1) = (–16.060 + 16.8202) * 1

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction function, two search spaces
were examined to estimate their minimum computed scores. The first, [SS16]
presented in 7.0 seconds, has an average overlap factor of 3.07. The function

HTrans(3.07, 7.0) predicts the value 764.56 for the lowest score estimate for this
problem. The actual lowest score found was 681.3. The prediction was within 1l%
of the lowest computed score. The second example is [SS17] presented in 12.0 sec-

onds. The average overlap factor is 2.4. The function HTrans (2.4, 12.0) predicts
the value 700.07. The lowest score actually found for this problem was 677.6. The

prediction in this case was approximately 370 from the actual lowest found score.

In general, the prediction function should return results of this accuracy as long
as the example being evaluated consists of a variety of different earcons.3 The pre-

dicted score is dependent upon the average computed score per unit time for tem-
porally overlapped earcons. This average computed score per unit time is then

multiplied by the length of the time interval to get the final result.

6.2.3 Prediction of User Error for the Node Containing the
Lowest Found Score

Given the data collected in the user study, a function VTrans(o) can be defined
that relates the average overlap factor o to the mean user error percentage for the
lowest score node of the corresponding search space. This is visually represented as

a graph in Figure 6.7. The data points roughly correspond to a sigmoid function,
although a line could be fit fairly accurately as well. The sigmoid function seems
the better choice though, since user performance should be consistently good for
low values of o, and as o get very large, the mean user error should asymptoti-
cally approach some value less than or equal to 100Yo. The sigmoid function fits
the data points at 1.0 and 1.5, where users performed very well.

The best fit Boltzmann sigmoid function is as follows:

VTrans(o) = –4 +
70.42

~ + ~2.6:4-o

3Certain examples that contain many of the same or similar earcons may have no percepti:
bly clear presentation, regardless of the temporal arrangement of each individual earcon. In such
anomalous cases, all scores in the search spaces are abnormally high, and the HTrans function
will predict a lower value than that observed through user evaluation.
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VTr’ans Function Used to Predict User
Error (Yo) Value of Lowest Computed

Score as a Function of Overlap Factor
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Figure 6.7: User error percentage as a function of average overlap. The Boltz-

mann Sigmoid function y = —4 + 70.42/(1 + e(2”647–ZJ/0-6)is fit to the measured
data points.
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To evaluate the accuracy of the V7%NZS prediction function, the extra examples
evaluated by users were used. The first example considered was [SS 16] presented

in a 7.0 second time interval, with an average overlap o = 3.07. The function
VZ’rarzs(3.07) equals 43.13 percent. The actual mean user error percentage for this
example was 39.29. The predicted mean user error percentage was within 3.9 per-

centage points of the measured value. The second example considered was [SS18]

presented in a 13 second time interval, with an average overlap factor of 1.84. The

function Vi%ans(l .84) equals 10.55 percent, while the actual measured mean user
error percent age was 15.83. In this case, the predicted value was within 5.3 per-

centage points of the observed value.

6.3 Conclusion

In situations where the user must actively monitor multiple sound sources, a sound
presentation regulated using the methods described in Chapter 5 will improve user
perceptibility over an unregulated method. This has been demonstrated, through
the results and analysis of the user study presented in this chapter, for sound
presentations containing an average overlap of approximately 4.0 or less. For

sound presentations containing higher average overlaps, the presentation regula-
tion method did not significantly affect user performance.

It is possible to predict user error rates in recognition of earcons based upon the
indicators of computed score, average overlap, and the temporal interval length.
With this type of prediction model, the intelligent scheduling of sounds can be con-
trolled to allow the user to receive a great deal of information concurrently through
the auditory modality.

———
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Research

The goal of this research was to create a method for the intelligent presentation of
dynamic temporally overlapping auditory messages. Two main approaches were
studied: the use of numerous computer selectable auditory representations for the
same message; and the dynamic temporal adjustment of auditory messages to min-

imize perceptual conflicts between overlapping sounds.

In the first approach, a number of applications present audio through a central-
ized control mechanism. That mechanism schedules and possibly dynamically al-

ters each sound request so that the user can clearly distinguish between each indi-
vidual sound comprising the computed auditory scene.

Such a system has a number of advantages for auditory user interface design:

1. The design of each sound used by a particular application is not constrained
by the other sounds used. Each sound can be created without regard for pos-
sible auditory stream segregation problems that might arise between differ-

ent auditory messages.

2. Possible conflicts are minimized between sounds arising from different appli-
cations in a multitasking environment. This problem cannot be solved by
the sound designer since it is only known at run-time what other applica-
tions are being used.

3. Sounds created dynamically at run-time can be used in the computer inter-
face. Such sounds are often created from data collected during the current
execution of the application. Each dynamically created sound can be ana-
lyzed at run-time and presented to the user through the centralized control

mechanism.

159
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4. Users are guaranteed toreceive anoverall more perceptible combined audi-

tory output from all running applications.

An architecture was designed that supports the intelligent scheduling of multi-
representational auditory objects from numerous applications. A heuristic-based
evaluation method provides the intelligence that chooses a particular auditory rep-

resentation and exactly when it is to be played. Each request can contain pref-
erences to specify the most desirable auditory representation, and parameters to

provide guidance to the centralized control mechanism for its scheduling decisions.

There were two implementations, described in Chapters 4 and 5, that attempted

to control the dynamic presentation of temporally overlapping auditory messages.
The first, the Centralized Audio Presentation System, provided the real-time cen-
tralized control mechanism through which applications requested auditory output
with certain constraints. Audio servers have offered a centralized method of play-
ing sound, but have not ever performed analysis and intelligent scheduling with
respect to sound perception issues. The Presentation System offered a number of

benefits over this type of resource-oriented scheduler:

1. Each request sent from an application to the Presentation System can en-
code numerous auditory representations. This approach offers the flexibil-

ity of presenting the representation most suitable with respect to the current
global auditory state.

2. Requests were received in real-time, and simple heuristics allowed the Pre-
sentation System to choose an appropriate representation very quickly.

3. Certain auditory representations could be modified in specific ways by the
Presentation System in order to encourage greater stream segregation be-
tween all currently sounding auditory messages.

4. Each request had a particular priority associated with it. High priority re-
quests must be presented very clearly to the user; low priority requests could
be presented in a less clear manner, or in more extreme cases, ignored alto-
gether by the Presentation System.

5. Each request also contained a maximum latency parameter. This is the time
period in which the request must be filled. Requests that must be synchro-
nized to graphics or sounded immediately would have a low latency. Re-
quests that could be presented at any point in a larger time period would
have higher latency values.
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The second implementation that controlled the presentation of auditory messages
was the Computational Auditory Scene Synthesizer. Through the use of a more so-

phisticated heuristic-based scheduling method, a set of sounds was scheduled in a
given time period. Since the total length of the sounds was generally much greater

than the length of the time period, temporal overlap between sounds was neces-
sary. The actual scheduling was controlled purely through heuristics that were de-
signed to avoid perceptual conflicts between sounds. The best schedule was the

one that allowed the user to most easily discern each individual sound presented
in the time period.

Since the entire search space for a given scheduling problem grows exponentially
with the number of sounds to schedule, it was not feasible to evaluate all possible
schedules to find the best one. a fast heuristic search technique was implemented to
find a reasonably good schedule in a very short amount of time. The hybrid search
technique of repeatedly applying hill climbing from random starting locations in

the search space produced good schedules of sounds in very short amounts of time.

A user study was conducted to test the correlation between the heuristic-based

predicted perceptual score of a sound presentation, and the performance of a user
in identifying the number of discrete auditory messages present in that same pre-
sentation. For the examples with average sound overlaps of less than 3.5, a posi-
tive correlation was found. This indicates that the programmed heuristics do pe-
nalize many of the perceptual conflicts that arise between temporally overlapping
sounds. The inconclusiveness of results for examples with average overlaps of 3.5
or greater demonstrates the need for further evaluation and refinement of each

heuristic and perhaps the implementation of additional perceptual cues for audi-
tory stream segregation, such as spatial location for each sound source.

As demonstrated by the example implementations, most of the research goals dis-
cussed in Chapter 1 have been met. Most importantly, the presentation of dy-

namic temporally overlapping audit ory messages can be controlled to improve the

user’s perception of each individual sound. This control has be demonstrated in
two ways: through the selection of the most appropriate auditory representation (if

more than one represent ation exists), and through the intelligent temporal schedul-
ing of sounds within the constraints of each individual sound request. The selec-
tion of auditory representations was used in the implementation of the Central-

ized Audio Presentation System, and an intelligent scheduling method was imple-
mented in both the Presentation System and the Computational Auditory Scene

Synthesizer. In the latter system, temporal constraints for auditory messages were
not used, so that the heuristic scheduling algorithms could be tested and utilized
to their full extent. It would be trivial to extend the Computational Auditory

Scene Synthesizer to include temporal constraints on each auditory message. Es-
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sentially, only a subset of the entire search space would require possible examina-
tion, thus decreasing overall search time.

It has been shown through the Computational Auditory Scene Synthesizer that

the scheduling of sounds can be accomplished even when the search spaces become
enormous because of combinatorial explosion. Examples have demonstrated that
reasonably good schedules can be found very quickly, and therefore the heuristic-
based method of evaluating an auditory scene is feasible even in a real-time envi-

ronment.

Finally, the dynamic modification of auditory messages was explored in the Cen-
tralized Audio Presentation System through the use of register manipulation of

earcons. It appears that this technique holds promise for auditory interface design,
but further research is required to determine the applicability of the technique for
real systems.

While the example implementations have demonstrated that the overall architec-
ture for Computational Auditory Scene Synthesis can be realized, there are many
issues left unresolved.

● The heuristic-based auditory scene synthesis scheduling method should be

integrated into a new version of the Centralized Audio Presentation System.
This would add a much more robust scheduling algorithm that would result
in better auditory scene generation. It is unfortunate that this was never

completed.

● The use of spatial audio was not implemented because of a lack of necessary

hardware, but spatialization of sound is known to be a very strong cue in au-
ditory scene analysis. The Comprehensive Auditory Scene Synthesizer could

be programmed to present sounds in spatially distinct locations. A heuristic
could be added to assess a penalty relative to the proximity of different si-
multaneously presented sounds. Furthermore, certain well known perceptual

effects that cause confusion could be identified and penalized accordingly.

● An experiment similar to the one performed in Chapter 6, only using a three-

dimensional spatial audio system, would prove valuable in determining the
effect of spatialized sound on the auditory stream segregation of multiple
earcons. Each earcon contained in a given sound presentation could be ren-
dered in a spatially distinct area of the listening space. It is very probable

1The best known effect of this nature is the mistakeof identifying a sound behind the head
as being in front of the head, and vice-versa. So, the case of presentingspatial sounds directly
in front of and behind a user simultaneouslycan be penalized.
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that users would perform better with the addition of spatial information, but
an experiment to quantify the improvement would be necessary to draw any

certain conclusions.

● The weights used for each perception heuristic were chosen through informal

testing. A more formal approach to finding correct weights would be an im-

portant addition to the implementation.

● Each heuristic algorithm used to detect perceptual conflicts between sounds

was never evaluated apart from others. The literature supports the impor-

tance of each heuristic, but the particular implementation was not evaluated
by itself. Specifically, the penalty functions used are somewhat arbitrary.
Experimental testing could help in the creation of more accurate implemen-

tations of each given heuristic.

● The set of perception heuristics was chosen because each is considered to be
very important in the literature. Personal observation helped in the selection

process as well. However, it is unclear how user performance would change
given subsets of the implemented heuristics or with the addition of any new
heuristics. Experimental testing of groups of heuristics would be instructive
in finding out which heuristics are necessary and which can be ignored.

● It would be valuable to perform a user study that measured if the user could

hear particular earcons in an overlapped earcon presentation. This type of
study could help to find the point at which intelligent scheduling of sounds

cannot overcome the masking effects of temporally overlapping sounds.

● The method of computational auditory scene synthesis has only been imple-
mented to full analyze abstract earcons. It would be useful to extend the
functionality of the implementation to operate on a larger class of sounds.

These problems, and others related to the presentation of dynamic overlapping au-
ditory messages, will undoubtedly be studied and resolved in the near future. The
necessity of creating more complex auditory computing environments will continue

to compel research in this relatively new discipline of auditory user interfaces.





Appendix A

Earcons Referenced in the Text

The syntax for earcons described in this appendix is as follows:

[ T2mbre]([Pitch] [Duration])+

Variables in square brackets are required; a + symbol indicates one or more of the
expression to which it applies. Pitches are described using the following notation:
the musical pitch is followed by a number indicating the octave. An octave of O
indicates MIDI note values ranging from O to 11, or fundamental frequencies rang-

ing from 8.18 Hz to 15.43 Hz. For each higher octave, the MIDI note values are in-
cremented by 12, and the fundamental frequencies are doubled. So, the pitch G1

would be the note G played in octave number 1. This corresponds to the MIDI
note value 18 and a fundamental frequency of 24.50 Hz. The pitch G2 corresponds
to MIDI note value , and fundamental frequency 24.50 Hz * 2 = 49.00 Hz.

The note durations are given in terms of seconds.

Label Timbre Used Earcon Definition

[BA1] Electric Bass (C3 0.6) (C3 0.4) (G2 0.2) (Bb2 1.0)

[BA2] Electric Bass (C#3 0.186) (D#3 0.186) (F3 0.37) (D#3 0.186)
(F3 0.186) (F#3 0.37)

[BA3] Electric Bass (C#3 0.186) (D~3 0.186) (F3 0.186) (F#3 0.186)

(G&3 0.557)

[BA4] Electric Bass (G~3 0.186) (F#3 0.186) (F3 0.186) (D#3 0.186)

(c#3 0.557)
[BA5] Electric Bass (Bb2 0.186) (G2 0.372) (A2 0.186) (Bb2 0.186)

(F#2 0.186) (G2 0.372)
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Label Timbre Used Earcon Definition

[BA6] Electric Bass (E2 0.093) (E2 0.093) (E2 0.093) (F2 0.557)

(G#2 0.279) (A2 0.279)
[CE1] Celeste (E6 0.25) (F~6 0.2.5) (G#6 0.25) (Bb6 0.25)

(C7 0.25) (D7 0.25) (E7 0.25) (it 0.25) ‘
[CE2] Celeste (C#60.3’7) (D#6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (D~6 0.37)

(F6 0.186) (F#6 0.186)
[CE3] Celeste (G#6 0.186) (F#6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (D~6 0.186)

(C#6 0.557)
[CE4] Celeste (Cj6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (Ff16 0.186) (D#6 0.186)

(G#6 0.557)
[CE5] Celeste (E4 0.093) (A4 0.093) (E5 0.093) (E6 0.093)

(B6 0.093) (C7 0.093) (B6 0.093)
[CE6] Celeste (B6 0.093) (E6 0.093) (E5 0.093) (A4 0.093)

(E4 0.093) (Df14 0.093) (E4 0.15)
[DG1] Dist. Elec. Guitar (A4 0.4) (G#4’O.2) (F#4’O.2) (D#4 0.8)

[DG2] Dist. Elec. Guitar (C#4 0.186) (D#4 0.186) (F4 o.lMj) (F#4 0.186)

(Gij4 0.557)
[FL1] Flute (G5 0.3) (B5 0.3) (D6 0.3) (F6 0.3)
[FL2] Flute (G6 0.25) (A6 0.25) (G6 0.25) (A6 0.25)

[FL3] Flute (G6 0.7) (G6 0.7) (G6 0.7) (G6 0.7)
[FL4] Flute (C#6 0.186) (D#6 0.186) (F6 0.37) (D#6 0.186)

(F6 0.186) (F#6 0.37)

[FL5] Flute (G#6 0.186) (F#6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (D#6 0.186)
(C#6 0.557)

[SA1] Saxophone (F3 0.6) (A3 0.4) (B4 0.4) (D4 0.2) (C4 0.6)

[SA2] Saxohpone (C#3 0.186) (D#3 0.186) (F3 0.37) (D~3 0.186)
(F3 0.186) (F#3 0.37)

[SA3] Saxophone (C#3 0.186) (D#3 0.186) (F3 0.186) (F#3 0.186)
(G#3 0.557)

[SA4] Saxophone (G#3 0.186) (F#3 0.186) (F3 0.186) (Dlj3 0.186)
(c#3 0.557)

[SA5] Saxophone (C5 0.372) (C5 0.093) (A5 0.372) (G#5 0.186)

[SA6] Saxohpone (C5 0.372) (C5 0.093) (E5 0.372) (Eb5 0.186)

[SA7] Saxophone (C5 0.372) (C5 0.093) (C#4 0.372) (C4 0.186)

[S.48] Saxophone (A5 0.186) (A5 0.186) (D5 0.186) (F5 0.124)
(C5 0.124) (C#5 0.124) (D5 0.372)

[SG1] Steel Guitar (E4 0.3) (G#4 0.3) (B4 0.3) (D~5 0.3) (E5 0.9)
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Label Timbre Used Earcon Definition

[SG2] Steel Guitar (G3 0.25) (B3 0.25) (D4 0.125) (D#4 0.125)

(D4 0.125) (Dj4 0.125) (C4 0.5) ‘
[SG3] Steel Guitar (E5 0.5) (C5 0.25) (G4 0.25) (C4 0.75)

[SG4] Steel Guitar (E4 0.25) (F#4 0.25) (G#4 0.5) (B4 0.25)
(D#5 0.25) (E5 0.5)

[SG5] Steel Guitar (C#3 0.186) (D#3 0.186) (F3 0.37) (D#3 0.186)
(F3 0.186) (F~3 0.37)

[SG6] Steel Guitar (C#3 0.186) (D#3 0.186) (F3 0.186) (F#3 0.186)
(G#3 0.557)

[SG7] Steel Guitar (G[3 0.186) (F#3 0.186) (F3 0.186) (D~3 0.186)
(c#3 0.557)

[TP1] Trumpet (G5 0.3) (D5 0.3) (G5 0.3) (B5 0.3) (D6 0.3)
(F6 0.3) (C6 1.2) (C6 0.3) (E6 0.3) (G6 0.3)
(Bb6 0.3) (C7 0.9)

[TP2] Trumpet (B5 0.25) (Bb5 0.25) (B5 0.5) (C#6 0.5) (D6 0.5)

[TP3] Trumpet (C#6 0.25) (D#6 0.25) (C~6 0.25) (D#6 0.25)
(F6 1.0)

[TP4] Trumpet (G6 0.25) (F#6 0.25) (G6 0.5) (A6 0.5) (Bb6 0.5)
[TP5] Trumpet (G4 0.3) (D5 0.3) (G5 0.3) (B5 0.3) (G5 0.3)

(D5 0.3) (G4 0.3) (D5 0.3) (G5 0.3) (B5 0.3)

[TP6] Trumpet (C#6 0.37) (D#6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (D#6 0.37)
(F6 0.186) (F#6 0.186)

[TP7] Trumpet (G#6 0.186) (F#6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (D#6 0.186)

(C#6 0.557)

[TP8] Trumpet (C#6 0.186) (F6 0.186) (F#6 0.186) (D#6 0.186)
(G#6 0.557)

[TT1] Tom Tom Drum (A4 0.186) (A5 0.186) (A4 0.186) (A5 0.186)
(A4 0.139) (A5 0.139) (A4 0.139) (A4 0.139)

[TT2] Tom Tom Drum (A4 0.093) (A5 0.093) (A4 0.093) (A5 0.093)
(A4 0.093) (Ac50.093) (A4 0.093) (A5 0.093)
(A4 0.093) (A.5 0.093) (A4 0.093) (A5 0.093)
(A4 0.093)





Appendix B

Search Spaces Refer-
enced in the Text

This table lists the search spaces referenced in the text. Each entry contains an
unique identifier followed by the list of earcons cent ained in the presentation. Each
earcon is marked by its identifier which can be referenced in Appendix A.

Search Space Num. of Earcons List of Earcons in the

Identifier in the Search Space Given Search Space

[ss1] 8 [SA1], [CE1], [DG1], [FL1], [BA1], [SG1],
[SG2], [TP3]

[ss4] 12 [SA1], [CE1], [FL1], [FL2], [DG1], [SG1],
[SG2], [TP1], [TP2], [TP3], [TP4], [BA1]

[ss5] 10 [SA1], [CE1], [FL1], [FL2], [DG1], [SG1],
[SG2], [TP1], [TP2], [BA1]

[SS6] 6 [SA1], [DG1], [FL2], [BA1], [SG2], [TP2]

[ss7] 7 [TP4], [CE1], [DG1], [SA1], [SG1], [SG2],
[BA1]

[SS8] 3 [FL3], [FL3], FL3]

[ss9] 3 [FL2], [FL2], [FL2]

[ss10] 3 [TP2], [SG1], [FL1]

[ss11] 3 [TP5], [SG3], [SG4]

[ss12] 3 [SA1], [BA1], [SG2]

[ss13] 3 [TP1], [FL1], [FL1]

[ss14] 3 [TP1], [SG2], [CE1]
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Search Space Num. of Earcons List of Earcons in the
Identifier in the Search Space Given Search Space

[ss15] 13 [BA1], [cEl], [CE2], [CE3], [FL1], [FL5],
[SA2], [SA4], [SG2], [SG3], [sG7], [TP6],
[TP7]

[SS16] 14 [BA1], [BA2], [BA3], [BA4], [CE1], [cE2],
[CE4], [DG1], [DG2], [FL5], [SG3], [TP8],
[TT1], [TT2]

[ss17] 20 [BA3], [BA4], [CE1], [CE3], [cE5], [CE6],
[DG2], [FL4], [FL5], [SA4], [sA6], [sA7],
[SG4], [SG6], [SG7], [Tp5], [Tp6], [TP7],
[TT1], [TT2]

[SS18] 15 [BA1], [BA1], [BA1], [BA1], [BA1], [FL1],
[FL1], [FL1], [FL1], [FL1], [TP8], [TP8],
[TP8], [TP8], [TP8]

[ss19] 12 [BA1], [BA2], [CE3], [CE4], [FL1], [FL4],
[SA1], [SA3], [SG3], [TP2], [TP3], [TP4]

[ss20] 14 [BA1], [BA5], [BA6], [CE2], [CE3], [CE4],
[SA5], [SA6], [SA8], [SG1], [SG2], [SG5],
[TP2], [TT1]

[ss21] 22 [BA1], [BA4], [BA5], [BA6], [CE2], [CE3],
[CE4], [CE5], [DG1], [sAl], [sA5], [sA6],
[SA8], [SG1], [SG2], [SG4], [SG5], [TP2],
[TP3], [TP4], [TP8], [TT1]

[ss22] 7 [BA4J, [BA5], [CE2], [cE4], [cE5], [sA3],
[SA4]

[SS23] 19 [BA1], [BA5], [CE1], [CE2], [CE3], [DG1],

[DG2], [FL1], [FL5], [SA2], [SA4], [SG2],
[SG3], [SG7], [TP2], [TP6], [TP7], [TT1],
[TT2]

[SS24] 22 [BA1], [BA2], [BA3], [BA4], [cEl], [cE2],
[CE4], [DG1], [DG2], [FL1], [FL5], [SA1],
[SA2], [SA6], [SG1], [SG3], [SG4], [TP2],
[TP4], [TP8]

[SS25] 10 [BA1], [BA5], [CE2], [CE3], [DG1], [FL1],
[SA1], [SA8], [SG2], [SG4]



Appendix C

User Study Data

This table lists the examples given to each subject in the study. The first nine
groups listed have an increasing average overlap, from approximately 1.0 to ap-
proximately 5.0, in 0.5 increments. The last two groups listed were used to evalu-

ate the prediction function for user performance.

File Name Num of Int Len Int Len Sum of Earcon Overlap
of Example Earcons (Sees.) (Blks.) Lens (Blks.) Factor

ss22-9.3s-6.0.rnd 7 9.3 101 101 1.00
ss22-9.3s-51.7.rnd 7 9.3 101 101 1.00
ss22-9.3s-97.4.rnd 7 9.3 101 101 1.00

ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd 7 9.3 101 101 1.00
ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd 7 9.3 101 101 1.00

ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd 7 9.3 101 101 1.00

ss25-lls-125.2.rnd 10 11.0 119 181 1.52

ss25-lls-294.5.rnd 10 11.0 119 181 1.52

ss25-lls-463.8.rnd 10 11.0 119 181 1.52

ss25-lls-633.0.rnd 10 11.0 119 181 1.52

ss25-lls-802.3.rnd 10 11.0 119 181 1.52

ss25-lls-971.6.rnd 10 11.0 119 181 1.52
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File Name Num of Int Len Int Len Sum of Earcon Overlap
of Example Earcons (Sees.) (Blks.) Lens (Blks.) Factor

ss15-10s-287.8.rnd
ss15-10s-629.9.rnd
ss15-10s-972.O.rnd

ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd

ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd

ss19-8s-561.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd

ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd

SS19-8S-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd

ss20-7s-726.3.rnd
ss20-7s-1208.1.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd

ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd

ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd

ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-3331.1 .rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd

ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd

ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd
ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd
ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd

ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd

13
13
13
13
13
13

12
12
12
12
12
12

14
14
14
14
14
14

22
22
22
22
22

22

20
20
20
20
20
20

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

10.0

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

109
109
109
109
109
109

87
87
87
87
87
87

76
76
76
76
76
76

09
09
09
09

109
109

76
76
76
76
76
76

209
209
209
209
209
209

223
223
223
223
223
223

234
234
234
234

234
234

380
380
380
380
380
380

312
312
312
312
312
312

1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92

1.92
1.92

2.56
2.56
2.56

2.56
2.56
2.56

3.08
3.08
3.08
3.08
3.08
3.08

3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49
3.49

3.49

4.11
4.11
4.11
4.11
4.11
4.11
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File Name Num of Int Len Int Len Sum of Earcon Overlap
of Example Earcons (Sees.) (Blks.) Lens (Blks.) Factor

ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.0.rnd

ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
SS24-8S-5093. 1.rnd

SS24-8S-6081. 7.rnd
ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd

s523-5.95-1992.30 rnd

ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd

ss18-13s-318.O.rnd
ss18-13s-844.0.rnd

ss18-13s-1370.0. rnd

ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2421 .9.rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd

ss16-7s-681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd

ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6irnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd

22

22
22
22

22
22

19
19
19
19
19
19

15
15
15
15
15
15

14
14
14
14
14
14

8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.9

13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

87
87
87
87

87
87

65

65
65
65

65
65

141
141
141
141
141
141

76
76
76
76
76
76

387
387
387
387
387
387

318
318
318
318
318
318

260
260
260

260
260
260

233
233

233
233

233
233

4.45
4.45
4.45
4.45

4.45
4.45

4.89
4.89
4.89

4.89
4.89
4.89

1.84
1.84
1.84

1.84
1.84
1.84

3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07
3.07

The following table is a listing of the raw data obtained from the user study de-
scribed in Chapter 5. The file names for each example are created as follows: the

search space number (i.e., 5522) is entered, followed by a dash. Then, the length
of the time interval is entered in seconds, (i.e., 9.3) followed by the letter s and a
dash. Finally, the computed score for the example is entered (i.e., 006.0) followed
by the extension ,rnd. In the table, the lengths of time intervals and groups of
earcons are expressed in blocks, where each block is 4096/44100 seconds.
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss~2.9.3s-()()6.()ornd

ss22-9.3s-006.0 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-006.0 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-006.0 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-006.0 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-006.0 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-006.0 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-()()6 .().rnd

ss22-9.3s-051 .7.rnd
ss22-9.3s-051 .7.rnd
ss22-9.3s-051 .7.rnd

ss22-9.3s-051 .7.rnd
ss22-9.3s-051 -7.rnd
ss~2-9.3s-051 .7.rnd

SS22-9.3S-051. 7.rnd
SS22-9.3S-051. 7.rnd

ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd
ss22-9-3s-097.4, rnd

ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-097.4 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-143.1 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-188.8 crnd

ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

6.00
6.00

,51.71
51.71
51.71
51.71
51.71
51.71
51.71
51.71

97.42
97.42
97.42
97.42
97.42
97.42
97.42
97.42
143.07
143.07
143.07
143.07
143.07
143.07
143.07
143.07
188.82
188.82
188.82
188.82

ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd 188.82

7
7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
8
7

7
6
7
7
7

7
6
7
6
7
7
6
8
7
7
6
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7
6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

101
101
101
101
101
101

101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101

101
101
101
101
101
101

101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd
ss22.9.3s-188.80 rnd

ss22-9.3s-188.8 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd
ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd

ss22-9.3s-234.5 .rnd
ss25-lls-125.2,rnd
ss25-lls-125.2.rnd
ss25-lls-125.2.rnd
ss25-lls-125.2.rnd

ss25-lls-125.2.rnd
ss2.5-lls-125.2 .rnd
ss2t5-lls-125.2 .rnd
ss25-lls-125.2+rnd

ss25-lls-294.5.rnd

ss25-lls-294.5.rnd
ss25-lls-294.5.rnd
ss25-lls-294.5.rnd

ss25-lls-294.5.rnd
ss2,5-lls-294.5 .rnd
ss25-lls-294.5,rnd

ss25-lls-294.5.rnd
ss25-lls-463.8.rnd
ss25-lls-463.8.rnd
ss25-lls-463.8.rnd
ss25-lls-463.8.rnd

ss25-lls-463.8.rnd
ss25-lls-463.8+rnd

ss25-lls-463.8.rnd
ss25-lls-463.8.rnd
ss25-lls-633.O.rnd

ss25-lls-633.0.rnd
ss25-lls-633.0.rnd

188.82
188.82
188.82
234.51

234.51
234.51
234.51

234.51
234.51
234.51
234.51
125.16
125.16
125.16
125.16

125.16
125.16
125.16
125.16
294.51

294.51
294.51
294.51
294.51
294.51
294.51
294,51

463.78
463.78
463.78
463.78
463.78
463.78
463.78
463.78
633.02
633.02
633.02

6
6
6
6
8
6
6
5
6
6

5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
10

9
8
9
10
10
10

9
9

10
8
8
11
8
9
8
8
8
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119

101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181

6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
1
2
3
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss~5.11s.633.0.rnd

ss25-lls-633.0.rnd
ss25-lls-633.0.rnd
ss25-lls-633.0.rnd

ss25-lls-633.O.rnd
ss25-lls-80~.3.rnd

ss25-lls-802.3.rnd
ss25-lls-802.3.rnd
ss25-lls-802.3.rnd
ss25-lls-802.3.rnd

ss25-lls-802.3.rnd
ss25-lls-802.3.rnd
ss25-lls-802.3.rnd
ss25-lls-971.6.rnd
ss25-lls-971.6.rnd

ss25-lls-971.6.rnd
ss25-lls-971.6.rnd

SS25-11s-971 .6.rnd
SS25-11s-971 .6.rnd
SS25-11s-971 .6.rnd

ss25-lls-971.6.rnd
ss18-13s-0318.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0318.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0318.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0318.0. rnd

ss18-13s-0318.0 .rnd

ss18-13s-0318.0. rnd
ss18-13s-0318.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0318.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd

ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd

ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-0844.0 .rnd

633.02
633.02
633.02
633.02
633.02
802.26

802.26
802.26
802,26

802.26
802.26
802.26
802.26
971.57
971.57
971.57
971.57
971.57
971.57
971.57
971.57
318.01
318.01
318.01
318.01
318.01
318.01
318.01
318.01
844.04
844.04
844.04
844.04
844.04
844.04
844.04
844.04

ss18-13s-1370.0. rnd 1370.00

7
7
8
6
8
5
6
6
7
7
6
6
6
6
7
5
6
6
6
7
6
15
12
14
11
13
14
12
10
10
12
12
9
15
10
11
12

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119
119

119
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141

181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181
181

181
260
260
260
260
260

260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260

260

4
5
6
7
8
1
~

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss18-13s-1370.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-1370.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-1370.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-1370.0 .rnd
ss18-13s-1370.0. rnd

ss18-13s-1370.0. rnd

ss18-13s-1370.0. rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd

ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-1895.9 .rnd

SS18-13s-242 1.9.rnd
ss18-13s-2421 .9.rnd
ss18-13s-2421.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2421.9 .rnd

ss18-13s-2421 .9.rnd
ss18-13s-2421.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2421 .9.rnd
ss18-13s-2421 .9.rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd

ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd
ss18-13s-2947.9 .rnd

ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd
ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd
ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd
ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd
ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd

ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd
ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd

1370.00
1370.00
1370.00
1370.00
1370.00
1370.00
1370.00
1895.94
1895.94
1895.94
1895.94
1895.94
1895.94
1895.94
1895.94
2421.93
2421.93
2421.93
2421.93
2421.93
2421.93
2421.93
2421.93
2947.93
2947.93
294’7.93
2947.93
2947.93
2947.93
2947.93
2947.93
287.77
287.77
287.77
287.77
287.77
287.77
287.77

10
11
8

10
10
9
11
10
9
9
8
8
10
8
11
6
10
9
8
9
8
8
9
8
10
10
7
9
8
9
8
13
12
12
7
8
13
12

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
141
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260

260
260
260

260
260
260

260
260
260
260
~60

260
260
209
209
209
209
209

209
209

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7



178 APPENDIX C. USER STUDY DATA

File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss15-10s-0287.8 .rnd

ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd

ssl.5-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0629.9 .rnd
ss15-10s-0972.0 .rnd

ss15-10s-0972.0. rnd

ss15-10s-0972.0. rnd
ss15-10s-0972.0 .rnd
ss15-10s-0972.0 .rnd

ss15-10s-0972.0. rnd
ss15-10s-09i’2. O.rnd
ss15-10s-0972.0 .rnd
ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd
ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd

ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd

ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd
ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd
ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd
ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd
ss15-10s-1314.1 .rnd
ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd

ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd
ssl.5-10s-1656.2 .rnd
ss15-10s-16,56.2 .rnd
ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd
ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd

ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd
ss15-10s-1656.2 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd

ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd

287.77
629.89

629.89
629.89
629.89
629.89
629.89
629.89
629.89
972.01
972.01
972.01
972.01
972.01
972.01
972.01
972.01

1314.12
1314.12
1314.12
1314.12
1314.12
1314.12
1314.12
1314.12
1656.18
1656.18
1656.18
1656.18
1656.18
16.56.18
1656.18
1656.18
1988.32
1988.32
1988.32
1988.32
1988.32

10
11
10
11
8
12
13
10
10
7

8
8
8
7
9
8
6
9
6
7
7
7
8
8
7
7
9
6
8
8
7
8
8
6
9
7
6
7

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

209
209

209

209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209
209

8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd
ss15-10s-1998.3 .rnd

ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd
ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd

ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd

ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd
ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd
ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd
ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd

ss19-8s-0561.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd

ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd
ss19-8s-1015.5.rnd

ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd
ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd

ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd
ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd
ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd

ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd
ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd

ss19-8s-1469.8.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd

ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-1924.2.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd

1988.32
1988.32
1988.32

561.25
561.2.5
561.25
561.25
561.25
561.25
561.25
561.25

1015.52
1015.52
1015.52
1015.52
1015.52
1015.52
1015.52
1015.52
1469.83
1469.83
1469.83
1469.83
1469.83
1469.83
1469.83
1469.83
1924.22
1924.22
1924.22
1924.22
1924.22
1924.22

1924.22
1924.22
2378.47
2378.47
2378.47

7
8
8
11
7
8
7

10
10
8
10
10
6
7
7
7
8
8
7
8
4
7
5
6
7
5
6
3
6
5
4

6
5
5
6
4
6
5

13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

12
12

12
12
12
12

109
109
109
87
87

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87

209
209
209
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223

223
223
223
223
223

223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223

223
223
223
223
223
223

6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2378.5.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss19-8s-2832.8.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-0681.3.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1178.l.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd

ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-1674.9.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd

2378.47
2378.47
2378.47
2378.47
2378.47
2832.83
2832.83
2832.83
2832.83
2832.83
2832.83
2832.83
2832.83
681.33
681.33
681.33
681.33
681.33
681.33
681.33
681.33

1178.10
1178.10
1178.10
1178.10
1178.10
1178.10
1178.10
1178.10
1674.86
1674.86
1674.86
1674.86
1674.86
1674.86
1674.86
1674.86
2171.84

5
6
5
5
6
5
5
5
4
5
6
6
5

12
6
8
8
8
13
7

6
7
7
8
6
7
10
7
7
7
7
6
4
6
6
6
7
5

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76

223

223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223
223

233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233

4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd

ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd

ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd
ss16-7s-2668.6.rnd

ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd

ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss16-7s-3165.4.rnd
ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd
ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd
ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd

ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd
ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd

ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd
ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd
ss20-7s-0726.3.rnd

ss20-7s-1208.l.rnd
ss20-7s-1208.1.rnd
SS20-7S-1208. 1.rnd
ss20-7s-1208.1.rnd
ss20-7s-1208.1.rnd

ss20-7s-1208.1.rnd
ss20-7s-1208.1.rnd

2171.84
2171.84
2171.84
2171.84
2171.84
2171.84
2171.84
2668.55
2668.55

2668.55
2668.55
2668.55
2668.55
2668.55
2668.55

3165.36
3165.36
3165.36
3165.36
3165.36
3165.36
3165.36
3165.36
726.32
726.32
726.32
726.32
726.32
726.32
726.32
726.32

1208.13
1208.13
1208.13
1208.13
1208.13
1208.13
1208.13

7
6
5
8
9
5
8
4
6
6
6
6
5
6
7
4
6
5
5
6
4
6
5
10
6
7
6
9
11
7
7

8
7
5
5
7
6
7

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76

233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233
233

233
233
233
233
233
233
233

233
233
233
233
233
233
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int . Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Lemzth Len. Sum Number

SS20-7S-1208. 1.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd

ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-1689.9.rnd
ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd

ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd

ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd

ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss20-7s-2171.8.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6. rncl
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd

ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd
ss20-7s-2653.6.rnd
ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd

ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd
ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd
ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd
ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd
ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd

ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd
ss20-7s-3135.4.rnd

ss21-los-1473.6 .rnd

ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd
ss~l_10s-1473.6 .rnd

ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd

1208.13
1689.94
1689.94
1689.94
1689.94

1689.94
1689.94
1689.94
1689.94
2171.78
2171.78
2171.78
2171.78
2171.78
2171.78
2171.78
2171.78
2653.60
2653.60
2653.60
2653.60
2653.60
2653.60
2653.60
2653.60
3135.40
3135.40
3135.40
3135.40
3135.40
3135.40
3135.40
3135.40
1473.55
1473.55
14’73.!55
1473.55
1473.55

4
7
6
7
6

8
7
7
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
4
7
8
5
5

5
6
5
5
5
4

5
5
4
4
5
4
6
15
9
11

7
9

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
22
22
22
22
22

76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
7’6
76
76
76

76
76
76
76
76
76
76

109
109
109
109
109

234
234

234
234
234

234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234
234

234

234
234
234
234
234

380
380
380
380
380

8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5,
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-1473.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd

ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd

ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd

ss21-10s-2402.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-3331.1 .rnd
ss21-10s-3331.1 .rnd
SS21-1OS-3331.1.rnd
ss21-10s-3331 .l.rnd

ss21-10s-3331.1 .rnd
ss21-10s-3331.1 .rnd

ss21-10s-3331.1 .rnd
SS21-1OS-3331.1.rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd

ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd

ss21-10s-4259.8 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd

ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-5188.6 .rnd
ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd

ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd

1473.55
1473.55
1473.55
2402.25
2402.25
2402.25
2402.25
2402.25
2402.25
2402.25
2402.25
3331.12
3331.12
3331.12
3331.12
3331.12
3331.12
3331.12
3331.12
4259.81
4259.81
4259.81
4259,81

4259.81
4259.81
4259.81
4259.81
5188.57
5188.57
5188.57
5188.57
5188.57
5188.57
5188.57
5188.57
6117.26
6117.26
6117.26

15
9
9
10
12
10
9
10
10
11

9
7
10
9
8
8
8
10
10
8
8
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
11
8
8
9
8
9
9
7
9
9

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

109
109

109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109
109

380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380
380

6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd
ss21_los-6117.3 crnd

ss21.10s-6117.3.rnd

ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd
ss21-10s-6117.3 .rnd

ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd

ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-1493.5.rnd
ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd
ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd

ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd
ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd

ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd
ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd
ss17-7s-2360.7.rnd

ss1’i-7s-2360.7 .rnd
ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd

ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd
ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd
ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd
ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd

ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd
ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd

ss17-7s-3228.0.rnd
ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd

ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd

ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd
ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd
ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd
ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd
ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd

ss17-7s-4095.2.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd

6117.26
6117.26
6117.26
6117.26
6117.26
1493.51
1493.51
1493.51
1493.51
1493.51
1493.51
1493.51
1493.51
2360.67
2360.67
2360.67
2360.67
2360.67
2360.67
2360.67
2360.67
3227.96
3227.96
3227.96
3227.96
3227.96
3227.96
3227.96
3227.96
4095.17
4095.17
4095.17
4095.17
4095.17
4095.17
4095.17
4095.17
4962.34

9
8
7
9
9
10
12

7
6
9

9
9
8
8
7
5
6
6
7
7
7
6
5
7
5
7
6
6
7
7
8
7
7
9
9
7
7
5

22
22
22
22
22
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20

109
109
109
109
109
76
76
76
76
76

76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76

380
380
380
380
380
312
312

312
312
312
312
312
312
312

312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312

312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312

312
312
312

4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
.5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd

ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd
ss17-7s-4962.5.rnd
ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd
ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd
SS17-7s-5829. 7.rnd

ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd
ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd
ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd
ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd
ss17-7s-5829.7.rnd

ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd

ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd

ss24-8s-2127.5.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd

ss24-8s-3116.0.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd
ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd

ss24-8s-3116.O.rnd
ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
ss~4_8s-4104<6.rnd

ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd

4962.34
4962.34
4962.34
4962.34
4962.34
4962.34
4962.34
5829.66
5829.66
5829.66
5829.66
5829.66
5829.66
5829.66

5829.66
2127.47
2127.47
2127.47
2127.47
2127.47
2127.47
2127.47
2127.47
3116.01
3116.01
3116.01
3116.01
3116.01
3116.01
3116.01
3116.01
4104.55
4104.55
4104.55
4104.55
4104.55
4104.55
4104.55

7
4
5
5
6
5
4
6
5
6
5
7
6
5
6
13
9
6
7
8
10
8
8
10
12
5
6
7
7
9
8
7
6
5
6
7
8
6

20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
22
22

22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22

22
22

76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87

312
312
312

312
312
312
312

312
312
312
312
312
312
312
312
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss24-8s-4104.6.rnd
ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd
ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd
ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd

ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd

ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd
ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd
ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd
ss24-8s-5093.1.rnd
ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd

ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd
ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd
ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd
ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd

ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd

ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd
ss24-8s-6081.7.rnd
ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd
ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd
ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd

ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd
ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd
ss~4_8s-70700~.rnd”

ss248s-7070.2.rnd
ss24-8s-7070.2.rnd

ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-1992.3 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd

4104.55
5093.13
5093.13
5093.13
5093.13

5093.13
5093.13
5093.13
5093.13
6081.69
6081.69
6081.69
6081.69
6081.69
6081.69

6081.69
6081.69
7070.16
7070.16
7070.16
7070.16
7070.16
7070.16
7070.16
7070.16
1992.25
1992.25
1992.25
1992.25
1992.25
1992.25
1992.25
1992.25
2922.46
2922.46
2922.46

2922.46
2922.46

7
5
5
5
5

7
5
6
7
7
4
6
7
9
6
7
8
6
7
6
6
6
6
4
5
7
5
5
5
5
7
7
5
7
5
5
5
7

22

22
22
22
22

22

22
22
22
22
2’2

22
22
22
22

22
22
22
22
22

22

22
22

22
22
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
8’7
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
6,5
65
65

387
387
387
387
387

387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
387
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318

8
1
2
3
4

5
6
m

;
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2

3
4
5
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File Name Comp. Num. Real Int. Earcon User
of Example Score Heard Num. Length Len. Sum Number

ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-2922.5 .rnd
ss~3-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-3852.7 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-4783.0 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-4783. O.rnd
ss23-.5.9s-5713 .2.rnd

ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd
ss23-.5.9s-571 3.2.rnd
ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-5713.2 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd
ss23.5,9s-6643.4 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd

ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd
ss23-5.9s-6643.4 .rnd

2922.46
2922.46
2922.46
3852.70
3852.70
3852.70
3852.70
3852.70
3852.70
3852.70
3852.70
4782.96
4782.96
4782.96
4782.96
4782.96
4782.96
4782.96
4782.96
5713.18
5713.18
5713.18
5713.18
5713.18
5713.18
5713.18
5713.18
6643.41
6643.41
6643.41
6643.41
6643.41
6643.41
6643.41
6643.41

7
5
6
6
7
7
5
8
7
7
7
5
7
6
6
7
6
6
5
3
6
3
3
5
4
5
6
4
7
5
6
6
4
5
5

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318
318

6
7
8
1
2

3
4
.

:
7
8
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
.5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
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The next table lists user scores along with the mean and standard deviations for
each example. This information provides a measure of the variation of user per-

formance in each example. All values in the table have been rounded to the near-

est tenth to fit better on the page.

cOIllp. Userl Userz Users Userq Users TJser6 UserT Users Mean S.D.
Score % Err % Err % Err % Err % Err % Err % Err ‘% Err

1.0 overlap, [SS22] in 9.3 sec.

6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 0.o 0.o 0-o 0-o 0.o
51.7 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 6.6
97.4 0.0 14.3 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 14.3 14.3 7.1 7.6

143.1 0.0 0.0 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 1,8 5.1
188.8 14.3 0.0 0.0 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 10.7 6.6
234.5 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 28.6 14.3 14.3 28.6 17.9 6.6

1.5 overlap, [SS25] in 11 sec.
125.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.o 0.o 0.o 10.0 1.3 3.5
294.5 0.0 10.0 20.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 6.3 7.4
463.8 10.0 0.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 20.0 10.0 20.0 13.8 7.4
633.0 20.0 20.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 20.0 40.0 20.0 26.3 7.4
802.3 50.0 40.0 40.0 30.0 30.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 38.8 6.4
971.6 40.0 30.0 50.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 30.0 40.0 38.8 6.4

2.0 overlap, [SS15] in 10 sec.
287.8 0.0 7.7 7.7 46.2 38.5 0.0 7.7 23.1 16.3 17.7
629.9 15.4 23.1 15.4 38.5 7.7 0.0 23.1 23.1 18.3 11.6
972.0 46.2 38.5 38.5 38.5 46.2 30.8 38.5 53.9 41.3 7.0

1314.1 30.8 53.9 46.2 46.2 46.2 38.5 38.5 46.2 43.3 7.0
1656.2 46.2 30.8 53.9 38.5 38.5 46.2 38.5 38.5 41.3 7.0
1998.3 53.9 30.8 46.2 53.9 46.2 46.2 38.5 38.5 44.2 8.0

2.5 overlap, [SS19] in 8 sec.
561.2 8.3 41.7 33.3 41.7 16.7 16.7 33.3 16.7 26.0 12.9

1015.5 16.7 50.0 41.7 41.7 41.7 33.3 33.3 41.7 37.5 10.0

1469.8 33.3 66.7 41.7 58.3 50.0 41.7 58.3 50.0 50.0 10.9
1924.2 75.0 50.0 58.3 66.7 50.0 58.3 58.3 50.0 58.3 8.9
2378.5 66.7 50.0 58.3 58.3 50.0 58.3 58.3 50.0 56.2 5.9
2832.8 58.3 58.3 58.3 66.7 58.3 50.0 50.0 58.3 57.3 5.3
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Comp. Userl User’J User3 User4 User5 User6 User7 User8 Mean S.D.

score 70 Err 70 Err ?IoErr To Err YO Err YO Err % Err YO Err

3.0 overlap,
726.3 ~8.fj

1208.1 42.9
1689.9 50.0
2171.8 57.1
2653.6 42.9
2832.8 71.4

SS20] in 7 sec.
57.1 50.0 57.1 35.7 21.4 50.0 50.0 43.8 13.5
50.0 64.3 64.3 50.0 57.1 50.0 71.4 56.2 9.7
57.1 50.0 57.1 42.9 50.0 50.0 57.1 51.8 5.1
64.3 57.1 57.1 57.1 57.1 71.4 50.0 58.9 6.3
64.3 64.3 64.3 57.1 64.3 64.3 64.3 60.7 7.6
64.3 64.3 71.4 71.4 64.3 71.4 57.1 67.0 5.3

3.5 overlap, [SS21] in 10 sec.
1473.6 31.8 59.1 50.0 68.2
2402.3 54.5 45.5 54.5 59.1
3331.1 68.2 54.5 59.1 63.6
4259.8 63.6 63.6 72.7 72.7
5188.6 63.6 50.0 63.6 63.6
6117.3 68.2 59.1 59.1 59.1

4.0 overlap, [SS17] in 7 sec.
1493.5 50.0 40.0 65.0 70.0
2360.7 60.0 65.0 75.0 70.0
3228.0 70.0 75.0 65.0 75.0
4095.2 65.0 60.0 65.0 65.0
4962.3 75.0 65.0 80.0 75.0
5829.7 70.0 75.0 70.0 75.0

4.5 overlap, [SS24] in 8 sec.
2127.5 40.9 59.1 72.7 68.2
3116.0 54.5 45.5 77.3 72.7
4104.6 68.2 72.7 77.3 72.7
5093.1 77.3 77.3 77.3 77.3
6081.7 68.2 81.8 72.7 68.2
7070.2 72.7 68.2 72.7 72.7

5.0 overlap, [SS23] in 5.9 sec.
1992.3 63.2 73.7 73.7 73.7
2922.5 63.2 73.7 73.7 73.7

3852.7 68.4 63.2 63.2 73.7
4783.0 73.7 63.2 68.4 68.4
5713.2 84.2 68.4 84.2 84.2
6643.4 78.9 63.2 73.7 68.4

59.1 31.8 59.1 59.1 52.3 13.5
54.5 !54.5 50.0 59.1 54.0 4.5
63.6 63.6 54.5 54.5 60.2 5.3
68.2 68.2 68.2 63.6 67.6 3.8
59.1 63.6 59.1 59.1 60.2 4.7
63.6 68.2 59.1 59.1 61.9 4.2

55.0 55.0 55.0 60.0 56.3 9.2
70.0 65.0 65.0 65.0 66.9 4.6
65.0 70.0 70.0 65.0 69.4 4.2
55.0 55.0 65.0 65.0 61.9 4.6
75.0 70.0 75.0 80.0 74.4 5.0

65.0 70.0 75.0 70.0 71.3 3.5

63.6 54.5 63.6 63.6 60.8 9.7
68.2 68.2 59.1 63.6 63.6 10.3
68.2 63.6 72.7 68.2 70.5 4.2
68.2 77.3 72.7 68.2 74.4 4.2
59.1 72.7 68.2 63.6 69.3 6.8
72.7 72.7 81.8 77.3 73.9 4.0

73.7 63.2 63.2 73.7 69.7 5.4
63.2 63.2 73.7 68.4 69.1 5.2
57.9 63.2 63.2 63.2 64.5 4.7
63.2 68.4 68.4 73.7 68.4 4.0
73.7 78.9 73.7 68.4 77.0 6.9
68.4 78.9 73.7 73.7 72.4 5.4
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